200 Years of Faith
We are privileged and blessed with such a deep and rich heritage as a church family. For 200
years Zion Baptist church has been the light of Christ to this community and beyond. As part of
our celebration, our church family is writing 200 devotions beginning on February 14 leading up
to our anniversary date of August 31st.
We would love to have as many folks a part of our church family write a few devotions for this
celebration. The devotion can be based off a favorite story or memory about the church or it
could be a spiritual thought about a favorite scripture passage. Devotions can be given to
Becky Dorsey, Megan Hoyle, Hayley Hole, or emailed to the church office,
pastor@zbcshelby.org
God Bless,
200th Anniversary Committee

“Spiritual Stone Markers”

February 14, 2016

One of my favorite places to run is along the New River trail. This trail follows an old
railroad path winding beside the New River. It offers a beautiful view of the river and most
importantly it is one of the few flat places to run up in the mountains. Several years ago when I
was training for a marathon, I had to run 22 miles. Knowing I would be tempted to stop short
or quit early, I decided to run an out & back course on the New River trail. Each mile I ran I
passed a stone mile marker. I didn’t pay much attention to them the first half of my run, but as
I was getting tired and closer to finishing the 22 miles I was anxiously looking for each stone
marker.
Throughout the Bible there are numerous stone markers. Some were used to mark
boundaries, while others were used to mark important locations or events. After a victory in
battle, Samuel took a stone and marked the location to signify God’s guidance and help.
Milestones can mark physical locations such as miles on a trail. They can also mark meaningful
and memorable moments in our spiritual lives. This year Zion Baptist Church is reaching a
milestone of 200 years as a church family. One of the ways we will mark and celebrate this
occasion is through a church time line. This will be a printed line posted in the Family Life
Center hallway leading to the small dining room. Our 200 years of faith time line will list
memorable moments in our church history. In order to complete this time line, everyone will
be invited to add their spiritual milestones such as the time you were baptized at Zion or joined
the church family. I imagine there are countless spiritual markers we could share on this time
line and I look forward to seeing how God has used Zion Baptist Church to influence many of
our lives. May we celebrate and remember the many spiritual stone markers in our lives, but
more importantly may we strive to live out our faith so to be an example, a spiritual stone
marker to others.

“Then Samuel took a stone and set it up between Mizpah and Shen. He named it Ebenezer,
saying, ‘Thus far has the Lord helped us.’” 1 Samuel 7:12
Matt Storie

“Walking by Faith”

February 15, 2016

“The LORD had said to Abram, “Go from your country, your people and your father’s
household to the land I will show you. “I will make you into a great nation, and I will bless you;
I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and
whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples on earth will be blessed through you.” So Abram
went, as the LORD had told him; and Lot went with him. Abram was seventy-five years old when
he set out from Harran. He took his wife Sarai, his nephew Lot, all the possessions they had
accumulated and the people they had acquired in Harran, and they set out for the land of
Canaan, and they arrived there.” Genesis 12: 1-5
I often wonder about the things the writers of the Bible chose to leave out, the
perspectives on stories that we don’t get to hear. What was Adam doing while Eve spoke with
the serpent? What did Isaac say to Abraham on their way back down the mountain? How did
the other disciples react when Peter cut that guy’s ear off? These are questions we’ll never
know the answers to on this side of eternity, but that doesn’t stop me from wondering?
This story from Genesis 12 is one that has captivated me for years now, and I always find
myself coming back to the question “what did Sarai say?” How did she respond when Abram
came home one day and told her to load everything up, because they were headed on a trip?
“Where,” she must have asked. “Not sure yet,” came Abram’s reply, “we’ll know when we get
there.” “Why,” would have been the obvious response. “Because I heard a voice telling me
to,” Abram would have revealed.
Much is made of Abraham’s faith, and rightfully so, but let’s not forget the faith of Sarai
and Lot either. Abram at least heard the voice, they had to take on faith that the voice was
real, and that what they were going toward was truly greater than what they left behind.
May we all strive for such a faith. Faith to follow the voice of God even when we’re not
sure if we’ve heard the voice, faith to leave something good for the chance at something great,
and faith that the destination will be worth the journey.
Andrew Corley

“Peace”

February 16, 2016

The song “I Will Carry You” was a song spoken of in our Bible study this evening. It was written
in memory of a little girl who was birthed to term even though early in the mother’s pregnancy
she knew she had too many physical problems to survive more than a few minutes in this
world. This mother, Angie Smith, who authored the Bible study, “Seamless” made the decision
not to abort and she wrote a blog throughout her pregnancy that has touched many women
who have lost children or who miscarried during their pregnancy.

I just began to think, “Why her God? Why not me? I don’t deserve the blessings I’ve been
given of two beautiful healthy children and I take them for granted so frequently…. I’m so sorry!
My faith is so weak!

But one concept I understood that she spoke of frequently during the months of tremendous
emotions she experienced when pregnant was peace, God given peace, even though she was
going to lose her beloved, unborn daughter.

I found that peace when I discovered I had breast cancer, a roller coaster ride in my life. It was
one where I came out of the office after my diagnosis and sat in my car and cried… I remember
wondering if I would see my children graduate from college, if I would hold my grandchildren, if
I would have the joy of retirement and growing old with Bruce. But I remember over and over
telling myself PEACE BE STILL. I’d go for one appointment where I’d have tests run and go back
in a week to hear the results are inconclusive. Another test would be done and another week
of waiting. Would I have to have chemotherapy or not? I know it was very vain but losing my
hair was going to be emotionally difficult and not to mention the cost of treatment, especially if
I was out of work. But when it seemed to be overwhelming and about to take over my
thoughts, after a good cry, I could stop and say remember, “Peace, be still”. “I am with you
ALWAYS” and that reminded me that He was with me and He’d carry me if I need Him to.

Carol Martin

Journey to the Cross

February 17, 2016

Growing up Baptist, I was not familiar with Ash Wednesday or the season of Lent. It was
not until seminary where I first learned the history and purpose of these events. Ash
Wednesday begins the season of Lent, which is a 40 day period (not including Sundays)
that lasts until Easter. These 40 days may relate to the 40 years the Israelites wandered in the
desert and the 40 days Jesus was fasting and tempted in the desert. It is during this time that
Christians examine their lives, realize their sins, and confess them to God. The point of taking
time to realize our sins is to better appreciate our need for a Savior and to better celebrate the
Easter event. As believers we typically do not take time to focus on our sins. However, because
we are human sin is a constant in our lives thus we have a constant need to confess our sins.
This is the point of Ash Wednesday and the season of Lent. As we begin the Journey to the
cross may we take time to examine our lives, realize our sin, and confess them to God.
“If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us; but if we
confess our sins, God is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all
unrighteousness.” 1 John 1:8, 9
“Rend your heart, and not your garments, and turn unto the Lord your God; for he is gracious
and merciful, slow to anger and of great kindness, and he relents of doing harm.” Joel 2:13
“I will arise and go to my father, and will say to him, “Father, I have sinned against heaven, and
before you, and am no more worthy to be called your son.” Luke 15:18, 19
“Jesus said, “Whosoever will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and
follow me.” Mark 8:34
Confession of Sin
Almighty and most merciful Father, we have erred and strayed from thy ways like lost sheep,
we have followed too much the devices and desires of our own hearts, we have offended
against thy holy laws, we have left undone those things which we ought to have done, and we
have done those things which we ought not to have done. But thou, O Lord, have mercy upon
us, spare thou those who confess their faults, restore thou those who are penitent, according
to thy promises declared unto mankind in Christ Jesus our Lord; and grant, O most merciful
Father, for his sake, that we may hereafter live a godly, righteous, and sober life, to the glory of
thy holy Name. Amen.
Prayer of re-creation and forgiveness
Create in me a clean heart, oh God
And renew a right spirit within me
Create in me a clean heart, oh God
And renew a right spirit within me

“Cross-Life”

February 18, 2016

And He said to them, if any man will come after me, let
him deny himself, and take up his cross daily, and
follow me.

Luke 9:23

One Wednesday evening in Bible study the word cross-life was in our reading. It made me think,
“What
is a cross-life?”. I immediately thought of Jesus dying on the cross for us. He not only lived a
cross-life, but a cross-death.
He died on the cross for us so that we should live a cross-life. We should deny ourselves and
our mission in life should be to help others as we live a cross-life. How wonderful this world
would be if we all tried to live a cross-life.

Donnis Baynard

The Unchanging God Who Changes Everything

February 19, 2016

Malachi 3:6 “I the Lord do not change”.
The God who is unchanging, never wavering- always merciful, loving, forgiving, saving, judging,
and delivering. Can you think of anything in this world that doesn’t change? Even a piece of
steel corrodes and rusts and is effected by air and water. The sharpest rock is smoothed by the
slow churning of a stream.
Yet, the God who is unchanging in character, is constantly changing everything in His creation
and created beings! He paints the skies at morning and evening- always a different and unique
pattern and combination of colors- peachy pinks, fiery oranges, glowing golds, with swirls of
purplish blue fading into darkest night. Words cannot describe the beauty and delight, and man
cannot imitate or effect it in any way! The weather, the seasons, the skies and the earth- every
day is different!
All creation is in constant movement of change- growing, maturing, fading, and decaying.
(Isaiah 40:8 The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of our God endures forever.)
The God who doesn’t change changes everything around us and within us! He cleanses us from
sin and gives us new life within. He changes our hearts and minds giving us hope, and peace,
and love. The immutable God who orchestrates and allows circumstances and events to enter
our lives in order to change us! Pressure applied to transform us from a lump of coal into a
precious diamond, or at least into a vessel that can be used.
The God who doesn’t change, but why should he? Perfection cannot reach a higher level of
perfectness!
He is our constant in a constantly changing world! Changing hearts, changing minds, and
changing lives!
(Thanks to Brenda Dixon who shared this verse in the Monday night Bible study.)
Joy Fortenberry

“The Narrow Gate”

February 20, 2016

I have in my office a picture depicting two paths, “la puerta estrecha y el camino
angosoto o la puerta ancha y el camino espacio”. I discovered this picture while serving on a
mission trip to Colombia South America. It illustrates the two choices from Jesus’ sermon on
the mount, the narrow gate and path or the wide gate and path. Which path is easier, estrecha
o ancha? While in Guatemala I spent many hours displaying my bus / van driving skills by
navigating the curvy, mountainous, estrecha roads. I can definitely say those narrow roads are
not easier to navigate. On another occasion, I was driving our Golden Years Club to a waterfall
hike and discovered in order to enter the park we had to pass through an iron gate. Now this
would be considered a wide gate if we were all walking single file, however it was an extremely
narrow gate for our church bus to enter. After much help and breath holding, we made it
through the estrecha gate. As difficult as it was to pass through the narrow gate and navigate
the estrecha roads of Guatemala, I am thankful for those trips because through the narrow gate
our GYC group hiked to a waterfall and got to appreciate the beauty of God’s creation and
down those narrow roads our Guatemalan mission team traveled to serve those in need. Jesus
says, “Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and broad is the road that leads to
destruction, and many enter through it. But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to
life, and only a few find it.” (Matt. 7:13-14) As believers we have chosen to enter through the
narrow gate and travel down the narrow paths of life. This is not an easy journey, but well
worth the effort. In his devotional classic, My Utmost for His Highest, Oswald Chambers writes
“if we are going to live as disciples of Jesus, we have to remember that all efforts of worth and
excellence are difficult. The Christian life is gloriously difficult.” The spiritual road we walk can
be difficult at times. When faced with these life difficulties do we give up and turn for the
easier path? Chambers shares “the Christian life’s difficulty does not make us faint and cave
in—it stirs us up to over come.” We don’t give up when we travel down life’s narrow paths,
because we do not travel alone. Jesus’ presence in our lives stirs our spirits to overcome life’s
challenges. The narrow road is a difficult path of service, but we serve following Jesus’
example and the knowledge that we are not alone. When we face our next challenge, may our
hearts be stirred by God’s Spirit with the courage and strength to overcome.

Matt Storie

“Fellowship”

February 21, 2016

After this, He went down to Capernaum with His
mother and brothers and His disciples. There they
stayed for a few days. John 2:14

We’ve read the story of Jesus turning water into wine and the story of Jesus clearing out the
temple, but tucked in between those stories is the verse, John 2:14, about Jesus spending time
with His family and friends. I love it! It’s not about miracles or sermons, it’s just about
fellowship.

When I think about Zion, some of my favorite memories are the times of fellowship. Sometimes
it’s fellowship in worship, sometimes at a Super Bowl party. Sometimes it’s at someone’s home
or a youth softball game. Many times it’s been while working on a project with my Sunday
School class or at World Changers with our youth.
Wherever and whenever, it’s about being with our Zion family, loving each other and sharing
that love with others.

Becky Dorsey

“A Word from God”

February 22, 2016

The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise wisdom and
instruction. Proverbs 1:7 (NIV).
One of my favorite and most teachable moments from Zion Baptist Church did not come from a
sermon or Sunday school lesson; it happened at a marina on Lake Hickory. Rev. Russell Fitts, a
former pastor at Zion (and the first preacher that I ever really got to know) and I went fishing at
Lake Hickory one spring morning. Preacher Fitts was a good fisherman and was very pleasant
company in a boat. As we arrived at a small marina to put my boat in the lake, the preacher
went inside to get provisions of cheese crackers, Vienna sausages and soft drinks. Never one to
miss an opportunity to talk to his fellow man, the preacher introduced himself to a couple of
men inside the marina. He always made it known that he was a Baptist minister - not in a
dominant manner, but in a way that indicated he was available to anyone that may need him.
One of the men inside made the mistake of telling Preacher Fitts that “I am religious and
everything, but I just don’t go to church. I really don’t have the time.” The preacher absorbed
what the man had said and stretched out his long index finger. In a deep preacher voice he
replied, “Woe is to the man that shall not show his face in the house of God – Leviticus 43:16!”
The man took a step back and did not know what to say. He was stunned and slipped out the
front door of the small room. I did not know what to say either. I was a relatively new Christian
and had never heard a preacher, especially that one, explain the Word in such a forceful
manner. On the way back to the truck, the preacher asked me if I had heard the man, and I said
that I had. Then with his signature grin, Preacher Fitts said, “Leviticus doesn’t even have 43
chapters!” He had not done that to the stranger, he had done that for me. That day, in
between baiting hooks, we talked about how the word of God was not supposed to be a
mystery. He told me that it was supposed to be an ever-present source of comfort. God
provides his word to us for our understanding and daily use. I learned that day, at a small
marina on Lake Hickory, that God had a word for me too. I will never forget that fishing trip and
how the word of God came alive for me that day.
Dean M. Jenks, Ph.D.

“No Money to Give”

February 23, 2016

One summer after college I worked in Queens, New York as a Youth Minister of a
Hispanic church. A favorite song the church would sing was based on the story in Acts 3 where
Peter heals a crippled beggar.
“One day Peter and John were going up to the temple at the time of prayer—at three in
the afternoon. Now a man who was lame from birth was being carried to the temple
gate called Beautiful, where he was put every day to beg from those going into the
temple courts. When he saw Peter and John about to enter, he asked them for money.
Peter looked straight at him, as did John. Then Peter said, “Look at us!” So the man gave
them his attention, expecting to get something from them. Then Peter said, “Silver or
gold I do not have, but what I do have I give you. In the name of Jesus Christ of Nazareth,
walk.” Taking him by the right hand, he helped him up, and instantly the man’s feet and
ankles became strong. He jumped to his feet and began to walk. Then he went with
them into the temple courts, walking and jumping, and praising God. When all the
people saw him walking and praising God, they recognized him as the same man who
used to sit begging at the temple gate called Beautiful, and they were filled with wonder
and amazement at what had happened to him.”
Peter had no money to give the beggar, but he gave him the most important gift of all, Jesus.
I thought of this song and story the last night we were with the orphans on a mission
trip to Haiti. We attended a special worship service where the orphans came down to the front
of the church to sing. The pastor shared, “they don’t have any money to give, so they will give
us a song.” Hearing them sing, seeing the smiles on their faces, and knowing they were praising
God with their voices brought tears to my eyes. My heart was happy. Many of the children at
the orphanage were without one or both parents. They had no money nor all the toys our
children have here in the US, but they were happy singing praises to God. Silver or gold they
did not have, but they shared with me the gift of Christ through their song.
We are very fortunate to have resources and money we need to live here in the states.
We are blessed. It’s good to give a portion of our money and blessings to God for ministry, but
the point is God does not need our money. He wants an
offering of ourselves, our time, our talents. God wants to hear
our voices singing praises to Him.

Matt Storie

“... and to walk humbly with thy God. Micah 6:8”

February 24, 2016

Humble yourself in the sight of the Lord, and He shall
lift you up.

James 4:10

Looking back on my early memories at Zion, I was in my mid-twenties, Betsy and I were dating
and going to marry, I watched and listened to preacher Russell Fitts and his wife Mary. When I
read scripture such as Micah 6:8, “and to walk humbly with thy God” or James 4:10, “Humble
yourself in the sight of the Lord, and He shall lift you up”, I think of Preacher and Mrs. Fitts. I
cannot think of many examples of a more humble, caring, and giving man and his wife than
these two. Their living example brought me closer to God, not only by hearing the words he
preached, but by watching both their actions. We all should strive to be good Christian
examples by being as humble and caring.

Steve Boatwright

“Good is bound to come”

February 25, 2016

“And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been
called according to his purpose.”

No matter what happens,
God has planned it out.
And no matter how bad things seem,
good is bound to come.
From even the worst of situations,
good is bound to come.
So look forward to the good, and don’t focus on the bad
In all things God works for the good of those who love Him,
good is bound to come.

-Kyle Cochran

“Wisdom”

February 26, 2016

When I was a young boy and was first starting school, I carried a backpack that was loaded
down with books. Anything from magazines to encyclopedias was what I crammed in my book
bag. My two older brothers always had a field day with my desire to either be smart or be seen
as smart. Looking back, I wanted to be smart. I just didn't know how to get that intelligence
when I was that age...other than carrying around books that I couldn't yet read.
Perhaps this is why my favorite story in the bible is about the wisdom of Solomon. In 1 Kings
3:16-28, a historian tells of a story where two women approach the king to resolve a dispute
concerning the ownership of a living child. One of the women had suffocated her son while
sleeping and had replaced her dead son with the living son of the woman who lived with her.
In his infinite wisdom, Solomon decided to resolve the dispute by dividing the living child with a
sword and presenting each half to the women. Immediately, the true mother, who had
compassion on the child, chose to forfeit her son, solely for the safety of the child. Solomon
knew that the true mother would never have allowed the child to come to harm, and his
decision would come to light within the hearts of the two women.
As I got older, I realized that intelligence didn't necessarily come from books, much less carrying
them around. Solomon had prayed and asked God for discernment in the previous verses of
scripture. God provided Solomon wisdom such that God could be glorified through Solomon's
good judgment.
Let us also pray for the wisdom and the discernment in our lives that will be glorifying to God in
everything that we do today and every day.
-Matt Cornwell

“Pray without Ceasing”

February 27, 2016

Well, it’s December and that means it’s exam time at the Martin house and stress levels are
high. Ethan, our son is in a doctoral program in Physical Therapy and he is having to study more
than ever in his life. Matter of fact, he was the college student who would say, “These people
are crazy if they think I’m going to study more than a week for a test!” (Which included no more
than three to four hours/day of studying) Now, this same child is studying as much as 70 to 80
hours/week for an exam and is still stressing.

It is during these times that we text and email encouraging Bible verses all hours of the day and
night and we find ourselves in prayer often. Bruce even began fasting during the week of finals
– he decided he would say a prayer every time he became hungry rather than eating something
– and he is NOT one to go hungry! (he was in CONSTANT prayer)

But a verse that entered my mind in the midst of this, worrying whether or not God was hearing
the urgency of my prayers and knowing that it was important that I not beg, was the verse “…
pray without ceasing…” then the thought came to me (I’m sure God sent this thought)… How
many times do I reverse those words to “CEASE WITHOUT PRAYING”? OOOOUCH!!!! I’m
forever using an excuse as to why I don’t have time to pray…. I’m tired… I have work to do… or
some other lame excuse…

How wonderful it is that God is a loving God. He reminded me of my shortfalls and he loves me
anyway and the blessings He pours out through prayer are immeasurable!
Carol Martin

“It Takes a Church Family”

February 28, 2016

Train a child in the way he should go, and when
he is old, he will not turn from it.

Proverbs 22:6

I’m not a big fan of politicians, so several years ago when one used the slogan, “It takes a village
to
raise a child”, I didn’t really give it much thought. Now, I realize how true it is… except in our
case, it
took a church. Our older children, Mary Beth and Dennis, grew up at Zion. They were loved and
taught about God’s love, but it was our youngest child who truly experienced “church raising”.

We adopted Cody sixteen years ago, on January 31, 2000. As we traveled to Romania to bring
him
home, our Zion family was praying for us. We arrived home to a huge “Welcome” banner, made
by my
Sunday School class. We even had a party here at Zion, celebrating his arrival. From day one, he
was loved and nurtured by his Zion family. Sunday School, Children’s activities, Youth, Boy
Scouts… The leaders of these groups, along with the entire Zion family, helped make Cody into
the loving, hardworking young man that he is today.

When we learned of Henry’s illness last year, it was to men of Zion that Cody turned to for
comfort. They continue to be a big part of his life. Sometimes we take the blessing of our
church family for
granted, but hopefully, during this 200th Year celebration, we will all take time to thank God for
allowing us to be a part of this loving family of Zion.

Becky Dorsey

“Following Jesus on the Water”

-Matthew 14:22-33

February 29, 2016

In preparing for a recent mission trip to Haiti, I needed to pack a nice dress shirt and tie
to speak at a pastor’s conference. I narrowed my choices down to a white shirt or blue shirt,
choosing the blue shirt because white would show more dirt. I soon discovered all the pastors
in Haiti only wear white shirts, however they still allowed me to speak to them in my blue shirt.
I shared with them one of my favorite stories of Jesus where He walks on the water. This story
follows the only miracle story to appear in all four gospels, Jesus feeding the 5,000. After He
dismissed the crowd and sent the disciples ahead of Him in a boat, he goes up on the mountain
by himself to pray. Then later in the night, Jesus walks out to the disciples on the water. Peter
eager to join Jesus walks out on the water, however when he becomes afraid of the wind he
begins to sink. Jesus reaches out, grabs Peter by the hand and saves him. Once they got into
the boat the wind died down and they all recognized Jesus as God’s son.
As believers we can relate to Peter. We are eager to follow Jesus, to serve, to help, to
do what is right, but when the wind and storms come, we begin to sink. Even with good
intentions and efforts, living out our faith and ministering to others can at times leave us
overwhelmed. We doubt, we turn our focus away from Christ and we sink. In order to follow
Jesus on the water, we need to follow His example. After
the miracle of feeding the 5,000, Jesus took time to be
alone and pray. If Jesus needed time alone, then we
definitely need time alone. Today, this week, whenever we
find ourselves afraid, overwhelmed, doubting, may we
make time to be alone, to pray, to rest, to follows Jesus’
example.

Matt Storie

“Take care of each other”

March 1, 2016

He will answer them “I’m telling the solemn truth: Whenever you failed to do these things to
someone who was being overlooked or ignored, That was me – you failed to do it to me.”
Matthew 25:45 (The Message)
The Libby Senter Sunday School class tries to live up to this scripture. Some of their
projects have been helping families with clothes, household goods, food and toys.
The class has helped school children with supplies and clothing and with the abuse
shelter, newborns, and parties for foster children.
Money has been given to countries for chickens, goats, sheep and other animals and to
help dig wells and other needs.
The Libby Senter class is a helpful and sharing class. They also take care of each other.
“Shared joy is double joy and shared sorrow is half sorrow.” Swedish proverb.
Jane Gragg

“The Legacy of the Apron”
Do you own an apron?

March 2, 2016
Do your children or grandchildren know what an apron is?

1 Peter 5:5 reads “likewise, ye younger, be subject to the elders, seek their counsel, cloth
yourselves with humility toward one another (tie on the servant’s apron), for God is opposed to
the proud, but his gives grace to the humble.” (Amplified Bible and Amplified Classic Edition)
I think I only remember seeing my Grandmother (which we called Mommie) just once without
her apron. And that was the day of my Poppie’s funeral. Every day before then, as far back as I can
remember, and all the days following, until she was laid to read, she proudly wore her apron.
That apron was symbolic of my childhood, to the protection and indispensable part that she
played in my growing up. To me that apron said, “I have great work to do”, “I am accomplishing good
things here.” Of course, Mommie wore her apron to protect the dress beneath and it was so much
easier to was than the dress itself. She couldn’t officially start her day’s chores without it. It served as a
potholder for removing pans from the oven and drying grandchildren’s tears. From the chicken coope
the apron was used for gathering eggs or repositioning fussy chicks. When unexpected company came,
the apron was an ideal hiding place for shy little ones.
When cold weather came, Mommie would sometimes use her apron as a blanket to wrap
around we children. At other times it was used for carrying kindling wood into the kitchen and wiping
sweat from her brow. From the garden it carried vegetables to the house, and from the orchard, apples
that had fallen to the ground. When the preacher dropped by unannounced, it was surprising how
much furniture that apron could dust in a matter of seconds!
When dinner was ready, Mommie would walk out onto the porch, wave her apron and the men
know it was time to come in from the fields for dinner. I came to identify the days of the week by the
apron that Mommie had on that day.
Looking back I think her apron changed my life, it raised my standards, inspiring me to greater
home making responsibilities and skills. Who would have ever thought that a dollar’s worth of fabric or
a feed sack with a little lace and a couple of pockets on in could affect so many little girls in big and small
ways. I think this was the secret - - - Woven into the cloth of her apron was the unseen thread of a sweet
feminine spirit, a spirit of meekness, humility and contentment. That apron tied so neatly around her
waist symbolized her acceptance of her role and duties, her place of honor in her home, and her
submission to God, her husband, and to her family. The apron for her was an emblem of servanthood.
Are we ready to wear the servant’s apron of humility?
Prayer: Father, thank you for each and every day You have blessed us here on earth. Thank you for your
tender mercies, for friends and family to share joys and sorrows with. Thank you for the many examples
of servanthood that we’ve been so blessed to enjoy throughout the ages. Thank you for the many
lessons taught, for their love and humility, and for their protection over us as children. Where there is
joy, we ask for continued joy. Where there is pain or sorrow, we ask for peace and mercy. Where there
is self-doubt, release a renewed confidence. Where there is need, please fulfill these needs. Bless our
homes, our families, our goings and our comings. In Jesus’ Holy name. Amen
Brenda S. Dixon

“A Blessing to Serve”

March 3, 2016

1 Peter 4:11
“If anyone serves, he should do it with the strength God provides, so that in all things God may
be praised through Jesus Christ. To Him be the glory and the power forever and ever. Amen”
Through the years I have been at Zion, I have learned so much from observing the
women of the church in their service for the Lord. God gives each person special gifts, and it’s
beautiful to watch someone praise God through what she seems to do so effortlessly and
lovingly.
When I first came to Zion, as a new bride, the ladies of the church taught me much
about hospitality, how to make others feel welcomed and loved. In times of ministering to a
grieving family, I saw the importance of doing the “little things” that put the feelings of others
first and having true compassion. Planning and preparing for bridal and baby showers, what a
joy to observe much detail to make that honored lady feel special and the most important
person in the room.
Tagging along to visit a shut-in, I have been taught much about what to say, how to say
little and listen much, and the importance of making a visit sweet, but brief. Taking something
from the kitchen speaks love, too.
When singing beside another lady in the choir, a smile, a funny comment, or an
encouraging word has lifted spirits, all around.
As I’ve sought to minister alongside these women, I’ve made mistakes or not known
what or how to do. But they’ve always shown me mercy and love and allowed me to remain by
their side. They continue to teach me how to pour Jesus’ love onto others. Most of all, they’ve
taught me that a gracious spirit is a gift.
Prayer: Lord, Thank you for the dear ladies of Zion, past and present, who have set an example
of Your compassion, mercy, and love. May my life reflect the love of Jesus everywhere I go and
with every person I meet. In Jesus’ Name, I pray. Amen.
Kathi Fletcher

“Trusting God”

March 4, 2016

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your understanding; in all your ways
acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight.” Proverbs 3:5-6 NIV.
Sometimes trusting God with all our heart is easier said than done. There have been
occasions that I find myself questioning God, because of difficult circumstances or an unknown
future. There have been times when I have not trusted God completely. Several years ago
during a beach vacation with my family, Aidan, who was 2 ½ years old at the time, showed me
what absolute trust was all about. When Aidan saw the ocean, the first thing he did was charge
out into the water and waves without any fear. He did not realize that he could not swim, nor
did he have any fear of the waves knocking him down. In fact, when a wave did happen to
knock him to the sand he would start to laugh and charge back into the ocean. As a protective
parent, I stayed close by ready to grab hold of him and give him support when the big waves
came crashing down. Aidan trusted me completely. Through his eyes he saw no danger or had
any fear of the ocean.
When we trust God with all our heart He is there to give us support when we need help.
The difficult task is to not view our situation through our own understanding, but to see things
through God’s eyes. Our understanding tells us to be afraid of the waves and the ocean. God’s
understanding tells us to not worry, but to trust Him completely. So the next time life brings
big waves that are crashing down around us, our challenge is to let go of our fears and trust
God with everything.
Matt Storie

“Let Your Light Shine”

March 5, 2016

Matthew 5:14 - 16
14. You are the light the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. 15. Neither do people light a
lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead they put it on its stand and it gives light to everyone in
the house. 16. In the same way, let your light shine before men, that they may see your good
deeds and praise your Father in heaven.
As most of you know, I am a woodworker by trade. I build cabinets for a living, but enjoy
building dulcimers, too. But my favorite is wood turning for fun.
When I am looking for a piece of wood to turn, I usually go to the woods and look for a rough,
sometimes rotten, wormy, or full of ants piece to work with. This one particular piece is river
birch. It was full of those big black carpenter ants. I worked it up with a chain saw and put it on
the lathe. As I turned it the holes that the ants had made by eating away at the sapwood
started to appear. As I kept turning it, it became more and more beautiful. When I finished
turning it, I carefully put a lacquer finish, then wax. I took it home and I believe it is Kim’s
favorite. We placed a candle in it and the light looked beautiful shining into the darkness.
I started to think how God takes us as sinful, full of holes individuals and if we let him, he will fill
our hearts with his love and his light will shine through us so the world can see. Through the
Bible, God has always used
ordinary people to do
extraordinary things. All we
have to do is receive his love
through Jesus Christ as our
savior. Then his light will shine
through us.
Ronnie Blanton

“God is Great”

March 6, 2016

But they that wait upon the Lord shall renew their
strength. They shall mount up with wings like eagles
and they shall run and not be weary and they shall
walk and not faint. Isaiah 40:31

I’ve been at Zion 55 years this 200th year celebration. We have had our share of sickness, death
in our church family, but we all have been here for each other and have grown in reaching out
to help and be an encourager to each other.
I’ve enjoyed being in the choir all these 55 years. Music sooths and is very worshipful.
I enjoyed every Memorial Day (first Sunday in May), to see friends and previous church
members come back to visit to see how we all have changed here at Zion and if we recognize
each other with a joyful hug and thank God for giving us another year.
God is great and let us never forget where our health comes from.

Hazel Wilson

“Shalom”- The Peace of God

March 7, 2016

Isaiah 26:3-4 (Amplified) “You will keep in perfect and constant peace the one whose mind is
steadfast [that is committed and focused on You- both in inclination and character], because
he trusts and takes refuge in You [with hope and confident expectation]. Trust [confidently]
in the Lord forever [He is your fortress, your shield, your banner], for the Lord God is an
everlasting Rock [the Rock of Ages].
Eugene Peterson writes in A Long Obedience in the Same Direction, that “shalom, ‘peace’, is
one of the richest words in the Bible. You can no more define it by looking up its meaning in the
dictionary than you can define a person by his or her social security number. It gathers all
aspects of wholeness that result from God’s will being completed in us. It is the work of God
that, when complete, releases streams of living water in us and pulsates with eternal life. Every
time Jesus healed, forgave or called someone, we have a demonstration of shalom”.
Is there really such a thing as “perfect and constant peace”? Can we have personal peace when
relationships are strained and bank accounts drained? Where is “peace” while we are waiting?
Waiting on God to “do something” to pick us up, fix the mess, heal, or deliver us from whatever
has stolen our peace.
Yes, Isaiah writes, “peace” is always available and near, because it is up to us to focus on the
Prince of Peace. The one whose mind is steadfast, “stayed on Him” (KJV), focused and
committed, is the one who knows this Peace. But how can I stay focused and committed? Stay
in His Word. Stay on your knees. Trust and take refuge in Him. “God’s got this!”

Joy Fortenberry

“Faithful”

March 8, 2016

You must honor the Lord and truly serve Him
faithfully, with all your heart. Remember the
wonderful things He has done for you.
1 Samuel 12:24

Being creatures of habit that we are, Steve and I park in the same place, close to the cemetery,
every Sunday when we come to church. For the longest time, there was a bird always perched
on the limb of a tree near our car. I noticed that bird every time we parked. After a couple of
Sundays, I realized that the bird wasn’t real, but a fake one somebody hung in the tree. Every
Sunday, I made the remark to Steve about how faithful that bird was to always be there, and
how we should be as faithful to church attendance as the bird in the tree.

It may be silly to compare ourselves to a fake bird in a tree, but we should be faithful to God
and come to His house and worship Him. How faithful God is to us- He never wavers in His love,
His forgiveness, His goodness or grace. He has shown us time and again how much He cares for
us. We should be as faithful as that bird in the tree and honor the Lord with all our heart.

Betsy Boatwright

“Seek First His Kingdom”

March 9, 2016

But seek first His kingdom and his righteousness and
all these things will be given to you. Matthew 6:33 (NIV)

It makes me happy to think about celebrating our 200th anniversary at Zion Baptist Church in
2016. I have been attending Zion for sixty-eight years. I have loved and supported all the
pastors we have had at Zion. I have also made many truly wonderful friends at Zion.
After Donald and I were married in 1948, we immediately began attending Zion. This was
Donald’s home church. It wasn’t long after we were married that I also joined Zion. Let me say I
feel there is a difference in “joining” a church and being a member, and accepting Jesus as your
Lord and Savior. I had “joined” the church at Double Springs as a young girl, but looking back,
I’m sure I did not truly accept
Him as my Lord and Savior at that time. While attending Zion, I had a great burden and felt that
I was ready to accept Christ as my Lord and Savior. I cried out to the Lord and asked Him to
come into my heart. I picked up my Bible one day, searching for scripture to help me. I opened
the Bible and my eyes fell on this scripture, Matthew 6:33, “But seek first His kingdom and His
righteousness and all these things will be given to you.” To begin to seek God first, I attended a
Bible class at Boiling Springs and went for eight years, until the teacher died.
Another thing that makes Zion special to me is that my Mama and Daddy met there. One
Memorial Day they each came with a friend to Zion. They began dating and later married each
other.
I am so thankful that God has allowed me to be a member at Zion for so long.

Veva C Gold

“Living Water”

March 10, 2016

The first time I ever saw an artesian well was at a town called Old Cahaba in rural
Alabama. This well dug in 1850 was one of a kind, being over 700 feet in depth. It’s constant
flow of water was piped through brick walls of a 26 room mansion, making it the first home in
Alabama to be air-conditioned. Over 150 years later,
the only thing left of this home is the artesian well,
which is still running water.
In John 4, we read a story of Jesus passing through
Samaria and stopping at a well. Tired from his journey
he sits at the well while the disciples go to get food. A
Samaritan woman comes to draw water and Jesus
asks her for a drink. Surprised a Jewish man would be
talking to a Samaritan women, she wonders how can you ask me this question? We read Jesus’
response in John 4:13-14, “Everyone who drinks this water will get thirsty again. But no one
who drinks the water I give will ever be thirsty again. The water I give is like a flowing fountain
that gives eternal life.”
A flowing fountain, a welling spring, an unending source of water where we will never
thirst again is what Jesus offers us. The next time we find ourselves thirsty, may we remember
Jesus our source of life, an unending well of love, strength, and guidance.
“Come, whoever is thirsty, come whoever wishes to take the free gift of the water of life, come.”
Revelations 22:17
Matt Storie

“God with Us”

March 11, 2016

I love to sit in my backyard and gaze at the South Mountains. I’m amazed at their beauty that is
ever changing yet constant and continuous. In spring, the trees are budding and speckled with
dogwoods. Summer follows with a green blanket of leaves making a boundary separating us
from others. Fall arrives bringing a variety of reds, oranges and yellows across the sky and then
in winter, nothing is more beautiful than a blanket of white snow covering them and the
sunlight hitting making a bright and almost crystal-like shine.

As I sit looking at the mountains, I can’t help but think about their continuous beauty. Even
though they go through seasonal changes and problems- storms, fire, disease and drought they remain strong and constant. I am reminded of God’s love for me - how it is more constant
and continuous than the mountains in all their glory. Even though my needs may change with
time, just as the appearance of mountains change with the seasons, God will not leave me.

I am so blessed to be able to live with the assurance than even though problems, sorrows, and
difficult situations will arise – just as storms and other devastations come to the mountains –
God is with me and I can endure, just as the mountains do.

Carol Martin

“Issue of the Heart”

March 12, 2016

One of the most difficult concepts I found in studying Spanish language was the
difference between the subjunctive and the indicative. These are not verb tenses such as past
or present, but rather a mood in how the speaker feels about a particular action. Verbs that
communicate certainty or facts are the indicative mood, while verbs that express feelings and
hopes are the subjunctive mood. Sound confusing? Si! It wasn’t until a professor drew this
picture that I better understood these confusing moods. Any verbs from the head;
think, know, see are the indicative mood, while verbs from the heart; feel, love,
hope are the subjunctive mood. When this concept was explained as a head vs.
heart issue, I better understood.
Paul in his letter to the Christians in Rome wrote of this heart vs. head issue. The
Roman Church consisted of both Jewish Christians and Gentile Christians. This issue at hand
was the Jewish Christians felt one needed to be a Jew and follow the law in order to be a
Christian. They viewed the Gentile Christians as second class citizens because they did not
follow the law. Paul shares that the law doesn’t make you a Christian, but only through your
faith in Christ are you a believer. He adds in verse 2:15 “since they (the Gentile Christians)
show the requirements of the law are written on their hearts” they too are right with God. It’s
not the knowledge of law that makes you a Christian, a head issue. It is your faith in Christ, the
obedience to the Spirit, that makes you a Christian, a heart issue.
Even as a Christian life can be confusing. If we rely on our own will, our own way, our
own understandings (a head issue), we can become lost. If we open our hearts and allow God
to change us, to guide us through the Spirit, our paths become clear, simple, and true. Our
challenge each day when we face confusing life paths is to not lean on our own understandings,
but trust in God by following our hearts.
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways
acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight.” Proverbs 3:5-6
Matt Storie

“The Good Shepherd”

March 13, 2016

I love my animals. Currently at our house we have 29 nanny goats, 6 donkeys, 1 horse and two
dogs. Bruce is quick to tell others that I love them more than him and would let him go hungry
in order for them to eat. But having all of the animals has taught me to understand the concept
of “The Good Shepherd”.

When God spoke of the shepherd leaving the herd unattended to go and search for the one
that went astray, He’s right… you do. If one is sick I don’t worry about the others coming down
with the illness, I concentrate on getting the sick one better, doing whatever it takes (getting up
every 2 hours to feed during the night, bringing a new baby in the house and placing it in a
warm blanket, etc.) to help give them the strength to become well again.

God helps to renew my strength too. When I stray and feel lost, confused or overwhelmed with
life, I am reminded that the Lord is there to watch over me and lead me back to a close
relationship with Him where I am safe and protected.
Carol Martin

“3rd Class Ticket”

March 14, 2016

I occasionally like to watch old Western Movies. I’ve imagined what it would be like to
have lived in the old west, wearing cowboy boots, riding horses, and chasing cattle. I have
come to realize I would not be a good cowboy, it
would be too hard to run in boots and the only
horse I’ve ridden tried to run me into low tree
branches. If I were in the old west, my only mode
of transportation would be the stagecoach.
If you find yourself ever needing to ride a
stagecoach, it is important to know there are three different classes of tickets. A first class
ticket would allow you the best seat in the stagecoach and someone else carrying and loading
all your luggage. A second class ticket would give you the best seat in the coach not used by
the first class folks. You would also have someone else carry and load all your bags. The only
drawback to the second class ticket would be when the stagecoach gets stuck in the mud or it’s
too heavy to make it up a hill, you would have to get out and walk. A third class ticket would
require you to carry and load all your own luggage and the bags of all the other passengers.
Your seat would usually be outside riding shotgun with old Zeke the driver. If the stagecoach
became stuck in the mud or a wheel was broken, you would be expected to get off and help
push the coach or fix the wheel. In other words, a 3 rd class ticket would require you to help, to
work.
Imagine for a moment the stagecoach represents our Christian life and church
involvement. What class ticket would you have? As believers we all have a ticket for the
stagecoach, however some of us are along for the ride with a 1 st class ticket and others with
their 3rd class tickets are ready and willing to help. There are numerous reasons and excuses
we have for not wanting a 3rd class ticket; I’m too old, I’m too young, I’m not sure how to help,
I’ve done my time helping, now it is someone else’s turn to work. Valid reasons or not,
whatever season of life we may be in or experience we have as a Christian, there is always
something we can do for God. We are all called to minister and help others. May our prayer
today be, what is God calling me to do with my 3 rd class ticket?
“But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God, that
you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light.” 1
Peter 2:9

Matt Storie

“Sunday School”

March 15, 2016

But in your hearts revere Christ as Lord. Always be prepared to give an answer to everyone
who asks you to give the reason for the hope that you have. But do this with gentleness and
respect,
1 Peter 3:15 (NIV).
One of my favorite memories of being at Zion Baptist Church is my involvement in Sunday
school. I got into a Sunday school class, along with my wife, as soon as I joined the church.
Unlike her, however, I did not have much church experience. Weekly lessons, over the past 30
years, have opened my eyes to God’s word and some of his expectations for my life. Being
beside Jan all these years in Sunday school has strengthened our marriage and our commitment
to a Christian home. Lessons from the Bible are still relevant for our time and can be practically
applied to our lives each day. Studying God’s word brings me a personal peace and
understanding that He is always with me. Our opportunity to share that message should be the
foundation of our Christian lives. I greatly appreciate and enjoy my Sunday school experience
at Zion, and believe that none of it came about by coincidence. God knew where to put Jan and
I, and we are blessed to be among a group of very dedicated Christian friends.
Dean M. Jenks, Ph.D.

“Be a Leader”

March 16, 2016

Many years ago when I was serving as a Youth Minister, I asked some of the youth to
describe to me qualities and characteristics of a leader. Their responses were; “a leader takes
initiative, a leader makes good decisions, a leader motivates others to work towards the same
goal, a leader is hard working, a leader encourages others, and a leader does not go with the
flow but instead leads by example.

If we look in Matthew 20:20-28, we can see Christ’s example of leadership.
“Then

the mother of Zebedee’s sons came to Jesus with her sons and, kneeling down,
asked a favor of him. “What is it you want?” he asked. She said, “Grant that one of these two
sons of mine may sit at your right and the other at your left in your kingdom.” “You don’t know
what you are asking,” Jesus said to them. “Can you drink the cup I am going to drink?” “We
can,” they answered. Jesus said to them, “You will indeed drink from my cup, but to sit at my
right or left is not for me to grant. These places belong to those for whom they have been
prepared by my Father.” When the ten heard about this, they were indignant with the two
brothers. Jesus called them together and said, “You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it
over them, and their high officials exercise authority over them. Not so with you. Instead,
whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, and whoever wants to be
first must be your slave— just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to
give his life as a ransom for many.”

The youth were then challenged with the 3 B’s of leadership. First we are to Lead By
Example. Christ challenged the disciples to look beyond the traditional understanding or view
of a leader as one who sits on a throne such as a king. Instead he challenged them to lead by
example by Being Hands and Feet. We are to follow Christ’s example as a servant by serving
others in need. As believers we are to be the hands and feet of Christ. Finally, to be a leader
you must Be Fearless. Many times following Christ’s example, living out our faith, requires us
to go against the flow. It can be difficult to be different, when the challenges of being a youth is
trying to fit in. If you decide to follow Christ’s example as a leader, then He will give you the
power and strength to lead. The decisions that you will make for the rest of your life already
have an answer. Prayerfully ask God for guidance and remember to be a leader by example, be
hands and feet, and be fearless.

Matt Storie

“Hope or Fear?”

March 17, 2016

Memories of special services or events at Zion have been many in my now lengthening
life. Some of the most memorable services, however, have not been planned events. On too
many occasions, the most emotional and spiritual services have occurred because of tragedy,
misfortune, or loss. The services conducted to acknowledge such events include the death of a
missionary and her daughter, a life invaded by terminal illness, the loss of husbands or wives
lost at too young of an age, the loss of a child or children, or the passing of elder saints of the
church. The list can go on as we struggle to understand God’s plan and His timing.
These times can lift us if we refer to the many scripture passages about leaning on God.
Our human weaknesses and desires, though, don’t always make it easy for us to look for God’s
comfort in times of grief or despair. In fact, it is all too easy for us to live our lives in fear of
what may come or what may happen to us or our loved ones. How many times might we go to
sleep with that troublesome problem that we just don’t know how to solve? Even worse, how
often do we find ourselves living each day and consumed over whatever issue or problem is on
our mind? Living a life in fear is a wasted life.
As Christians, we have been taught and must believe that God is looking after us and no
trial will be greater than we can bear with God. Our hope in the Lord is greater than any fear
that this world can give us. The Psalmist says in Psalms 30:5 that “for his anger is but for a
moment, but his favor lasts a lifetime; weeping may endure for the night, but joy comes in the
morning.” Let us not fear to hope.
Prayer: God give us peace and understanding that you always watch over and protect us
and that you are our hope and strength. Give us joy in the morning and to know that with God,
there is nothing to fear.
Dickie Cornwell

“Trash”

March 18, 2016

While driving through Port-au-Prince, the capital city of Haiti, my first impression of this
world country could be described on one word, trash. It seemed everywhere you looked
there was trash. Trash in the dried up river bed, trash scattered along the streets, and trash
piled high with goats, pigs, and even a cow picking through it looking for a snack. (I gave up
goat milk, bacon, and hamburger that week.) I had been in 3 rd world countries before and
experienced cultures where limited resources and poverty would result in people not valuing
the land or environment. It was common to throw your trash anywhere you wanted. When I
was looking for an actual trash can, the local Haitians told me it was Ok to just throw my trash
on the ground there are no littering fines in Haiti, but I refused on principal.
3rd

The last day of our mission trip as we were driving to the airport we passed through the
street market. There were tables setup for the vendors all along the sidewalks. Because it was
early, local Haitians had yet to come and set up their food, clothes, or goods to sell. I happened
to notice one particular set of tables were directly behind a pile of trash. I made the comment,
“whoever uses those tables won’t have much business today,” (because who would buy food
with the smell of trash close by?) Pastor Marc replied, “they still will buy food or stuff from that
spot because the people are so used to the trash it won’t bother them.”
Could we ever get so used to trash it won’t
matter?
Is there trash in our lives that goes unnoticed?
Sometimes in our spiritual lives there is sin that has become so
much a part of our routines and our habits, it goes unnoticed.
We try to justify and rationalize our misguided choices and
behavior. The good news is as Christians, we no longer are
bond to those sins and through our faith in Christ we can have the spiritual piles of trash
removed. Sometimes we need the Spirit to make known the unnoticed trash in our lives so we
can ask Christ to remove it.
Romans 8:1-2, 12-14

Matt Storie

“For Such a Time as This”

March 19, 2016

Laurens, South Carolina has been featured in Trivial Pursuit. Some of you might not be
impressed, but the town just got a Chick-fil-A a few months ago so let us take our victories where we can
get them.The trivial fact that gave my hometown a claim to fame is the presence of the “World Famous”
Redneck Shop. Located in what had been the black movie theater on the square, the shop provided
access to all sorts of “southern heritage” merchandise and also housed a KKK museum. The shop
occasionally caused some controversy but for the most part was just accepted as part of life in this small
South Carolina town. There was nothing shocking to me about the Confederate Flag, people wore it on
shirts and hats, flew it in their yards and it was even flying at our state capitol. That particular flag
occasionally caused some controversy, but for the most part was just accepted as part of life in this
small southern state.
Like the Redneck shop at home it was simply part of the reality, and whether one was in favor of
it or not it was something that had to be either embraced or ignored because it was part of “the way
things were.” And so I watched, with quite a bit of amazement, as the events of this past summer
unfolded. As shocking as the horrific event at Mother Emmanuel in Charleston was, it was the reaction
of my home state that shocked me more. The swiftness of the response, and the directness of the
decision to remove the flag from the statehouse grounds, after its presence had already withstood so
much, came as a huge surprise to me. To me it was an obvious step, a small move to make right
something that was obviously wrong—a symbolic step in moving on from a past that most of us would
like to forget.
I learned in the weeks after the decision and removal of the flag that the past has a way of
refusing to go away. When I moved to North Carolina for Divinity School I was surprised by how few
Confederate flags I saw. Shelby is not too dissimilar from Laurens, and yet this thing that had been such
a natural sight growing up was nowhere to be seen. Then South Carolina’s flag came down. Suddenly it
became hard to drive through town without seeing at least one. On a mission trip to Cleveland, Ohio I
eavesdropped on a group of people who had never left “Big 10 country” arguing about flying the flag. I
recently heard results of a poll that said Americans across all races believe that race relations in America
are getting worse with each passing year. What I once saw as a huge step forward seems instead to be
the beginning of multiple steps back.
The story of Esther speaks to a time of a racial tension. As their people sit on the brink of
extinction, Mordecai looks to his younger cousin and reminds her that God is at work in the world even
when that work is not obvious and that she may have become queen “for such a time as this.
In this time, we as Christians find ourselves with a unique opportunity to show that what binds
us together is stronger than what separates us, and the God who unites us in love and fellowship is still
at the work of reconciling a fallen world. My prayer is that we find the courage to answer God’s call
in such a time as this, and to be a voice for that reconciliation that can only be found through Christ.
Andrew Corely

“Being Thankful”

March 20, 2016

“Rejoice always. Pray continually. Give thanks in all circumstances; for that is God’s will for you
in Christ Jesus.” 1st Thessalonians 5: 16-18
When I read this scripture, it helps me remember why God put me on this Earth. It
reminds me to always keep my head up and not to doubt God when times get tough. When I
heard that my grandparents were dealing with health problems, I was angry, and I asked God
why he would put my family and me through that kind of pain. This scripture reminded me that
things happen for a reason and that even when it is difficult I need to pray and find ways to
thank God for what I do have. I’m thankful for the health my grandparents do have, and I’m
thankful that God is there even when we can’t see him.
-

Maggie Bradshaw

Zion Baptist Church
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Continuing our Journey to the Cross

March 19, 2016

“Hurry up, take your time” Words of wisdom spoken by the Cat Man, a popular street
performer in the Florida Keys. These words are often shared at the Storie home when we find
ourselves in too much of a hurry. If our lives get too rushed, we remember these words from
the Cat Man as a reminder to slow down. You may be wondering, ‘how can you do both, hurry
up and take your time?’ You can’t, it doesn’t make sense. This is true of our lives, we can’t
hurry and take our time. If we agree that our lives shouldn’t be rushed, then what are we to
do. We slow down, we take our time, otherwise we will miss out on some important moments.
Those with grown children, will tell you to treasure those years when your children are young
because the years will pass by quickly. No matter our age, we shouldn’t be living life in a hurry.
We need to slow down.
The first account of Jesus’ life is found in the gospel of Mark, the shortest of all four gospels.
Mark doesn’t give an account of Jesus’ birth, and seems to rush through his life until he arrives
at Holy Week. Mark writes ten chapters on the life of Jesus, some thirty three years, and then
takes an additional six chapters to describe the events of just one week. Why so much detail
for one week? As Christians we know the importance of this week as it leads up Easter. Easter
is my favorite Sunday to be at church. It is one of the worship services I look forward to the
most. However, if we hurry and rush to the celebration of Easter, we will miss out on all the
events that took place during Holy Week. As we continue our journey to the cross during this
season of Lent, may we be quick to slow down in order to experience the presence of God
during the days ahead. Here are some readings for Holy Week, Jesus’ last few days -Slowing
down to walk with Jesus

Sunday – The Triumphal Entry (Palm Sunday) Scripture Reference: Matthew 21:1-11; Mark
11:1-11; Luke 19:28-44; John 12:12-19. On the first day of the week Jesus rode into Jerusalem
on a donkey, fulfilling an ancient prophecy (Zechariah 9:9.) The crowd welcomed him with the
words of Psalm 118:25-26, thus ascribing to him a Messianic title as the agent of the Lord, the
coming King of Israel.

Monday – The clearing of the Temple Scripture Reference: Matthew 21:12-17; Mark 11:15-18;
Luke 19:45-48 Jesus returned to the temple and found the court of the Gentiles full of traders
and money changers making a large profit off the faithful. Jesus drove them out and overturned
their benches and tables.

Tuesday – A day of Teaching and Controversy, Scripture Reading: Matthew 21:23 – 24:51; Mark
11:27-13:37; Luke 20:1-21:36. Jesus taught in parables and warned the people to watch out for

the Pharisees. He predicted the destruction of the temple and told his disciples about future
events, including his own return.
Wednesday — The Gospels do not mention what occurred on this day.

Thursday – Passover/ Last Supper Scripture Reference: Matthew 26:17-30; Mark 14:12-26;
Luke 22:7-23 In an upper room Jesus prepared both himself and his disciples for his death. He
gave the traditional Passover meal a new meaning. The loaf of bread and cup of wine
represented his body soon to be sacrificed and his blood soon to be shed. And so he instituted
the “Lord’s Supper.” After singing a hymn they went to the Garden of Gethsemane, where Jesus
prayed in agony, knowing what lay ahead of him.
Friday – Crucifixion (Good Friday) Scripture Reference: Matthew 27; Mark 15; Luke 22:6623:56; John 18:28-19:37 Following betrayal, arrest, desertion, false trails, denial,
condemnation, beatings and mockery, Jesus was required to carry his cross to The Place of the
Skull, where he was crucified with two other prisoners.

Saturday – In the Tomb Jesus’ body was placed in the tomb before 6:00pm Friday night, when
the Sabbath began and all work stopped, and it lay in the tomb throughout the Sabbath.

Sunday – Resurrection (Easter Sunday) Scripture Reference: Matthew 28:1-10; Mark 16:1-8;
Luke 24:1-49; John 20
Early in the morning, women went to the tomb and found that the stone closing the tomb’s
entrance had been rolled back. An angel told them Jesus was alive and gave them a message.
Jesus appeared to Mary Magdalene in the garden, to Peter, to two disciples on the road to
Emmaus, and later that day to all the disciples but Thomas.
Matt Storie

Holy Week- Palm Sunday
The Parade-

March 20, 2016

John 12:12-19

In January 1981, 52 US hostages were released from Iran after 444 days in captivity. I
just happened to be in Washington DC for a week-long school trip and had the opportunity to
watch a parade to celebrate their arrival back to the US. This Cleveland County girl had never
seen SO MANY people! People of all ages, races and religions were shoulder-to-shoulder as far
as I could see in every direction. Huge yellow ribbons were hung around every lamppost, every
tree and any other standing ornament or fence. People along the road handed out small
American flags in large bundles, only to see them dwindle through the masses. Thousands of
people were cheering, waving, smiling, bumping up against each other and were so happy.
Everyone was stretching their necks trying to see when the buses could be in view. The closer
they came, the louder we cheered. Here within a few feet of me were these famous people,
who were waving back to the crowd, smiling, and in tears. They were dressed just like the rest
of us – in ordinary clothes, unkept hair, and nameless – humble and appreciative to be home
and in peace, and though this massive crowd of thousands knew very little about them – not
even their names – they all welcomed them home.
That’s a modern day version of what I believe Jesus’ entrance to Jerusalem was like. They did
not have the flags and yellow ribbons, but had an abundance of palm leaves, they laid at His
feet and rather than the simple “Welcome Home” they cheered “Hosanna” meaning “Save!”
believing He was the king who came to save them from their difficult life under the Roman
government. He entered on a donkey, as a sign of peace and He was dressed just as the others.
The majority of them did not know His purpose of return and how it would lead to His
crucifixion but Jesus, himself, was fully aware as to the heartache, deception and physical pain
the next week of life on this earth would hold for Him.
That’s where these two parades take opposite turns. For the hostages, they came home to
peace and a chance to rebuild their lives, where they were no longer mistreated. However,
Jesus entered Jerusalem to cheers one day only to hear them turn to remarks of hatred, yelling
“Crucify Him”, being tortured, brutally beaten and spat upon in a matter of days.
This is where I have to stop and appreciate His strength and His willingness to suffer for me –
He would accept tremendous pain even though He didn’t even know my name – He loved me
that much. Oh, how amazing!
Carol Martin

Holy Week Monday –

March 21, 2016

Mark 14: 1-10, “Jesus Matters”
A few weeks ago I attended an Evangelism conference through CBF of South Carolina.
The discussion centered around the fact that Evangelism has become a dirty word in most of
our contexts, and so to feel good about ourselves we have focused on social justice, hoping that
through our good work people will be drawn toward Christ, allowing us to avoid the
awkwardness of having to share our faith. The keynote speaker said that while he understood
that sentiment, we all needed to face the reality that there are a lot of secular groups out there
who do social justice a whole lot better than the local church ever can. He continued that if the
good news of God reconciling all things to God’s self through the life, death, and resurrection of
Christ was not at the heart of all that we do than we’d be better off donating to those groups
that can reach more people than we could ever imagine.
That conversation replayed in my mind as I read through the actions of the woman in
Bethany and the response of Jesus’ followers. The rebuke from the crowd has always made
sense to me, after all, we can all think of better things that could have been done with that
perfume than it going all over Jesus’ feet. Think of how much must have run off onto to the
ground, think about how quickly his feet must have gotten gross again, there were definitely
more efficient ways to use that resource.
And yet Jesus praises the woman and rebukes his followers. I hear at the root of this
exchange the same message that was present in the keynote address at the Evangelism
conference, Jesus matters. One Sunday night I asked the youth to take a look at their lives and
answer the question of whether or not their lives are any different because of their church
attendance, whether or not they are any different than they would be if they had never heard
of Jesus. I was impressed when several admitted that no, they could not think of anything they
would do differently if they had no faith. I think most of us are like that if we are willing to be
honest. Most of our lives would not look remarkably different if we never stepped in a church.
This passage from Mark reminds us that regardless of the good we do, if we are not taking time
to recognize who Jesus is and what he has done then we are ultimately wasting our efforts.
Jesus matters, just as much today as he did two thousand years ago, and as Holy Week begins
may we all have the courage to examine how much he matters in our own life, to recognize that
apart from him we have nothing, and to commit to the ministry of reconciliation that this world
desperately needs.
Andrew Corley

Holy Week Tuesday

March 22, 2016

1 Corinthians 1:18-31 - “The Cross”
For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are being
saved it is the power of God. (1 Corinthians 1:18, NIV)
The Cross has always been a complicated concept for me. I feel like I’ve spent much of
my life trying to figure out how to approach it. The message of the cross has remained
constant, but as I’ve grown up, or sat in classrooms, attended a variety of church services, or
attempted to teach children about this, my position to the cross has changed. What used to
boost my pride, now humbles me. Where I used to hold the position of judgement, I now cling
to love. Where I once thought that you had to convince others that God is real, I’m learning to
get out of the way and let God be God. The Cross required a selflessness that we struggle to
understand. It is something that reaches past human rationalization and shows us a love that
we wrestle to comprehend.
I wonder sometimes, where in our American, first world, selfishness, that we have
become so entangled in our own wayward way of understanding the Cross. It’s much easier
than we would like to admit, to separate ourselves from the details of reality that took place
some 2000 years ago. It’s easy to disengage from the brutality of it all – because when those
heavy moments come – we often don’t know what to do with the weight of them. Suddenly,
the weight of the polished cross that we use to adorn our necks or the lavish cross that we hang
as a wall decoration, becomes much more heavy and raw. There’s a realness to it, and it’s more
than we can stand.
Perhaps, God has come to save us from ourselves, and that’s exactly what we do not
understand. We are so caught up in our agendas and wants and muddy thoughts on what really
matters that we actually miss this. God did for us what we cannot do for ourselves, and if we
honestly sit in the reality of that, we become really uncomfortable. But maybe that’s where we
need to be this week. In this uncomfortable moment, struggling with the idea that maybe these
sins that God came to cleanse us from aren’t some obscure, compartmentalized moments in
life, but they are our choices and our responsibilities, and the things we rationalize.
Sit in the uncomfortable moments that this week stirs in you.
Sunday’s coming, but it’s Tuesday now.
Elizabeth Maye

Holy Week Wednesday –
“The Betrayal”

March 23, 2016

John 13:21-32

As a student in AP English in Dixie Dellinger’s class we read a tremendous amount of
literature. I was not a reader and I did not particularly enjoy many of the works and never had
the ability to see the concepts “in-depth” but I read them anyway. But one day during class,
Mrs. Dellinger began to discuss a particular passage with a fellow student. From the girl’s first
responses it was obvious that she did NOT read the material, yet she continued to make it up as
she went. It became more and more noticeable and Mrs. Dellinger asked her to come to the
front of the room and allowed her to continue to look foolish in front of the entire class.
Matter of fact, Mrs. Dellinger just gave one of her looks (behind the girl’s back) and responded,
“Well then…. I’ve heard enough”. My fellow student barely passed the class and it was obvious
Mrs. Dellinger’s trust was betrayed that day in class by that student and it was never regained.
During the night as Jesus and His disciples joined in the last supper, He told them one of
them would betray him. I’m sure all of them looked at each other and at Jesus with that “NOT
ME” expression on their faces. But Jesus knew who it was and ultimately set Himself up to be
caught. He knew Judas was the one who would leave in the night to betray Him. For His
mission to be completed He had to suffer and was prepared to do so.
But Judas was not the only one to betray Jesus – there was Peter and unfortunately I
have to say there is ME. I’ve not always followed through – placing God first, turning away
from my self, my wants, my desires – honestly, how can I expect Him to trust me, when I’ve
failed Him so many times? Yet He still loves me and forgives me. What a wonderful God is He!
------Carol Martin

Holy Week Thursday

March 24, 2016

“Have you heard the rooster crow?” Luke 22:23-34, 54-62
While in Haiti I discovered some roosters couldn’t tell time. They would begin crowing
not at sunrise, but at midnight and the rest of the neighborhood roosters would chime in.
There was a chorus of roosters crowing all night, while I lay awake hoping for a good rooster
stew for lunch the next day. The roosters were confused on their times. I woke up confused
due to lack of sleep. Hearing the roosters crow, can leave one confused. Hearing the rooster
crow three times, Peter was filled with guilt and confusion.
In Luke’s account of the Last Supper story, Jesus tells the disciples He will be betrayed.
Peter tells Jesus ‘I am ready to go with you to prison and to death.’ Luke’s account of this story
is unique to the other gospel accounts in that Jesus is predicting Peter is going to be tempted
and put through the test. Just like in Job, Satan is asking to put Peter through the test, to sift
him as wheat. When the wheat is sifted or shaken, the impurities in the grain that were
trapped will be exposed. Peter’s faith was getting ready to be shaken. Luke tells us that Jesus
prayed for Peter, ‘that his faith may not fail. And when you have turned back, (Jesus is
confident that Peter will pick himself up after he fails), go strengthen your brothers.’
Peter is trying to be the perfect disciple, but his faith was shaken and he fails. As
Christians, we strive to be perfect, but at some point in our humanity we will fail Jesus. When
our faith is shaken, when our impurities are sifted and exposed, may we remember the words
of Jesus, And when. And when we turn back, and when we pick ourselves up after we fall, and
when we
are confused not knowing which way to go or how we can keep on going, may we rely on the
grace, forgiveness, and unconditional love of our Lord.
Matt Storie

Holy Week - Good Friday

March 25, 2016

Hebrews 4:14-16, 5:7-9
I’m not sure who was deemed the name giver of this day, but I’ve often wrestled with
what is good about Good Friday. I don’t think that I’m alone in this. Being people of the
Resurrection, we are able to look backward at the crucifixion through the lens of Easter and see
that God was in control. We can look back and see this now, but I wonder what it was like on
the day of the crucifixion? Were Jesus’ friends and family able to see God at work on this day?
Was there any sense of ‘good’ on this Friday for them? In the aches and the darkness of this
day, we are able to look back and see that the good in this Friday is because God was drawing
the world to God’s self through Christ. God wasn’t making the best out of a bad situation, but
God was working out God’s intention for the world.
Elizabeth Maye

Holy Week Saturday

March 26, 2016

– John 19: 38-42, “How the Story Ends”
My mother ruins books. For as long as I can remember every time I have seen her start
a new book the first thing she does is flip to the very end. She got a Nook a few years ago and
that has caused her some difficulty in terms of skipping ahead, but she perseveres and still
rarely begins a book without some idea of how the story ends.
Holy Saturday is a weird moment in Holy Week. Because we know how the story ends,
it can be hard to really get into the moment, to place ourselves into the narrative and imagine
what it meant for Jesus’s followers to know, not just believe but know, that it was over. When
Joseph and Nicodemus place the body in the tomb, it is a sign that all hope is lost. And because
we never have that moment of sheer devastation at the closed tomb, it is easy to miss out on
the joy that comes from the empty tomb.
Take a second. Pretend you don’t know how the story ends. Put yourself in the place of
the disciples. Three years of your life, wasted. Your family and career, abandoned. Your future
prospects, slim. The chance that they come for you next, pretty good. All your hope is gone.
You took a chance, you let yourself believe for just a moment that God cared, that the world
wouldn’t win again, and that things didn’t have to be this way. Take a moment to feel
completely lost, imagine all your hope being sealed away.
Now remember. Remember that this doesn’t actually describe you. Remember that
you do know how the story ends. When your life seems wasted, remember. When you feel
abandoned, remember. When your prospects seem slim, remember. When your hope seems
sealed away in a tomb, remember that the stone has been rolled away and the tomb is empty.
When life seems too much to bear, when it seems like God couldn’t possibly care, when it
appears that the world will always win, and that things will always be this way, remember that
you know how this story ends.
“It is well, it is well. God has won, Christ prevailed. It is well, it is well, with my soul.”
Andrew Corley

Easter Sunday –
“Remember the New”

March 27, 2016
Isaiah 65:17-25

The prophet Isaiah declares a new heaven and a new earth will be created by the Lord.
There will be no more weeping and crying, there will be abundant fruit trees and vineyards,
there will be joy and blessing, there will be peace. What Christ did on the cross and through his
resurrection He created for us this new heaven and new earth. Because of our humanity, our
life experiences, and our own wills we fail to see and experience the new. May this day of
resurrection remind us of the new.
Kathy Galloway, a minister in the Church of Scotland, in her book Coming to Jerusalem
writes,
“I do not know what resurrection is (though I’m almost sure it has something to do with
hallowing the common ground.) Of course, that’s not all of it. I expect one day I’ll get
up and find that it sneaked up on me while I wasn’t looking, and maybe even that it’s
been there all along. That’s as may be. There’s no point in trying to see things before
you’re ready. You have to walk before you can run. In the meantime, I believe in it and
that feels like an initial step. For now, it will do. It is enough.”
Prayer: Thanks be to God for this new dawn This new beginning of a day and of our lives
Creation’s re-creation through pain and sorrow. Life-giving strength bursts from the grave, and
from an ending comes the promise of a new tomorrow. Amen.
Matt Storie

Peter, Peter, Peter

March 28, 2016

Matthew 16:13-23
Simon Peter answered, “You are the Messiah, the Son of the Living God.” And Jesus answered
him, “Blessed are you, Simon son of Jonah! For flesh and blood has not revealed this to you, but
my Father in heaven.”
Matthew 16:16-17
Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him, saying, “God forbid it, Lord! This must never
happen to you.” Jesus turned and said to Peter, “Get behind me, Satan!”
Matthew16:22-23
Of all the disciples, Peter has a special place in my heart. He seems to try so hard to
please Jesus. He’s the one at the front of the class, nodding his head in vigorous agreement
with every word Jesus says. He’s the one taking pages of notes. Maybe it’s not in scripture, but I
wouldn’t be surprised if he raised his hand occasionally and asked Jesus to “repeat that last
thing one more time.”
When he confesses to Jesus who he believes Jesus to be, it is a holy moment. Jesus
heaps great praise onto Peter, even to the point of changing his name from Simon to Rock.
Jesus tells Peter that the role he will play in building the Church will be crucial. Can you just see
Peter’s chest puffing out with pride?
Then, just a few verses later, Jesus calls Peter “Satan.” That’s quite a ways to fall from
Rock, the Church Builder. Ouch.
In a way, Peter’s voice throughout the gospels is our voice. We have great love for Jesus,
but we have certain expectations for him. On this side of the cross, we know the suffering of
Jesus was necessary for our salvation. But for Peter, Jesus was his friend. He didn’t want to see
him suffer, he wanted to see him fight. He wanted the warrior Messiah. Later, Peter would pull
out his sword as Jesus was arrested and even cut off the ear of one of the guards. He was ready
to fight for Jesus, but Jesus wanted him to be ready to suffer with him.
A few verses after Peter cuts off that ear, he denies that he ever knew Jesus. Three
times. After he promised Jesus he would never do such a thing.
I can identify with Peter. I think we all can. We love Jesus and we want to follow him,
but we would rather him take us down the easy road. Jesus warns us all that his road is a hard
one. Fortunately, Peter fulfilled his calling to build that Church. So, when we follow Christ down
that difficult road, we never walk alone.
“If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross daily and follow
me. For whoever wants to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for me will save it.”
Luke 9:23-24
Melanie Storie

Practice Hospitality

March 29, 2016

When Jesus was still talking to the crowd, his mother and brothers stood outside, wanting to
speak to Him. Someone told Him, "Your mother and brothers are outside, wanting to speak to
you." He replied to him, "Who is my mother and who are my brothers?" Pointing to His
disciples, He said, "Here are my mother and my brothers. For whoever does the will of my
Father in heaven is my brother and sister and mother." Matthew 12:46-50
A few years ago I met a lady who has no family. I don't remember her name, but I do
remember her. Her parents are deceased. She has no siblings, no husband, no children. I
remember thinking, "What does she do at Thanksgiving and Christmas?" I asked the friend who
had introduced us and she said the lady sometimes goes to friends, sometimes goes to nursing
homes and assisted living centers to spend time with those who have no visitors.
Paul in Romans 12:13 writes "Share with God's people who are in need. Practice
hospitality." This lady had who had no immediate family, found ways to create one. She
reached out to others who were in need. She visited and spent time with them. She practiced
hospitality.
When I met the lady with no family, I had a mom, mother-in-law, husband, children, my
sister and her growing family. I still have my children and my sister and her family, but as my
family has gotten smaller, I think about the lady. What would I do if I had no family at
Christmas? I like to think I would visit the nursing homes, but I also know that I still have a big
family, my Zion family.
I have always tried to be hospitable, inviting people into our home for meals and
fellowship, but I'm going to try to be more aware of those who might need a place to go. So, if
you find yourself alone at holidays or anytime, give me call. You're always welcome. After all,
we're family.

Becky Dorsey

Need to Make a Fresh Start

March 30, 2016

I found this in my Bible. It was dated October 24, 2011.
I am going to change my life, with the help of God and if it is within His will.
2 Samuel 22:7
In my distress I called upon the Lord from His temple. He heard my voice and my cry came to
His ears.
Changes: Read my Bible every day.
Be nicer and kinder, love people more.
Ask God to guide my life every day.
Pray more.
Try to eat healthier.
Ask God for strength to do the things I need to do.
Mercy: Kindness and forgiveness, especially to a person who does not deserve it.
Grace: Undeserved favor or gift that God has given us.
Faith: Belief and trust in God, knowing He is real, even when we cannot see Him.
Saved through grace by faith.
Prayer: Lord Jesus, you know what troubles me today. In faith I give it all over to you and I
praise you, knowing
your love will never fail me.
Jewel Greene

“Being Thankful”

March 31, 2016

“Rejoice always. Pray continually. Give thanks in all circumstances; for that is God’s will for you
in Christ Jesus.” 1st Thessalonians 5: 16-18
When I read this scripture, it helps me remember why God put me on this Earth. It
reminds me to always keep my head up and not to doubt God when times get tough. When I
heard that my grandparents were dealing with health problems, I was angry, and I asked God
why he would put my family and me through that kind of pain. This scripture reminded me that
things happen for a reason and that even when it is difficult I need to pray and find ways to
thank God for what I do have. I’m thankful for the health my grandparents do have, and I’m
thankful that God is there even when we can’t see him.
-

Maggie Bradshaw

And I was the King’s Cupbearer

April 1, 2016

When I arrived in DC I really didn’t have much of an idea of what I was getting into.
Truth be told I didn’t have much of a concept of this word “Advocacy,” I was attending the
event because I had to do something to earn my scholarship and it was the only one that
worked within my schedule. As I looked over the schedule I saw a lot of interaction with
different field personnel, some focused times on things like immigration and pay day lending
that I knew CBF was doing a lot of work with, but nothing too crazy. And then I saw the
schedule for Tuesday afternoon: meetings with Congress members.
What now? All of a sudden the causal three days of meeting people and learning
about good work other people were doing that I had been expecting disappeared, and as I
drove the 10 hours from Shelby to DC over Sunday night and Monday morning I became more
and more anxious, “what in the world am I supposed to say to these people.”
I grew up with a healthy respect for the separation of church and state. The thought of
a religiously affiliated group going and lobbying Congresswomen and men seemed wrong,
almost dirty to me. I was all for hearing about what local congregations, field personnel, and
the CBF as a whole were doing with the issues of immigration, hunger, and payday lending, and
I was hoping for some take aways I could bring back to my own community, but to actually
meet with Senators and Representatives? That was pushing way outside of my comfort zone.
With all of these conflicting thoughts and emotions running through me I sat down for
the first session. Someone opened a Bible to the first chapter of Nehemiah, where Nehemiah’s
brother tells him about all of the horrors facing the Jews who returned to Jerusalem because
the city didn’t have walls. The chapter ends with Nehemiah praying and then having a
realization, “and I was the King’s cupbearer.” The fact that the city didn’t have walls wasn’t
something Nehemiah was going to be able to deal with individually. He could send money and
food and any number of things to his family and friends in Jerusalem but until there was a
structure to protect them it wouldn’t do any good. Only the king could allow the people to
build new walls around the city, and Nehemiah was perfectly placed in a position to act on his
people’s behalf. We do advocacy, we were told, because some problems require more than
just individual response, and we find ourselves in a position where we can act on behalf of
those who can’t act for themselves.
I wish I could say that I stormed into those congressional offices and took the aids I met
with by storm, but I can’t because I didn’t. I did what I could but I doubt anyone’s mind was
changed by anything I said or did. What I can say is that I left DC with my mind changed, not
about any individual issues, but about advocacy in general. The words of Nehemiah have
captured me since those three days in March, “I was the King’s cupbearer.” Big problems
sometimes require big solutions, and I am proud to be a part of a body of believers who are
willing to see the opportunities God has placed before them and take risks to proclaim good
news to the poor, freedom to the prisoners, sight for the blind, freedom for the oppressed, and
to declare the Lord’s favor. I pray that as I see those opportunities I am willing to do the same.
Andrew Corley

“To Know”

April 2, 2016

“They claim to know God. But their actions show they don’t know him.” Titus 1:16 (NIRV)
I know Mariah Carey. Yes, I know her. As a child, I knew her music well. I used to sing
karaoke versions of “Hero” and “One Sweet Day” to a slumber party audience of giggling
teenage girls. Thanks to the Internet, I know some of the significant events in her life as well. I
know where she is from and how she made it to the big stage. I even know Mariah Carey well
enough to recognize her riding the Seven Dwarfs’ Mine Train in front of my family last January
during her incognito visit to Disney World’s Magic Kingdom. But can I really say I know her? Is
our relationship personal enough that she would recognize me in a sea of fans or is my
“knowing” just one-sided? Would she trade her spot in the FastPass line for my undesirable
place in the standby line knowing she’d have to wait an hour and a half for an anti-climatic
roller coaster ride? The answer to all of those questions is an emphatic “No.”
In Spanish there are two verbs that mean “to know.” One verb is saber (pronounced
sah-behr) which basically means to know factually. Similar to Joe Friday’s famous one-liner,
saber means “Just the facts, Ma'am.” Conocer (pronounced co-no-sehr), on the other hand, is
another Spanish verb meaning “to know” but this word also implies relationship. It means to
know by being acquainted with someone. In English, we are limited in our ability to distinguish
the difference between knowing factually and knowing intimately, because we have just one
word to indicate both types of knowing. In Spanish, Titus 1:16 reads, “Profésanse conocer á
Dios” which translates as “They profess/claim they know God.” I find it interesting that the
translators did not choose to use the word saber when describing how we should “know”
God. Instead, the word conocer is used which implies that not only should we know Him
factually but we should also know Him intimately and personally. We should not be satisfied
with simply knowing the words to popular Baptist hymns, singing them by heart like I used to
do with Mariah Carey’s songs. We are called to use those words to praise Him, cry out for Him,
and converse with Him… to come to know Him more by intentionally interacting with Him. We
know His stories like how He was born in Bethlehem, turned water into wine, and rose on the
third day. But if we truly know Him (conocer) we don’t stop there. We turn our knowledge of
these events into reasons to spend time with Him in prayer, to trust Him more fully, and to give
control of our lives to Him. We do not do these things with someone we simply know on the
surface, but only with someone we know intimately and faithfully.
Not only are we called to know Him, but He also knows us. Unlike Mariah Carey who
looks out into a sea of fans without recognizing a soul, Jesus more than just recognizes our
faces. He knew us before we were born and still made the conscious choice to die for a bunch
of sinners regardless of our choice to know Him. He knows the factual details of our faces and
the hairs on our heads, as well as the deepest inner workings of our hearts. Knowing Him is not
easy, but let’s face it… knowing “us” isn’t easy either. We come with a lot of baggage, but His
yoke is easy and His burden is light (Matthew 11:30). He wants us to cast our cares upon Him (1
Peter 5:7), but it requires knowing and trusting Him before we can relinquish our grasp on
them.
Most importantly, when we truly know Him, we accept that He traded His place in line
so that we could have our sins forgiven. The ultimate FastPass. Through the cross, He modeled

for us what it means to let our actions reveal our relationship with Him. To truly know Him, we
humbly accept His offer to take our place in line and desire a relationship with Him, despite
how difficult it may be to receive this gracious and merciful gift. Only when we really know
Him, not just know about Him (saber) but truly know him (conocer), can we can accept His gift
freely and gratefully.
Do I know Him or just know about Him? Do my actions indicate I’m convinced that
having a relationship with Him and truly knowing Him doesn’t happen once and for
all? Knowing Him requires that we live in gratitude and seek His face every day. We spend
time with Him and allow Him to know the real us. I thank Him for accepting the real me, flaws
and all. I pray that through this relationship, I come to truly know (conocer) Him more deeply
and fully each day.
Morgan Blanton

When What is in Your Heart Flies out of Your Mouth…
April 3, 2016

Matthew 15:1-20

Then he called the crowd to him and said, “Listen and understand: It is not what goes into the
mouth that defiles a person, but it is what comes out of the mouth that defiles.”
Matthew 15:10-11
As a mother of two middle school boys, I know far too well that some ugly stuff can
come out of a mouth.
Recently, Aidan, my oldest son, was finishing up his daily allotted video game time when
he mumbled something to his younger brother, Owen. Owen promptly responded, “Well,
you’re a JERK!” He then ran to his room and slammed the door. Upon further investigation, it
came to light that Aidan mumbled, “Your turn,” as Owen passed by. But what Owen heard was,
“You’re a turd.”
It’s easy to let the wrong thing fly out of a mouth. The poorly thought out platitude at a
funeral, the witty comment that came out hurtful, the statement to a friend in confidence that
is shared with many… Jesus admonished his followers to take care with their words. These
words reflect what is in the heart.
The Pharisees, the teachers, the disciples all wanted it easy. Tell me how to wash my
hands, so I’ll be clean. Give me set of standards to follow so that I can be good in the eyes of
God. Jesus says to watch your mouth, or better yet, watch your heart. Those are far harder
things to monitor than clean hands. Because sometimes a turn becomes a turd. And
sometimes, at heart, we can all be jerks.
May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be pleasing in your sight, Oh Lord
my Rock and my Redeemer.
Psalm 19:14

Melanie Storie

“Learn something new”

April 4, 2016

It happened again this morning. In Sunday School, after reading the scripture connected
to our lesson, someone mentioned that they had discovered something new while studying this
scripture. These were familiar verses, read often over the years, but somehow, some of us had
missed something. This is nothing new to our class, we often share "new" discoveries.
I confess, after teaching Sunday School for several years, I sometimes groan when I see
a lesson that has been used over and over, and sometimes, I'll skip it and do my own thing, but
usually, if I put my heart and mind into it, I will learn something new.
One summer, a few years ago, our College Class decided to re-visit childhood Bible
stories. It was interesting to listen as the young people remembered what they had learned
from the story as a child and then compared it to what they now understand as adults.
We know that the Bible tells us that the Holy Spirit will teach us. John 14:26 tell us, "But
the counselor, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, will teach you all things,
and will remind you of everything I have said to you". We know that God sends us what we
need, when we need it. Isn't it exciting to discover this very thing in action? To open your Bible
to familiar scripture and discover it is talking to you! Right now! Just what you need to hear at
this very minute!
I am thankful for Zion, for Sunday School, for 200 years of gathering together to study
and learn from God's word.
Becky Dorsey

Answered Prayers

April 5, 2016

Call to me and I will answer you, and show you great and mighty things, which you do not
know. Jeremiah 33:3
If God never answers another prayer for me, I have "gotten my money's worth."
Obviously that is not how I believe God works, but my point is that He has provided so many
answers to my prayers, how can I ask for more?
January 25, 2004, on an icy Sunday afternoon, my daughter Carla had a car accident that
left her as a quadriplegic. Miracle #1, Jerry Wellmon found her overturned car underneath the
river bridge. Miracle #2, the doctors were going to take her off the ventilator, but said if she
couldn't breathe on her own, she would have to be put back on and may never be able to be
taken off. People of Zion were praying hard for Carla. There were some very critical moments as
it didn't seem to be working, but at last she was able to breathe and the ventilator was never
needed again. Miracle #3, less than three months later, Carla was home form the hospital after
doctors had said patients with the severity of her injuries rarely ever left the hospital. Exactly
nine months after the accident, Carla returned to work.
Many people were praying for Carla at that time. Without a doubt, God answered those
prayers.
I know not by what method rare
But this I know, God answers prayer.
I know He has given His word
Which tells me prayer is always heard.
And will be answered soon or late
And so I pray and calmly wait.
I know not if the blessing sought
Will come in just the way I thought.
But leave my prayers with Him alone
Whose will is wiser than my own.
Assured that he will grant my quest
Or send some answer far more blessed.
By: Eliza M. Hickok

LaDonna Hastings

Wisdom and Faith Comes From God

April 6, 2016

Have two goals: Wisdom- that is knowing and doing right- and common sense. Don't let them
slip away, for they fill you with living energy, and are a feather in your cap. They keep you safe
from defeat and disaster and from stumbling on the trails.
Proverbs 3:21-23 Living Bible

I thank God each morning and night for the strength He gives me. I pray daily for
wisdom and knowledge, to be an encourager and to do a good deed daily for someone. Each
day as I go for a walk outside to see the beautiful surroundings, I thank God for my health that I
can do this,for in our lives there are people who can't help themselves. Life is precious, so lets
spend it wisely.
Hug someone today, tell them they are special and tell them that God loves them.
Hazel B. Wilson

“For the Right Reasons”

April 7, 2016

Marriage requires compromise. I heard this over and over in the months leading up to
my wedding, so I thought I was well prepared for this reality whenever it appeared. We got
married in July, months passed, and these great, marriage shaping compromises never seemed
to appear. Everything was going well, until one Monday night in January I sat down to watch
wrestling (as I had done every Monday since I was nine) and heard these words from my
beautiful bride: “But wait, the Bachelor comes on tonight.”
And there it was. The first great issue of the marriage that everyone had warned me
about. My immediate reaction was to reach for the nearest folding chair, but I was sure we
could work something out. So now I watch the Bachelor.
I have to confess, I tried very hard not to like it, not to care about these people and their
“quest for love,” but they suck you in. The producers know what they’re doing, something
about the combination of over the top nonsense, and occasional actual sweetness makes for
quite a show. Obviously the main appeal is watching twenty-five women (or men when the
Bachelorette comes around) slowly begin acting insane over this person they’ve only known for
weeks. I’m sure there’s something deeply sociological revealed from the way contestants begin
to obsess over this one person, but it is impossible to deny that it makes for great television:
watching attraction turn into obsession and that obsession lead to backstabbing and personal
attacks.
There’s a moment that I’ve come to look forward to in every season, I like to call it the
“right reasons” moment. At that point a contestant, angry over the attention that another man
or woman is receiving, goes to the Bachelor or Bachelorette and expresses concerns, never
naming the offending party but assuring the title character that “I know I’m here for the right
reasons, but some people….” And then the accusations flow. Some people are only here for
fame. Some people are only here for fun. Some people don’t take this as seriously as I do.
I wonder how often those same words come out of our churches. How often we let
ourselves get caught up in what we perceive to be the faith of others. “I know I’m here for the
right reasons, but he’s just looking to cause trouble.” “I know I’m here for the right reasons,
but she just comes because she grew up here.” “I know I’m here for the right reasons, but they
just want to feel better about how they spend the other six days out of the week.”
Obsession with others can be a dangerous thing. It almost never fails, the person who
brings up the intentions of another contestant finds themselves going home soon after, their
obsession with someone else’s relationship costing them the opportunity to gather their own.
Jesus reminded his followers not to concern themselves with the speck in their friend’s eye
while ignoring the log in their own. He also dealt with those who questioned whether the tax
collectors and prostitutes were following him for the “right reasons.” His response time and
again shows that the Kingdom of God is not about being there for “the right reasons,” but
about being there. God’s reconciliation of the world goes beyond our understanding, and my
prayer is that we can be a people who do not see our reconciliation to God’s self as a
competition, but who know that if we pursue God we will not find ourselves left without a rose.
Andrew Corley

“Mustard Seed”

April 8, 2016

“Truly I tell you, if you have faith as small as a mustard seed, you can say to this mountain,
'Move from here to there,' and it will move. Nothing will be impossible for you." ~Matthew 8:26
I’ve always thought my faith was strong and that this “mustard seed” reference most
likely described my faith as an early Christian way back in the 1980s. Then in February I heard,
“She has Horner’s Syndrome. We need to schedule an MRI for tomorrow. We’ve made an
appointment for her with a Pediatric Oncologist at Levine.” My world came crashing down
around me. Those are never words you are prepared to hear about your child.
For the first day and a half I prayed hard and cried even more. My once strong faith had
shriveled to the size of that mustard seed. My head was telling me that He was in control, but
my heart was aching with fear and worry. I was sinking beneath the weight of the situation and
I knew I couldn’t get through the next week or more on my own strength. After hitting rock
bottom, I decided to scrape myself off the floor and take a walk with God. I talked to Him with
raw emotion and complete honesty. I found myself singing “I Need Thee Every Hour” through
tears as I walked and prayed. “You said that I could move mountains with just a mustard seed
of faith but I can’t do this!” I cried. “I’m sinking, God!” I could feel the waves crashing around
me as I tried to pull myself together. I was trying to rely on God but my faith was just too
small. “Move this mountain of fear in me, God.”
Then the verse, "You of little faith, why are you so afraid?” (Matthew 17:20) came to
my mind and I knew He was talking to me. “Then he got up and rebuked the winds and the
waves, and it was completely calm” (Matthew 17:20). Subsequently, as if His hands had lifted
to calm the storm long ago, so was the storm in me calmed over the next few hours. God
rebuked the winds of fear in me, and I finally felt like I could walk out to Him on the water. I
didn’t know what the coming days would hold, but I knew that He would bring me comfort and
peace. I knew He was holding my little girl and our whole family in His big hands.
My faith had shriveled to a mustard-seed, but God is big, and loving, and faithful even
when I was crippled by my own fears and my faith was drowning beneath the waves of an
unpredictable and desperate situation. He took that tiny grain of faith I had left and rescued
me anyway. He didn’t leave me, nor forsake me… even though for a day and a half I felt as far
from Him as I’ve ever felt. He restored my faith because His presence was still there even in
that awful situation. I felt His arms around my family and I could finally hear His still, small
voice again.
Have you found yourself in a stormy place? Reach out to Him and be real with Him. He
is mighty enough for our raw and emotional honesty. He already knows our deepest
thoughts. Cry out to Jesus and He will rebuke the storms that rage within us even if our faith is
small. That mustard-seed faith isn’t just a description of new believers, but a reminder that
even in our darkest times when our age-old faith has diminished under the pressure of fear,
anxiety, or pain He can move mountains… even the mountains within us.
Morgan Blanton

“Beware of the Yeast of the Pharisees and Sadducees”
April 9, 2016

Matthew 16:6

When my family and I were preparing for a two-year mission in rural Alabama, we went
through a period of training. During one of our training sessions, the man leading it talked to us
about our prejudices and what it would be like to live as minorities. We didn’t talk about
someone else’s race problem, we dealt with our own. We all have prejudices. It’s when we
don’t acknowledge them that they grow and fester and threaten to hurt us or someone else. He
encouraged us to acknowledge the clicking locks on our car or the clutching of our purses when
a man of another race approaches us. What thoughts are we dealing with in that moment?
Where do those thoughts come from?
This warning by Jesus to his disciples to beware of the yeast of the Pharisees and
Sadducees comes from a similar place. The Pharisees and Sadducees in their zeal for the law
and what looked on the outside like righteousness were so busy worrying about everyone else’s
missteps, that they failed to see their own shortcomings. They were more concerned with Jesus
healing on the Sabbath than they were with the people in need of healing. They were so
concerned with tripping Jesus up that they never realized they were face to face with God.
Matt and I have a running joke. When he preaches a sermon that is particularly
convicting to me I say, “Great sermon, pastor. I’m sure glad so and so was there to hear it.” It’s
funny because it’s true. Many people hear the words of any sermon and think of how it applies
to someone else. That’s the yeast of the Pharisees and Sadducees; the warm, comfortable,
growing thought that I have arrived. I no longer need to look at myself and my need for God to
continually work in me. I’ll spend my energies improving everyone else.
That yeast can be tempting. It’s best for us to steer clear of that kind of thinking.
Humble yourselves before the Lord and he will lift you up.
James 4:10
Melanie Storie

“Memories of the tables”

April 10, 2016

"When He was at the table with them, He took bread, gave thanks, broke it and began to give it
to them. Their eyes were opened and they recognized Him." Luke 24:30-31
Last Sunday, as I listened to Elizabeth share memories of the tables she had shared at
her home church, I thought about the tables we have shared at Zion.
I remembered our Bible Drillers sharing a snack together after practice. I thought of our
youth, at their Christmas parties, gathered around the ping pong and pool tables in our
basement. I remembered our Wednesday night "Children on Mission", making Christmas
ornaments to promote the Greater Cleveland Baptist Christmas Toy Store. I saw our
college/career kids gathered around the table in my living room, laughing and catching up with
each others lives. I thought about my Sunday School class, gathered in Sally's barn for food and
fellowship.
The Memorial Day meals on the tables behind the church are wonderful (and delicious)
memories. And the memories of Zion friends around my kitchen table, sometimes sharing a
meal with my family, sometimes bringing food to my family, are a precious to me.
Our Communion Table brings special memories - The Lord's Supper, shared together as
a church family; my children, going forward to announce their decision to accept Christ in front
of the table; Dennis and Crystal, saying their wedding vows with Matt in front of our
Communion table.
Elizabeth is right, so many of the wonderful memories of life are shared at the table.
Thank you Lord, for tables to share. Open our eyes, that me might see opportunities at the
table.
Becky Dorsey

“Little Children”

April 11, 2016

Let the little children come to me, and do not forbid them; for of such is the kingdom of
heaven.
Matthew 19:14
Jesus said, "Let the little children come to me." In His wisdom He knew that we could all
learn form the simple faith and examples set by children. I was a very fortunate child that was
raised in a Christian home and taken to church each Sunday by my parents.
After Gene and I were married we lived at Cherry point, NC, where he was stationed
with the US Marine Corps. Later, he was stationed in Okinawa, Japan. I was working rotating
shifts at Fiber Industries during that time. After Gene was discharged from the Marines we lived
in Shelby and he returned to college. I continued working at Fiber. In 1972 we were blessed
with our first child, a beautiful baby girl, Nicki. She was the first grandchild, so you know how
special she was to all.
Her MaMaw Betty and PaPaw Hubert took her to church with them every Sunday,
because, remember, I was working rotating shifts and worked several weekends a month also.
That was as good an excuse as any to not be attending church myself, right?
When Nicki was about two years old, she was playing with her dolls and dressing them
up. She picked up her toy telephone and I asked, "Who are you calling?" She answered, "I'm
calling MaMaw and PaPaw to come and pick my babies up for Sunday School." Well, that got
my attention. I stopped making excuses for not being in church on Sundays, when I could. What
kind of example was I setting for my child; you go to church with your grandparents, not your
parents! In her little child innocence she taught me a very valuable lesson.
LaDonna Hastings

“God is good”

April 12, 2016

Give thanks to the LORD, for he is good; his love endures forever.

~1 Chronicles 16:34

God is good. He really is. Over the last few weeks, though, I have been feeling guilty
about saying that statement after hearing good news. When our daughter was undergoing so
many medical tests, we started with the worst case scenario to rule out the most dangerous
and terminal causes. To our joy and utmost relief, each test revealed good news! I spread the
word near and far, and could have shouted from the mountaintops, “God is GOOD!! He is so
faithful!”
Then the guilt set in. Would I have said, “He is good!” if the test results had been
different? I began to worry that my faith was conditional upon His delivery of good news…
contingent upon my answered prayers. I reflected about the “bad news” that people
experience every day. A sick child, the loss of a loved one, financial distress, job insecurities,
hunger, and homelessness… the list of “bad news” could go on and on. All of these scenarios
are lived each and every day by Christians and non-Christians alike. Is God still good in the
midst of all this bad news?
I believe in the power of prayer... from individual talks with God and collective prayer
warriors gathered together in His name. After all, He tells us “Therefore I tell you, whatever
you ask in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be yours (Mark 11:24).” He does
answer our prayers. Sometimes His answer is “yes,” sometimes “no,” and sometimes He
answers, “I’ll hold you while you endure it.”
In the midst of my guilty feelings after our emotional roller coaster ride with our
daughter, I reflected on God’s goodness and the way He faithfully answers my prayers. First
and foremost, He sent Jesus to die for me, for us, for anyone who denies themselves and
follows Him. God’s grace is good. He has mercy on sinners like me, forgiving me of my
transgressions even when I repeat them. God’s mercy is good. He calms my soul in the midst
of stormy seas, and I can feel His arms around me. God’s peace is good. He has a plan for my
life… one that is not meant to harm me, but will give me hope and a future. He tells me to lean
not on my own understandings, but to trust Him and His plan. God’s wisdom is good. He has
blessed me with the most precious family. God’s blessings are good. He is the Prince of Peace
and He bestows that peace on His children, even in the middle of life’s storms. God’s peace and
comfort are good. His love endures forever, even through our questions, doubts, and
uncertainties. God’s love is good. When life is beyond tough, God never changes. He never
fails. God is good.
Morgan Blanton

"Gott kann das"

April 13, 2016

"Praise the Lord, all you nations; extol him, all you peoples. For great is His love toward us, and
the faithfulness of the Lord endures forever. Psalm 117:1-2
Yesterday I received an email from Niklas (our first exchange student). He talked about
all of the normal things, asking about us, telling me what he has going on, etc. Then he said,
"Everyone in Germany is talking about America. We don't understand what is going on in your
presidential election.". My answer to him was, "I don't understand either."
I started out excited about this election. I eagerly watched the first debates. I called
Dennis to discuss who we liked, what the candidates had to say, how we thought things would
go for 2016. Wow, things have changed. I'm not excited anymore, I'm mad. I'm mad that we,
the strongest nation on earth, can't get our act together. Democrat or Republican, we are
facing some scary decisions.
A question popped into my head, ,"Who was president when Zion was established in
1816?" I went on-line and was shocked to see that it was James Madison! I know we're
celebrating our 200th Anniversary, but Madison was only our fourth president! We have had
forty presidents since this church was started. History tells us some of them were great, some
not good at all. Most were just doing their best. America survived them all.
Since 1816, the people of Zion have endured the Civil War, two World Wars,and the
Great Depression. We've watched politicians lead us with honor and we've seen them
embarrass us in front of the world. We're still here. Most of us live a lifestyle of comfort our
1816 ancestors couldn't even imagine.
I reassured Niklas, even though I'm mad and don't understand our craziness, I'm not
really scared. Our Lord is loving and faithful. Whatever comes of this election, "Gott kann das"
(God's got this).
Lord, we know our country is in your hands. We ask for wisdom and peace, for our leaders and
ourselves. Amen.
Becky Dorsey

Life Transformation

April 14, 2016

2 Corinthians 5:16-21
When they were small, my children loved the book The Very Hungry Caterpillar by Eric
Carle. It was a favorite, one they would ask for over and over again. They loved to see the very
hungry caterpillar eat his way through pickles, cupcakes, and leaves before mysteriously
cocooning himself away and finally emerging transformed as a beautiful butterfly.
As believers in Christ, this could be our story as well. Imagine. You are a caterpillar, a
worm. Your perspective on the world is so small; the rough brown branch, the glossy green leaf.
This is your world, this tiny corner of a wood. Then something inside, something bred into the
center of your soul tells you to weave and spin yourself into a cocoon. You wait. Then, you
gnaw, chew and struggle out onto that same rough branch, that same glossy leaf. But
everything has changed. You open your wings. You test them against the air around you. You
lift yourself out on the breeze. You fly. And you see that the world is not small, but vast and
beautiful. You float down on a flower and drink the sweetest nectar. And when you see a
caterpillar, you know it isn’t a worm at all. It is a butterfly.
How easy it is for us to be caught up in the mundane. Our lives are made of traffic and
meetings, laundry and lines, things to do, places to be. Our lives become that small rough
branch and glossy leaf. Paul reminds us that we have been transformed by God who became sin
for us, died and was resurrected so that we might live with new eyes, God’s eyes. Who will we
be with these new eyes? Who will we touch and say, “Look, you are no worm. You are a
butterfly.”
Life Question
How should being transformed by God change your perspective on the people in your life?
Prayer
God, help me to see your people with new eyes today. Thank you for making me a new creation
by your transforming power. Amen.

Melanie Storie

"Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer." Romans 12:12
April 15, 2016
As we celebrate our 200th Anniversary, I've been thinking about the people of Zion who
have touched my life. I'm not even going to try to list them all, because there are so many, but
there is one person who stays in my head and heart, Debbie Harris.
Debbie was a young Zion wife and mother who developed ALS. She had two children,
taught school at Burns High School, was a leader of Fellowship of Christian Athletes, helped
with the family farm, and lead an active role in this church. Debbie was a miracle, living longer
than almost any other person with ALS. She was amazing because of the way, despite her
illness, she touched so many lives.
I remember the first time I really met Debbie. After her illness became advanced,
confining her to her home, some of our church members would stay with Debbie during the
day. I was asked to fill in for someone who had a bad cold and didn't want to risk taking it to
Debbie. I said yes, but was scared to death. I didn't know Debbie - what would I talk about?
Would I be able to help? Our family had not been at Zion for very long, so I went prepared to
tell her about myself. I still laugh when I remember how nervous I was. The minute I sat down,
Debbie started talking. She knew all about me, my family, Upper Cleveland... Debbie was the
most in-touch person I knew, because she cared about everyone.
Debbie was in our Sunday School class and we spent many Sunday mornings and nights
of fellowship in her home. People might have thought we were doing it for Debbie, but we
knew why we were there. She shared her life, her wisdom, her faith with us. From her bed, she
planned our Youth Dinner Theaters and helped with many other projects at Zion. She served on
the Prayer Committee as we prepared to build our Family Life Center. Debbie used every means
available to stay active in her church.
Our friendship grew, but when my daughter, Mary Beth, died, our bond deepened. After
the accident, I asked Henry to take me by Debbie's. I just felt compelled to go to her. Later, she
told me that she didn't usually get angry about not being able to leave her bed, but she was
angry that day because she couldn't come to me, so God sent me to her. I would go by Debbie's
many afternoons to talk and cry. She had a way of asking questions and sharing things that
helped me heal.
We shared the hope and joy of children. Debbie was the first person I told, outside of
our immediate family, about Cody's adoption. We planned a night with our Sunday School class,
so I could tell them my news. She was as excited as I was to see their reactions. I shared the joy
of her first grandchild, Rachel. Both Cody and Rachel arrived in January 2000!
I asked Debbie's daughter, Emily, if could share about her mom, not just to tell about
her miraculous life, but to remind us. God uses people in all circumstances to change lives and
He can use us, no matter what our circumstances.
Becky Dorsey

“As you go”

April 16, 2016

“As you go, proclaim this message: 'The kingdom of heaven has come near.” Matthew 10:7
“Are we there yet?” I can remember whining as a child on a family vacation to the
Florida Keys. My impatience and destination-focus became a family joke. Ironically, those
same words ring in my ears on long trips to this day, but this time it is my son’s voice that
echoes throughout the car, not mine. I’ve grown more patient over the years and learned to
thoroughly enjoy traveling and especially long rides. But other than traveling, my destinationfocused mindset is still abundantly part of my nature. Now, instead of whining about getting to
our vacation spot in a flash, I whine about getting to life’s next destination in a hurry. I’m
always wondering what I’m doing later, where we are going this weekend, what jobs are in
store in the future, where we will live in a few years, etc. You name it, I’m focused on getting
there. I’m always a little antsy about where God is taking us next.
Then a good friend at work gave me a piece of timely advice. I recently applied for a job
that I didn’t get. I just knew it was part of God’s plan for my career, because so many doors
seemed to be opening and leading me down this path. So, I was a little disappointed when I
found out they’d chosen the other candidate. My friend said that God has a purpose for me
(Jeremiah 29:11), and though God’s plan for my life may include different jobs, the job He
provides isn’t even the focus. His purpose for me is to show others His love “as I go.” Doing
God’s will isn’t reserved for the destination, but is meant to be part of the journey. She said it
best when she said, “His main job for you every day is to be a light to the world and to show
others His love as you go each day in whatever job you are currently doing. As you go be a
light… but while you are there, be the best Curriculum Coordinator you can be.” Her words of
wisdom gave me a new perspective on the day-to-day journey. Our earthly jobs are the
secondary focus. I’ve been so destination-focused, wondering “Are we there yet?” that I
forgot to focus on “As I go…”
This “as I go” reference reminded me of “Flat Jesus.” Who would
have thought that one of the first sermons our new pastor would preach
would include a cardstock “Flat Jesus” character? The elementary teacher
in me loved the visual and the way this sermon not only engaged our kids,
but also served as a good reminder for the adults in the room. “Flat Jesus”
was derived from Flat Stanley, the fictitious storybook character who was
squashed by a bulletin board and therefore sentenced to a life of paperthin adventures. In the Stanley tales, he can be mailed, flown, and folded. His flat shape
doesn’t hinder his adventurous nature. “Flat Jesus” was a gentle reminder to take Jesus
wherever we went that summer and to show God’s love every day “as we go.”
Do you have a bad case of “destination-focus” too? Are you overly focused on where
He will lead you next, while dismissing the mission He puts in front of you each day? My prayer
is that God will help us “not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will worry about itself”
(Matthew 6:34). I pray that He will help us to stop seeking the destination, and start attending
to the daily journey and mission He has laid before us. #asyougoZBC
Morgan Blanton

“Grow up”

April 17, 2016

"But grow in the grace and knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. To him be the glory,
both now and forever."
2 Peter 3:18
Recently, someone asked for a show of hands of those who had grown up at Zion. I
looked around and saw the expected hands go up and felt a little sad that I had not grown up
here. I loved my home church, Highland Baptist. There are so many wonderful memories, but
Highland was established in 1949, only a few years before I was born and it no longer even
exists today. It must be amazing to have grown up in a church with Zion's great history.
Later on, I was thinking about what it means to "grow up". My definition is to grow
older, to learn, to experience life. And then I thought about my 26 years at Zion.
I went to Louise Gold's Sunday School class when we first came to Zion. She was an
amazing teacher! I remember telling someone that she was the best teacher I had ever heard. I
definitely learned from Louise.
The next year, I moved to the Libby Senter Class as the teacher. When I think about how
young and inexperienced I was, I can hardly believe I actually had to nerve to think I could teach
these wise, loving women anything. We just pretended I was the teacher and they taught me,
about life, strength, about courage. I always said they helped raise my children, but honestly,
they helped raise me, too. I grew (and am still growing) in their love and care.
While at Zion I have experienced grief and learned that God gets us through it. I learned
that God places people in our lives to carry us until we can walk again.
Mary Beth and Dennis were only 7 and 3 when we came to Zion. I watched them grow
and form bonds of friendship that will last a lifetime. We added Cody to our family while at Zion
and literally watched you take his tiny hand to lead him in life. I learned that family is more than
blood.
I have experienced disappointment while at Zion and learned the importance of
forgiveness - forgiving others and asking for forgiveness.
My years at Zion have been full of learning and experience. And I've certainly grown
older, so yes, I have grown up at Zion. I think I'll raise my hand next time.
Lord, thank you for life and for the people you place in our lives to help us grow closer to you.
Amen
Becky Dorsey

“Hope in the Lord”

April 18, 2016

“Even the youths grow tired and weary, and young men stumble and fall, but those who hope
in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not
grow weary, they will walk and not be faint.” Isaiah 40: 30 – 31
As a young person in the youth group at Zion I remember a bible study with these verses
as the focal point. The verses were uplifting to me at that point in my life probably because I
enjoyed the imagery of being able to fly like an eagle or participate in an athletic competition
without becoming tired. Now I realize that these verses say much more than being able to
outlast an opponent during a wrestling match. In all things God is the focal point.
Some twenty years later, chapter 40 of Isaiah continues to be uplifting to me. Isaiah
brings comfort to Gods people through imagery of God’s power and majesty. There is nothing
equal to God’s knowledge and understanding. Only God can imagine the details for creating the
universe and the possibilities He put into motion. When I am focused on the everlasting Creator
I am able to experience the splendor of God.
Verse 30 in chapter 40 of Isaiah gives me instructions to hope or to wait for the Lord.
Personally, I struggle to have patience in many circumstances. I want faster tractors, quicker
internet, and no line at the self-check-out express lane. I want to undo all of the “unfair”
circumstances in my life. I am impatient when things do not happen as I think they should. I
know from the first part of verse 30 that Gods people have struggled to be patience or content
with difficulties since before Isaiah spoke these words. The promise from God is that I can deal
with all circumstances because He enables me. Isaiah’s words remind me that God must be in
control of the time and place for my life. I look forward to being part of Gods plan as He brings
His grand creation into completion. I know from Isaiah 40:31 that I cannot fathom what eternity
will be like. I am comforted and thankful to know that God has all plans worked out for His
timing.
Jeff Cornwell

Adversity

April 19, 2016

Adversity are things that come in our life, such as trouble, afflictions, oppositions, pressure, and
depression. Adversity can come at times in our life and challenge us to give up. We have a Father that
can help us handle any adversity we may face.
Prayer- “ I have been blessed with a new day. Help me to trust You with all the challenges ahead of me
today. I commit them to you. Let me sense Your presence with me today in everything I do.”
Jewel Greene

Waterfalls

April 20, 2016

This past Sunday I had the opportunity to hike with Melanie to the waterfalls at Raven
Cliffs. It was a blessing to be outdoors and experience the beautiful creations of our Creator. It
was a time of worship, of rest, of peace and joy. When you first begin the trail hike you arrive at
a bridge crossing a slow moving river, or as some would call it a big stream or ‘crick’. Its crystal
clear waters were surrounded by small rocks that some artistic folks had carefully stacked. This
was a very creative site and a beautiful scene, but there was more to see.
The rest of the hike proceeded up the mountain following the river for two and a half
miles. We passed pools of still water and numerous waterfalls. We paused at several still pools
to reflect on God’s beautiful creation, to rest, and to thank God. We stopped to listen and
appreciate the sound of the roaring water rushing over the rocks as it fell downstream. We
finally arrived to the waterfalls at Raven Cliffs. These falls were unique in that the water
emerged from a split in the rock cliffs, appearing to fall into a cave. They fell some 40 feet
slicing through this enormous rock outcrop. As I continued to give thanks to God for His
beautiful creation of these waterfalls, I had a few spiritual observations. The rock cliffs were
blocking the river but over time the water emerged into this beautiful scene. Jesus states in John
7:38, “Whoever believes in me, streams of living water will flow from within them.” Sometimes
there are ‘rock cliffs’ in our lives that keep us from believing or trusting in Jesus. However,
when those rocks are opened, streams of living water will flow within us. For some, it may take
some time for the water to emerge. I have found myself at times creating ‘rock cliffs’ to block
the streams of water, not allowing Christ’ love to flow from me. However stubborn I may be,
God doesn’t give up and will continue to work on me until His perfect love can flow from
within. Sometimes these ‘rock cliffs’ are simply me settling for the comfortable or the easy. It
would have been easier to have hiked two minutes from the parking lot to the first bridge of the
trail and enjoyed the clear stream, pretty rock stackings, and then hiked back to the car and be
done for the day. However, because I continued to hike the difficult trail I was able to arrive at
the source of that stream and experience the waterfall.
To remove the rock cliffs in our lives, we need to pay attention to the source and allow
Christ’s streams of living water to flow from within.
“The water I give will become in you a spring of living water welling up to eternal life” John
4:14
Matt Storie

A Season of Dryness-

April 21, 2016

There are times in our lives where we feel distant from God, perhaps even struggling to
experience God in any part of our lives, those times can be described as seasons of spiritual dryness.
This was my prayer during one of those dry seasons:
Dear God in this season of dryness, coldness, weariness, I want to tell you what is in my heart. I
no longer find your love within me. I feel a terrible void. Your presence is far from me. God look upon
my ingratitude, my inconsistency, and my unfaithfulness. Take my heart for I cannot give it and when
you have it keep it for I cannot keep it on my own strength for you. God save me in spite of myself.
Even when I do not feel your presence, I know you are with me in my time of trouble and I know you will
deliver me. God I know you have loved me too much to stop loving me now, and I know you will always
love me, even in this season of dryness.

Jewel Greene

Humble Servant

April 22, 2016

I started attending Zion Baptist Church in 1978 and became a member soon after. I had started dating
my high school sweetheart, Betty Cabaniss (Angie, as a lot of folks knew her) and her church was an
important part of her life. We were very involved in the youth group, which was led by June and Tim Lail
at the time, and came to love the church as my own in a short period of time.
The pastor at the time was Russell Fitts. He was one of the most humble and respectful person I had
ever had the opportunity to meet. He was a very Godly man that had a great impact on my life and
when I think of him I always think of the following scripture.
James 4:10; Humble yourselves before the Lord, and he will lift you up.
Several have mentioned Preacher Fitts in their devotions and I think that goes to show what a
tremendous man he was. Whether he was handing out chewing gum to all the children he came into
contact with, shaking hands with everyone in attendance, constantly smiling, saying positive things to all
those around, or making you feel you were important in all that was going on he always did it with the
attitude of a humble servant. I have no doubt this man and his loving wife are spending eternity
together with our Heavenly Father and look forward to the day I will be able to see him again and shake
his hand.
We need to try to emulate people we have all known that are like the humble servant as we try to live a
Christ like life. Pray daily that we will be able to serve Him which means we will be serving all we come
into contact with.

Mickey Morehead

Koinonia - Acts 1

April 23, 2016

For the past few weeks and the next several weeks to come, we have been and are
studying the beginnings of the early church in the book of Acts. I have found this study
extremely interesting as our church, Zion Baptist, is celebrating our 200 th anniversary. As we
take time to celebrate our beginnings, 200 years of faith as a church family, it is also a
convenient time to learn from the disciples as they started the early church.
The disciples having just witnessed Jesus’ accession and return to the Father were
standing around still gazing up at the sky when angelic messengers appeared and asked them,
“what are you still doing here looking up at a blank sky?” Jesus was gone, so what did the
disciples do? Instead of giving up with Jesus no longer present, they got to work beginning the
church. Peter spoke to the disciples and Jesus’ followers, about 120 present, regarding the
need, according to scripture, “for another take his place of leadership” Psalm 109:8. The first
order of business was to find a replacement for Judas, so that there would be twelve apostles
and witnesses for the twelve tribes of Israel. The qualifications for the apostle to be chosen
was one who had been present with Jesus from the time of His baptism all the way up until His
resurrection and accession. Someone who was an eye witness to all of Jesus’ ministry. After a
time of prayer and casting lots, Matthias was chosen. It is important to note that the casting of
lots was a normal tradition for the Jews to find God’s will.
The apostle was chosen through discernment and prayer and the whole community was
involved in the decision. Instead of a few leaders, or a group of folks, everyone a part of the
early church community was involved in this decision. This is koinonia, (a greek word for
fellowship.) Koinonia is a close mutual relationship, a partnership of sharing and participation.
The main focus of the early church began with koinonia.
There are many elements to church life, study, preaching, teaching, evangelism,
missions, but one of the most important part of church is the local fellowship. I believe, being a
part of a fellowship of believers is one of the highest points in life. Zion Baptist church
celebrating 200 years of faith is a testament to a local church family who demonstrated and
lived koinonia. I thank God for Zion Baptist Church family, the past 200 years of faith, and the
next 200 years of koinonia.
Matt Storie

Standing in the GAP

April 24, 2016

“I searched for someone to stand in the GAP in the wall, so I wouldn’t have to destroy the land, but I
found no one.” Ezekiel 22:30 New Living Translation
Sometimes when we need people to help in the church, there is a GAP. Sometimes we find no
one to stand in the GAP when committees try to get people to take positions in the church. We all need
to be ready to stand in the GAP and help when we can.
Zion is one of the best churches anywhere. When there is sickness or death, many people stand
in the GAP, ready to help with whatever needs to be done.
I cannot physically help now, but I can stand in the GAP with prayers, cards, and phone calls. If
Jesus stood in the GAP for us, we need to stand in the GAP for Him. He said when we do for others, we
are doing for Him. This is a favorite verse of mine. I cherish knowing I’m in a church where everyone
can help and does help.
When Donald passed away, and I came home from hospice, Tim Tallent had mowed the yard.
Half of Zion brought food and other necessary things. So many stood in the GAP. Thank you, Zion, for
always standing in the GAP.
Veva C. Gold

“Be still and know that I am God.” ~Psalms 46:10

April 25, 2016

This verse has multiple meanings to me, all of which I could improve. At face value, this verse addresses
the busyness of life and how we are on the go constantly, either in mind or body. Being still is one of the
most difficult tasks someone could ask me to do. Typically, I can appear still, but my mind is racing. At
any given moment, and typically unbeknown to me, my mind is racing from topic to topic, and I catch
myself not giving the task at hand my full attention. At times, I’m not fully present because my mind
isn’t being still. At night I have a hard time “shutting off” that mind movie that loops around in my
head. Sometimes I’m mulling things over, other times I’m seeking an answer, and still others I’m
projecting possible outcomes. Not only is my mind rarely still, but often my foot is bouncing with a
quick and steady rhythm or my body is gently rocking from side to side in a slow sway. I rarely notice
that I’m doing it until my husband gently touches my shoulder or my knee as if to subtly signal me to “be
still.” And just why do I have to be still anyways?
Yet, God calls us to be still. So I find myself reading this piece of scripture, wondering just how I’m going
to turn it all off and be still (mentally and physically) before my God. For me, this verse is God’s way of
touching me on the shoulder or knee as a gentle reminder to be still. So I try to be still and listen for His
voice. Crickets. Sometimes the silence is deafening. Sometimes the noise from daily life creeps back
in. So I have to work hard to calm myself and be still. For me, being still isn’t something I can do on my
own. I have to ask God to clear my mind and calm my body so I can feel His presence and hear His
voice.
In addition to being physically and mentally still, this verse also speaks to the stillness of my soul and my
tendency to worry. Being still and knowing that He is God requires me to trust His plan, intentions, and
character. Recently our Sunday School lesson was on the bronze serpent story in which the Israelites
shook their fists at God and His provisions. They thought His intentions for rescuing them from slavery
were ill-willed and they had lost their faith in His promises. As easy as it is to condemn the Israelites for
being so impatient and anxious, everyday I find myself in a similar predicament. My soul isn’t still…
though I know in my heart He is God and has only plans to “prosper and not to harm me” (Jeremiah
29:11), my circumstances may cause my head to wonder. In this verse, my soul finds rest. I shouldn’t
worry, because I know that He is God. I shouldn’t fear the future, because I know that He is God. I
shouldn’t seek other idols (i.e. money, career, recreation, etc.), because I know that He is the one true
God.
Each time I hear this verse, a special hymn rings in my ears and quiets my soul. Music is God’s way to
speak to me, and He uses Selah’s version of “Be Still My Soul” to quieten my anxious and worrisome
ways. He calls me to remember that His is God, on my side, and faithful. This song is often my prayer
when my soul, body, and mind wrestle and struggle to be still. If you find yourself in that place too, may
the words of this song be your prayer as well.
“Be still my soul
The Lord is on your side
Bear patiently
The cross of grief or pain
Leave to thy God
To order and provide
In every change

He faithful will remain.
Be still my soul
Thy best, thy heavenly friend
Through stormy ways
Leads to a joyful end.”
Morgan Blanton

Decisions

April 26, 2016

Satan’s purpose is to steal the seed of truth from your heart by sending distracting thoughts and
events in your life. It is not the temptations you have, but the decisions you make about them that
counts. Decisions will have to be made each day.
Prayer- Lord, with your strength and wisdom, help me overcome temptation. With Your
strength and wisdom, help me make the right decisions. Thank you Heavenly Father for the protection
of your word as I face everyday temptations and for your wisdom to make the right decisions.

The Smell of Lilies

April 27, 2016

“Consider how the lilies grow. They do not labor or spin. Yet I tell you, not even Solomon in all his
splendor was dressed like one of these.” Luke 12:27 NIV
My favorite time of year in our church life is Easter. It is a celebration of Christ’s resurrection.
We gather to praise and worship God who defied our human understandings through this supernatural
event by bringing Christ back to life after His death on the cross.
Growing up in church, my only experience of Holy Week and Easter were waving palms and
shouting Hosanas on Palm Sunday, then wearing my Sunday best on Easter. It wasn’t until later in life as
a pastor, that I had the opportunity to intentionally reflect on the events of Holy Week. One of those
experiences was the stations of the cross, set up by Melanie in our sanctuary on Good Friday. She
provided pencil and paper and encouraged folks to write down any thoughts or reflections during their
self-guided visits of each station.
The first thing I experienced when I entered the sanctuary that morning was the beautiful smell
of lilies that filled the room. Their white color symbolizes the purity of Christ and the hope we have in
His resurrection. Tradition shares that lilies were found growing in the Garden of Gethsemane where
Christ’s drops of sweat landed during His hours of agony. Out of stress and despair something beautiful
comes to life.
Easter morn with lilies fair
Fills the church with perfumes rare,
As their clouds of incense rise,
Sweetest offerings to the skies.
Stately lilies pure and white
Flooding darkness with their light,
Bloom and sorrow drifts away,
On this holy hallow’d day.
Easter Lilies bending low
in the golden afterglow,
Bear a message from the sod
To the heavenly towers of God.
-Louise Lewin Matthews
If you had the opportunity to experience the Stations of the Cross, I imagine you too may
remember the beautiful smell of the lilies. An aroma that can fill your soul with hope and joy. I’m
thankful for Christ’s sacrifice that gives us life everlasting and the hope of His presence for all our days.

Matt Storie

One more Good Friday reflection-

April 28, 2016

As I shared yesterday a reflection of my Good Friday stations of the cross experience, I would
also like to share one more Good Friday reflection. Filled with the aroma of perfect white lilies, I started
to proceed through the path Christ took on his way to the cross. My first stop was where Pilate
condemns Jesus to die. Pilate tried to appease the crowd and act justly at the same time, but ends up
washing his hands of this event trying to avoid any guilt. The question was posed at this station, have
you abandoned someone in their time of need because you were unwilling to get your hands dirty? I
moved on from that station knowing I had failed to get my hands dirty at different times of my ministry.
Like the Levite priest who was perhaps too busy with church work, failing to stop and help the Samaritan
in need, I too ended too many days with clean hands. My following prayer, “God how can I help?,
Please help me to help others.”
The final station brought me to the cross where I meditated on the powerful hymn by Isaac
Watts, ‘When I Survey the Wondrous Cross.’
When I survey the wondrous cross
On which the Prince of glory died,
My richest gain I count but loss,
And pour contempt on all my pride.
Forbid it, Lord, that I should boast,
Save in the death of Christ my God!
All the vain things that charm me most,
I sacrifice them to His blood.
See from His head, His hands, His feet,
Sorrow and love flow mingled down!
Did e’er such love and sorrow meet,
Or thorns compose so rich a crown?
Were the whole realm of nature mine,
That were a present far too small;
Love so amazing, so divine,
Demands my soul, my life, my all.
Those last words echoed in my soul, ‘Love so amazing, so divine, demands my soul, my life, my
all.’ Do we truly know and experience this amazing and divine love in such a way we give our life and all
to God each day? Today may we know and experience the love of Christ where we are willing to
sacrifice our time, money, gifts, or whatever is needed and get our hands dirty by helping those in need.

Matt Storie

Trust in the Lord

April 29, 2016

As a high school student, I became very involved with the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. I had
the opportunity to attend a FCA camp in the mountains after my junior year. As a big fan of the Miami
Dolphins, I was excited about the opportunity to meet a former player that played for the Dolphins
during their “Perfect Season.” Little did I know a message that I heard during that week would have a
tremendous impact on the rest of my life. The excitement that I felt about meeting this “idol” was
quickly replaced by a new sense of excitement for my relationship with Christ.
I was a believer at a very early age and am sure at times was “going through the motions” of
being a Christian. While I tried to do the things I thought were right, I would often do things without
looking for the best answer through my relationship with Christ. One night during that week I will never
forget, the following passage was shared:
Proverbs 3: 5-6; Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not in your own understanding; in
all your ways acknowledge him and He will direct your path.
At that point it became perfectly clear to me. I had been trying to do things my way, not giving
the Lord my all in everything I was doing or seeking His guidance in my decision making. I had to
completely trust Him and acknowledge Him in everything and not only with the things that were
convenient.
While I still struggle with this from time to time, I only have to take time to remember my week
at FCA camp and the scripture that has become so important to the way I live my life to bring
perspective back to where it belongs. We all need to pray daily and trust that the Lord will guide our
way and we acknowledge Him always.

Mickey Morehead

Stars and Dots

April 30, 2016

“So he decided long ago to adopt us. He adopted us as his children with all the rights children have. He
did it because of what Jesus Christ has done. It pleased God to do it.” ~ Ephesians 1:5
One of my favorite children’s books is called You Are Special by Max Lucado. It is a sweet tale of the
Wimmicks, a wooden people who have been created by the woodworker Eli. This series of books
teaches Biblical principles that speak to children and adults alike. In You Are Special, the Wimmicks seek
to find and give value by sticking gold star stickers on each other. They give and receive gold stars for
jumping highly, singing well, or having an unchipped painted facade. Conversely, they stick grey dot
stickers on Wimmicks who have no special talents or are not beautiful in the eyes of others. Spoiler
alert! The Wimmicks learn that they are valuable because Eli, the Godly figure in this tale, is their maker
and that he made them special. The stickers only stick if they let them… if they allow their value to be
dictated by earthly standards. Eli tells them that all they need to do is spend time with Him each day so
that He can remind them of their value in His eyes.
Talking about Wimmicks and wooden people seems like childish conversation, but we Christians can
learn a thing or two from this tale. We work to add value to ourselves in the eyes of others. Get a new
degree? Put another diploma on the wall. Gold star! Get promoted to a higher level job? Here’s a new
title and shiny name plate. Gold star! Beautiful enough to make it in Hollywood? We’ll pay you millions
to make movies and commercials. Gold star! The world tells us that if we have those things, then we
have value.
We have no shortage of grey dots in our reality either. That girl from work doesn’t get a promotion. She
is marked as a failure. Who does she think she is anyway? Grey dot. The home team loses the big
game. It’s the coach, the quarterback, somebody! We assign fault and write them off. Grey dot. The girl
from school messes up… it’s plastered on Facebook for the world to know. It’s just too good not to
share, right? The people have a right to know. Grey dot.
But when we look at ourselves through kingdom eyes, like Ephesians 1:5, we realize that we are valuable
not because of what we have done but because of what He has done. We have value not because of
what we have, but because He has us. It is our human nature, and especially our American Way, to
struggle with this idea that we cannot earn our own value. There is nothing we can do to become more
valuable than we already are in God’s eyes. Even our salvation is not affected by the earthly “gold stars”
we’ve sought to earn. He only wants us to receive His gift of eternal life freely. We can’t teach, preach,
or sing well enough to earn the gold star of salvation. “For it is by grace you have been saved, through
faith—and this is not from yourselves, it is the gift of God— not by works, so that no one can boast”
(Ephesians 2:8-9). Even our “grey dots,” those sins with which we continuously struggle, cannot take
away our value in God’s eyes. He sees us through the lens of grace and mercy. Like Eli in the Wimmicks
book, God wants to remind us daily that we have value to Him, even if we are covered in “grey
dots.” There is nothing we can do to earn our value to Him. Christ already paid the price on the cross
that gave us eternal value if we will only accept His grace.
Do you seek His favor by trying to earn it with “gold star” activities or accolades? Do you feel ashamed
to seek His face because of all the “grey dots” covering your chipped and tarnished facade? He tells us
to “Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest.” (Matthew 11:28). You
are valuable because you are valued, not the reverse. Come to Jesus and be valuable because of whose
you are, not because of who you are.
Morgan Blanton

Trust and Faith

May 1, 2016

“The Lord is good, a strong refuge when trouble comes. He is close to those who trust in Him.”
Nahum 1:7
“God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble.” Psalm 46:1

Sometimes we question Jesus’ sovereignty or goodness or wisdom when we land in a hard
place. Our faith is weak and we may wonder “where is God in the midst of all this mess?” We may
wonder whether God has abandoned us. Fear, tiredness, and stress may make us feel that God has
forgotten all about us, but that is the time we need Him most. He is always with us and will help us if we
just call on Him and believe He will help us. This is the time we need to show our trust in God.
Jesus was present with the disciples when the waves threatened to drown them in the darkness
at sea. All Jesus had to say was, “Don’t be afraid. Take courage, I am here.” (Matthew 14:27) That
same reassurance holds true for us today, no matter what circumstances we face. Jesus is our everpresent help. He’s close to those who trust in Him. Let’s all remember to have faith and trust in Jesus
because He cares for each of all the time.
Beth Hafer

Worry

May 2, 2016

“Jesus said, ‘Can anyone of you by worrying add a single hour to your life?’” Matthew 6:27
Worry is such a waste of time, and yet I spend hours trying to figure out how not to do it! I
worry about everything… my children when they are traveling or sick, my grandson when his mom and
dad made the transition for him to a big bed (would he fall out and get hurt?), Steve when he climbs on
the roof of the barn, Mama in her daily struggles at Carillon, the list goes on and on. I even worry
because I worry too much! But, I am really working on this and God’s words have helped me so much.
Also, I have an article from Billy Graham that I read often. He says, “Worry may change us, but it won’t
change the situation. Constant worry only fills us with anxiety and fear and God doesn’t want us to go
through life like that.” The Bible tells us to commit every worry to God in prayer. Then it promises, “the
peace of God will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus.” Philippians 4:7. Peace. That
Sounds like a good solution to worry! I am a work in progress and with God’s help I can replace my
worrying with trust in the One who will carry me through the storms that life may bring my way and
rejoice with me in the blessings, which by far outweigh the troubles.
My all time favorite verse is from Proverbs 3:5-6 (The Message) “Trust God from the bottom of
your heart; don’t try to figure out everything on your own. Listen for God’s voice in everything you do,
everywhere you go; He’s the one who will keep you on track.”
If I read this every morning, I know there is nothing in my day that God and I can’t handle
together!
Betsy Boatwright

“Words of His”

May 3, 2016

“We are a response to a call, a call Who has no voice and yet speaks in everything that is, Who speaks in
the depths of our own beings: for we ourselves are words of His.” Thomas Merton, New Seeds of
Contemplation.
What does it mean to be words of His? Perhaps the words we speak are a manifestation of His
words. If we tell someone God loves them, they hear God loves them. His Words could be we show
someone God loves them by helping, by serving. While in Guatemala on a medical mission trip, many of
the team members there to serve and help had limited Spanish skills. They couldn’t tell the
Guatemalans that God loved them. However, the Guatemalan people saw God’s love in action through
medical care, medicine provided, teeth pulled, and dresses given.
What does it mean to be words of His? The truth is we are called to serve and share the words
of Christ through our own actions and words. Let’s take a moment to consider another perspective of
Christ’s words. What are some words of His that we live out or perhaps wish we could be? Peace, Still, I
Am, Love, Joy, Patient, Kind, Gentle, …. Merton says “we are words meant to respond to Him, to answer
to Him, to echo Him.” This echo is the contemplation Merton writes about. It is a way through prayer
and meditation to know Christ in a more profound way. Think of a time you were in a place where you
could hear an echo. Echoes are a sound heard near its source after being reflected. To be and echo we
must be near the source of the sound, we must be close to the Word. Merton says, “to echo Christ’s
words is not through our own efforts, it is a gift of God, an experience of the ‘I Am’. Through His mercy
completes the hidden and mysterious works of creation in us by enlightening our minds and hearts, by
awakening in us the awareness that we are words spoken in His One Word.” “It is not I who live, but
Christ who lives in me.” Galatians 2:20
May God awaken in all of us the Word so we may echo Him in all we do.
“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.” John 1:1
Matt Storie

Praying through the tough times

May 4, 2016

God is the answer, Prayer is the source of healing and hope in tough times.
Attitude Adjustment
Christ is the attitude adjuster. My attitude determines the success of God’s work in my life and
my relationships with others. The difficulties of these days dominate my inner feelings and controls my
attitude. I surrender my attitude to God. Lord give me a positive attitude.
Peace of Mind
I ask for Your wisdom and guidance. I need to experience the peace of mind that comes from
when I do what you guide me to do and leave the results to you. Bless me with the peace that comes
from giving you my burdens. Thank you Lord.
I Need Wisdom
I confess my lack of wisdom to solve the problems I’m facing. I ask for the gift of wisdom. “If
anyone lacks wisdom, let him ask.” (James 1:5) God you tell us in Proverbs 2:2-6 “turning your ear to
wisdom and applying your heart to understanding, and if you look for it as for silver and search for it as
for hidden treasure, then you will understand the fear of the Lord and find the knowledge of God. For
the Lord gives wisdom and from his mouth come understanding and knowledge.”
Amen
Jewel Greene

The Golden Rule

May 5, 2016

I was fortunate enough to be raised in a home that taught what it meant to be a Christian. My parents
would take us to our church when we had activities and to gospel singings on the weekends. My father,
Pete Morehead, sang in a Southern Gospel quartet for many years and we always looked forward to
going to hear him sing. My parents were always doing things to help others, not expecting anything in
return. That made a tremendous impression on me as a youngster because it was a way of life and not
anything that had to be thought about.
In Sunday School at a very early age we reviewed the following scripture that helped it all make sense.
Matthew 7:12; So in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you, for this sums up the
Law and the Prophets.
This is what we have come to know as the Golden Rule. As my parents taught me growing up, it is not
something that we should have to think about to do, but a way of life that happens without thought.
My hope for all is that we can live our life in a way that reflects the Golden Rule. By doing this, it brings
us closer to God by doing the things he has commanded. Pray that God can help us in our daily lives as
we try to treat everyone the way we want to be treated.
Mickey Morehead

A Praise Prayer

May 7, 2016

“Now all glory to God who is able to keep you from falling away and will bring you with great joy into his
glorious presence without a single fault.” Jude 24 New Living Translation
One of my favorite books in the Bible is Jude. Jude is a small book next to Revelation with only 25
verses, but it is such a powerful little book. Jude was a half-brother to Jesus. The verse that means so
much to me is verse 24.
Here we see that God is able to keep us from falling away as a Christian. I love where He will bring us
into His presence without a single fault (if we are saved), and He does this with great joy. I want to
thank Him over and over for this and also give Him praise and glory. No one but God could do this for
me or you.
Another book and verse is John 10:29, the last part of verse 29 reads “No one can snatch them from the
Father’s hand.” (Also read verses 25 through 30). As we see in the latter part of this verse, if we belong
to Jesus, no one can take us from Him.
Glory to God!

Veva C. Gold

Let God Be God

May 8, 2016

“I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of Egypt, out of the land of slavery. You shall have no
other gods before me.” Exodus 20:2-3
If you have ever had the opportunity to coach a kids sports team, then you would know one of
the most difficult challenges can be dealing with the parents. A few years back during a baseball game I
was coaching, one parent began to yell at her child for making an error. It wasn’t necessary, but fairly
common to hear parents ‘negatively’ encouraging their children to play better. To make matters worse
another mom chimed in and began to yell at the child who had just made an error. As you can imagine,
the first parent did not appreciate the other parent yelling at her child. A rather loud verbal argument
ensued and finally ended when the game was stopped and the umpire threatened to call the law. All
this could have been avoided if the parents let the coach do his job. I learned a very helpful statement
that I now share to all children and their parents I coach, let the coach be the coach.
This statement can be applied to the first of the Ten Commandments, let God be God. This may
be the one commandment we struggle the most to follow. Too many times we try and fix the problems
we encounter, or make our own plans for the future, or simply find other ‘gods’ to fill the role of Coach.
Are we allowing God to be God? Do we take time each day to seek God’s guidance and wisdom? What
other gods are we tempted to follow? May we be reminded each day to take time to let God be God in
our lives.

Matt Storie

No Idols

May 9, 2016

“You shall not make for yourself an idol in the form of anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath
or in the waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship them; for I, the Lord your God, am a
jealous God.” Exodus 20:4-5a
That’s right, no more idols. So after 257 seasons, we will have our last and final American Idol.
Whether you are happy or sad to see this show end, or perhaps you wanted to hear one more time from
the original judges of Simon’s snippy remarks or Randy calling everyone dog, there will be no more idols.
This is not exactly what the second of the ten commandments was referring to. Many of us feel we are
following the second commandment by not having any gold calves as the Israelites had. There is more
to this command.
What then is an idol? Something we put at the center of our life instead of God, or anything
that comes between us and God. The first command is for us to let God be God, then the second
command appropriately follows; do not have anything in your life that takes the place of God. The
second command is about the spirituality of God. Jesus put it best in John 4:24, “God is spirit, and those
who worship Him must worship in spirit and truth.” We cannot capture the likeness of God. No
craftsman can sculpt, no wood worker can carve, no painter can paint anything in the likeness of God.
As believers then we rely on symbols to represent God. Our cross necklaces, our Bibles, and our
stained glass pictures in church. These symbols help us better understand God, they are to be
transparent and point us toward God.
May we look upon the symbols of our faith and be reminded of a God that loves us, that knows
us, and will care for us each and every day.

Matt Storie

No OMG

May 10, 2016

“You shall not misuse the name of the Lord your God, for the Lord will not hold anyone guiltless who
misuses his name.” Exodus 20:7
No OMG. If you don’t recognize this, it may tell your age. OMG is an acronym or common
abbreviation used mostly during digital communications for “Oh My God.” Most of us have understood
the third commandment to mean no GD, no taking the Lord’s name in vain, in other words no cussing.
Yes, but the third command also challenges us to not use God’s name flippantly or in the wrong way.
How many of us have inadvertently hit their thumb with a hammer or stumped their toe and
cried out in pain Oh buddha? No, more than likely we have heard GD or JC called out. Why? This is
because those names mean something, there is power in those names. If we recognize the power and
importance of God’s name, then we will not use it in a profane way or in the wrong way.
We may be good about limiting our language, but what are some of the wrong ways we tend to
use God’s name? I saw recently a television game show where a woman won a new car. She
immediately began shouting Oh my god. I was ok hearing this name called out maybe once or twice, she
was excited and perhaps was merely thanking God. However when I heard this name called about over
twenty times, she was using it in the wrong way. Sometimes in religious circles, God’s name has been
used in a way to promote a particular agenda or belief. Too many churches, denominations, and
Christian leaders have used the name of God in a way to argue their point to claim God is only on their
side.
How then do we best follow the third commandment? First recognize there is power in the
name of God and then use that name with reverence to recognize God’s goodness. Instead of OMG,
perhaps we could say ‘MG for my goodness, or even better BTH for bless their heart.’

Matt Storie

Remembering God

May 11, 2016

“Remember the Sabbath day by keeping it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your work, but the
seventh day is a sabbath to the LORD your God. On it you shall not do any work, neither you, nor your
son or daughter, nor your male or female servant, nor your animals, nor any foreigner residing in your
towns. For in six days the LORD made the heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, but he
rested on the seventh day. Therefore the L ORD blessed the Sabbath day and made it holy.” Exodus 20:811
The first four of the ten commandments are sometimes referred to as the vertical
commandments, because they deal with our relationship with God. First we are to let God be God, to
have no idols, and to not wrongfully use God’s name. The last of these vertical commandments is
remembering God. This is the only commandment that is explained and referenced to God’s action not
in the exodus narrative, but in creation. God commands us to take one day to rest.
We do not have unlimited power and resources, we need rest. Our boys would not follow the
rules and be punished for through a time out. The time out was typically three to five minutes of rest
without toys, tv, or games. Many times as parents, we joked for the opportunity to be put into timeout.
Please let me get three to thirty minutes of quite rest. We stay too busy and need rest. There is always
work to be done, projects at home to complete, to – do lists to finish. I have learned if you don’t take
time to rest and recharge your batteries there will be a time when you crash. We remember God when
we take time to rest.
We also can remember God by remembering the Sabbath and keeping it holy. We do this when
we come to church on Sundays to worship. How does a day of rest become a day of worship? It
reminds us of creation, it reminds us that resting is worshiping. As we remember the Sabbath may we
take time for our self to rest, may we take time to be with God through Scripture reading and prayer,
and may we take time to worship God in community at church.

Matt Storie

Loving Other

May 12, 2016

“Honor your father and mother, so that you may live long in the land the Lord your God is giving you.”
Exodus 20:12
The fifth commandment is the first of the social commandments. It’s a command all about
family. We have typically understood this command for children to respect their parents. This is true,
but as adults we are also challenged to honor our parents by caring for them and learning from them. I
have heard numerous times for young parents, ‘now that I have my own children I better appreciate my
own parents.’ Too many times we haven’t understood our own parent’s actions until we have become
adults. It is important to honor our parents and look for lessons we can learn because it helps us in our
broader relationship with the community. There many lessons and truth to be learned, if we only take
time to honor and listen to those around us.
Some have used the symbol of the cross to demonstrate the vertical commandments, (the first
four that deal with our relationship with God), and the horizontal commandments, (the last six that deal
with our relationship with others.) The vertical commands are seen in the vertical line of the cross.
These commands create the horizontal commands. The grace that comes down from God to us creates
grace that we can extend to others. It is only through Christ that we know God’s grace and only through
the cross can we then extend that grace to others. May we honor our father and mother, and may we
also honor our community by extending God’s grace to them.

Matt Storie

Respect for Others Lives

May 13, 2016

“You shall not murder.” Exodus 20:13
The sixth command, ‘thou shall not kill’ or as later translations read, you shall not murder. The
later translation better describes the way Hebrew people viewed this command. It was never viewed as
‘you shall not kill under any circumstance’. If you look at Hebrew history, there were certain crimes
punishable by death and there were many holy wars fought as part of God’s covenant.
The purpose of this command is to draw attention for the respect for human life. Why?,
because there is worth and value to life. We should respect life because our own life comes from God.
Our worth and value comes from the One who gives us value. We are God’s, made in God’s image. He
cares for us therefore we have value.
The challenge comes when we ‘thingify’ people. We see them as things versus a valued human
life. People, human beings, are then reduced to no value. This is not respecting others as creations of
the Creator. The point of this commandment is all life is sacred and deserves to be valued because we
are created in God’s image.

Matt Storie

Respecting Others in Relationships

May 14, 2016

“You shall not commit adultery.” Exodus 20:14
The seventh commandment addresses our respect for others within the institution of marriage.
If we look back at the Hebrew people’s history, they were not a monogamous society. Some had
numerous wives and concubines, however over time they came to be known for their commitment to
one spouse. Relationships are important. God as seen in the trinity, shows us God’s very nature is
community. As humanity we were purposely created to be in relationship with God. We need
community.
When something happens to break the trust of our relationships, it creates a barrier that can be
difficult to overcome. In some cases, these barriers can be removed over time. However, it takes time
to rebuild trust. If we follow the first commandment and let God guide us in all we do, then we can have
success to all our relationships with others.

Matt Storie

Respecting Other’s Stuff
15, 2016

May

“You shall not steal”.” Exodus 20:15
I know not to steal. Early on in life I learned this lesson. As a boy while my mother was bowling,
I decided to take some quarters from her pocketbook to play the video games at the bowling alley. My
desire to play video games outweighed any inkling I had that it might be wrong to take those quarters.
Out of love I was punished and learned my lesson. Do not steal.
The eighth commandment introduces the idea of personal property and respect for other’s
personal stuff. Food, water, and shelter are things all needed and appreciated by the community and
valued. There are some personal items that have value to us as individuals and if they were stolen
would cause us grief. There was a poster asking for help locating a missing teddy bear; the bear was
brown with missing fur, it was missing a left ear, arm, and eye. Not the newest or most valuable of
teddy bears, but one of great sentimental value. When this item went missing or perhaps was stolen,
the young child was deeply saddened. When our personal items are stolen, it can create grief and also a
lack of trust within the community. God desires for us to live without fear and to trust those in our
community. As we follow the eighth commandment by not stealing, may we also be reminded of the
needs of our community.

Matt Storie

Tell the Truth
16, 2016

May

“You shall not give false testimony against your neighbor.” Exodus 20:16
The original intent of the ninth commandment dealt with telling the truth in a legal setting. So
we can lie to our friends and family? No, but sometimes friends and family would let your lies slide. If
you lie in court you go to jail. More common, this command is used to encourage folks not to gossip.
For those who have lived in a small town with gossip being the number one pastime, it proves to be a
difficult challenge to not gossip.
Gossip spreads like wildfires and can leave an enormous path of destruction. Some have heard,
well it ‘aint’ gossip if it is true. Ok, but let’s look at this commandment and focus more on the integrity
than truth. Do we always tell the truth? Telling the stark truth can be brutal. There are two kinds of
people, those who tell the truth thoughtlessly and those who tell the truth gently and kindly. The point
is we need to be kind and gracious when we tell the truth. May God help us to control our tongues and
to tell the truth with grace and kindness.

Matt Storie

Don’t keep up with the Jones

May 17, 2016

“You shall not covet your neighbor’s house. You shall not covet your neighbor’s wife, or his male or
female servant, his ox or donkey, or anything that belongs to your neighbor.” Exodus 20:17
Have you heard the expression, ‘keeping up with the Jones’? It implies the desire to have all the
stuff and things you may see your neighbors possess. If the Jones get a new truck, then you need a new
truck. If the Jones send their kids to private school, then you need to send your kids to private school. If
the Jones get 3 pug dogs, then you need to a dozen pugs. It is the idea that we are never satisfied with
what we have, we want more, we need more.
The tenth command draws the focus more to our attitude than our behavior. This command is
the bridge between the majority of the ten commandments and the teachings of Jesus. Our attitude is
what Jesus is getting at. He takes the very commandments we have been pondering and gives them
new meaning.
“You have heard that it was said to the people long ago, ‘You shall not murder, and anyone who
murders will be subject to judgment.’ But I tell you that anyone who is angry with a brother or sister will
be subject to judgment. Again, anyone who says to a brother or sister, ‘Raca,’ is answerable to the court.
And anyone who says, ‘You fool!’ will be in danger of the fire of hell.” Matthew 5:21-22
““You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I tell you that anyone
who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adultery with her in his heart.” Matthew 5:27-28
““You have heard that it was said, ‘Eye for eye, and tooth for tooth, But I tell you, do not resist
an evil person. If anyone slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other cheek also. And if anyone
wants to sue you and take your shirt, hand over your coat as well.” Matthew 5:38-40
Jesus is raising the bar, telling us to live the lives we were intended to live. To get our self
straight, it begins with our attitude. May we be content with what we have and may we have an
attitude of service and gratitude.

Matt Storie

Zion Baptist Church

200 Years of Faith – 200 Days
of Devotions
Devotion Book 4
May 18th

--

June 30th

200 Years of Faith
We are privileged and blessed with such a deep and rich heritage as a church family. For 200
years Zion Baptist church has been the light of Christ to this community and beyond. As part of
our celebration, our church family is writing 200 devotions beginning on February 14 leading up
to our anniversary date of August 31st.
We would love to have as many folks a part of our church family write a few devotions for this
celebration. The devotion can be based off a favorite story or memory about the church or it
could be a spiritual thought about a favorite scripture passage. Devotions can be given to
Becky Dorsey, Megan Hoyle, Hayley Hole, or emailed to the church office,
pastor@zbcshelby.org
God Bless,
200th Anniversary Committee

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 23

May 18, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
1 The LORD

is my shepherd, I lack nothing. 2 He makes me lie down in green pastures,
he leads me beside quiet waters, 3 he refreshes my soul. He guides me along the right paths
for his name’s sake. 4 Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil,
for you are with me; your rod and your staff, they comfort me.
5 You

prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies.
You anoint my head with oil; my cup overflows. 6 Surely your goodness and love will follow
me
all the days of my life, and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 46

May 19, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
God is our refuge and strength, an ever-present help in trouble. 2 Therefore we will not fear,
though the earth give way and the mountains fall into the heart of the sea, 3 though its waters
roar and foam
and the mountains quake with their surging. 4 There is a river whose streams make glad the
city of God, the holy place where the Most High dwells. 5 God is within her, she will not fall;
God will help her at break of day. 6 Nations are in uproar, kingdoms fall; he lifts his voice, the
earth melts. 7 The LORD Almighty is with us; the God of Jacob is our fortress.
8 Come

and see what the LORD has done, the desolations he has brought on the earth. 9 He
makes wars cease to the ends of the earth. He breaks the bow and shatters the spear; he
burns the shields with fire. 10 He says, “Be still, and know that I am God; I will be exalted among
the nations, I will be exalted in the earth.” 11 The LORD Almighty is with us; the God of Jacob is
our fortress.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 136

May 20, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
Give thanks to the LORD, for he is good. His love endures forever.
Give thanks to the God of gods. His love endures forever.
Give thanks to the Lord of lords: His love endures forever.
to him who alone does great wonders, His love endures forever.
who by his understanding made the heavens, His love endures forever.
who spread out the earth upon the waters, His love endures forever.
who made the great lights—His love endures forever.
the sun to govern the day, His love endures forever.
the moon and stars to govern the night; His love endures forever.
to him who struck down the firstborn of Egypt His love endures forever. and brought Israel out
from among them His love endures forever. with a mighty hand and outstretched arm; His
love endures forever.
to him who divided the Red Sea asunder His love endures forever.
and brought Israel through the midst of it, His love endures forever. but swept Pharaoh and
his army into the Red Sea; His love endures forever.
to him who led his people through the wilderness; His love endures forever.
He remembered us in our low estate His love endures forever.
and freed us from our enemies. His love endures forever.
He gives food to every creature. His love endures forever.
Give thanks to the God of heaven. His love endures forever.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 121

May 21, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
I lift up my eyes to the mountains—
where does my help come from?
2 My help comes from the LORD,
the Maker of heaven and earth.
3 He

will not let your foot slip—
he who watches over you will not slumber;
4 indeed, he who watches over Israel
will neither slumber nor sleep.
5 The LORD

watches over you—
the LORD is your shade at your right hand;
6 the sun will not harm you by day,
nor the moon by night.
7 The LORD

will keep you from all harm—
he will watch over your life;
8 the LORD will watch over your coming and going
both now and forevermore.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 139

May 22, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
You have searched me, LORD, and you know me. You know when I sit and when I rise; you
perceive my thoughts from afar. You discern my going out and my lying down; you are familiar
with all my ways. Before a word is on my tongue you, L ORD, know it completely. You hem me in
behind and before, and you lay your hand upon me. Such knowledge is too wonderful for me,
too lofty for me to attain. Where can I go from your Spirit? Where can I flee from your
presence? If I go up to the heavens, you are there; if I make my bed in the depths, you are
there. If I rise on the wings of the dawn, if I settle on the far side of the sea, even there your
hand will guide me, your right hand will hold me fast. If I say, “Surely the darkness will hide me
and the light become night around me,” even the darkness will not be dark to you; the night
will shine like the day, for darkness is as light to you. For you created my inmost being; you knit
me together in my mother’s womb. I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made;
your works are wonderful, I know that full well. My frame was not hidden from you when I was
made in the secret place, when I was woven together in the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw
my unformed body; all the days ordained for me were written in your book before one of them
came to be. How precious to me are your thoughts, God! How vast is the sum of them! Were I
to count them, they would outnumber the grains of sand— when I awake, I am still with you.
Search me, God, and know my heart; test me and know my anxious thoughts. See if there is
any offensive way in me, and lead me in the way everlasting.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Psalm 111

May 23, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
Praise the LORD. I will extol the LORD with all my heart
in the council of the upright and in the assembly.
Great are the works of the LORD; they are pondered by all who delight in them.
Glorious and majestic are his deeds, and his righteousness endures forever.
He has caused his wonders to be remembered; the LORD is gracious and compassionate.
He provides food for those who fear him; he remembers his covenant forever.
He has shown his people the power of his works, giving them the lands of other nations.
The works of his hands are faithful and just; all his precepts are trustworthy.
They are established for ever and ever, enacted in faithfulness and uprightness.
He provided redemption for his people; he ordained his covenant forever— holy and awesome
is his name. The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom; all who follow his precepts have
good understanding. To him belongs eternal praise.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Isaiah 43:1-3,5

May 24, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
But now, this is what the LORD says— he who created you, Jacob,
he who formed you, Israel: “Do not fear, for I have redeemed you;
I have summoned you by name; you are mine. When you pass through the waters,
I will be with you; and when you pass through the rivers,
they will not sweep over you. When you walk through the fire,
you will not be burned; the flames will not set you ablaze.
For I am the LORD your God, the Holy One of Israel, your Savior;
Do not be afraid, for I am with you;

Sacred Words of Comfort- Ecclesiastes 3

May 25, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under the heavens:
a time to be born and a time to die, a time to plant and a time to uproot,
a time to kill and a time to heal, a time to tear down and a time to build,
a time to weep and a time to laugh, a time to mourn and a time to dance,
a time to scatter stones and a time to gather them, a time to embrace and a time to refrain
from embracing,
a time to search and a time to give up, a time to keep and a time to throw away,
a time to tear and a time to mend, a time to be silent and a time to speak,
a time to love and a time to hate, a time for war and a time for peace.
I know that everything God does will endure forever;

Sacred Words of Comfort- John 11:17-27

May 26, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
17 On

his arrival, Jesus found that Lazarus had already been in the tomb for four days. 18 Now
Bethany was less than two miles from Jerusalem, 19 and many Jews had come to Martha and
Mary to comfort them in the loss of their brother. 20 When Martha heard that Jesus was
coming, she went out to meet him, but Mary stayed at home. 21 “Lord,” Martha said to Jesus,
“if you had been here, my brother would not have died. 22 But I know that even now God will
give you whatever you ask.” 23 Jesus said to her, “Your brother will rise again.” 24 Martha
answered, “I know he will rise again in the resurrection at the last day.” 25 Jesus said to her, “I
am the resurrection and the life. The one who believes in me will live, even though they die;
26 and whoever lives by believing in me will never die. Do you believe this?” 27 “Yes, Lord,” she
replied, “I believe that you are the Messiah, the Son of God, who is to come into the world.”

Sacred Words of Comfort- John 14:1-4

May 27, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
“Do not let your hearts be troubled. You believe in God; believe also in me. My Father’s house
has many rooms, many mansions; if that were not so, would I have told you that I am going
there to prepare a place for you? And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will come back and
take you to be with me that you also may be where I am. You know the way to the place where
I am going.”

Sacred Words of Comfort- Romans 8:35-39

May 28, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? Shall trouble or hardship or persecution or
famine or nakedness or danger or sword? As it is written: “For your sake we face death all day
long; we are considered as sheep to be slaughtered.” No, in all these things we are more than
conquerors through him who loved us. For I am convinced that neither death nor life, neither
angels nor demons, neither the present nor the future, nor any powers, neither height nor
depth, nor anything else in all creation, will be able to separate us from the love of God that is
in Christ Jesus our Lord.

Sacred Words of Comfort- Revelations 21,22

May 29, 2016

Throughout scripture there are words that give us comfort when we face difficult
circumstances. Take time today to read, reflect, and meditate on these words.
Then I saw “a new heaven and a new earth,” for the first heaven and the first earth had passed
away, and there was no longer any sea. I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down
out of heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her husband. And I heard a
loud voice from the throne saying, “Look! God’s dwelling place is now among the people, and
he will dwell with them. They will be his people, and God himself will be with them and be their
God. ‘He will wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death’ or mourning or
crying or pain, for the old order of things has passed away.”
“Look, I am coming soon! My reward is with me, and I will give to each person according to
what they have done. I am the Alpha and the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and
the End. “Blessed are those who wash their robes, that they may have the right to the tree of
life and may go through the gates into the city. “I, Jesus, have sent my angel to give you this
testimony for the churches. I am the Root and the Offspring of David, and the bright Morning
Star.” The Spirit and the bride say, “Come!” And let the one who hears say, “Come!” Let the
one who is thirsty come; and let the one who wishes take the free gift of the water of life.
He who testifies to these things says, “Yes, I am coming soon.” Amen. Come, Lord Jesus.
The grace of the Lord Jesus be with God’s people. Amen.

I Will Hold the Christ Light

May 30, 2016

The Servant Song is one of my favorite hymns. The author of this hymn began writing this song
with just with these words, ‘I will hold the Christ light for you.’ After pondering on these words
for six months, Richard Gillard finished writing the song. I will hold the Christ light for you, what
do these words mean to you?
The prophet Isaiah tells us to arise and to shine for our light has come. When Jesus begins His
ministry and begins to preach, he shares words from Isaiah, ‘the people living in darkness have
seen a great light.’ The gospel of John tells us that the Word became flesh and was the light to
all people, a light that shines in the darkness. Later Jesus tells us He ‘is the light of the world,
whoever follows me will never walk in darkness, but will have the light of life.’ As believers,
Jesus is our light, the Christ light we hold.
The primary function of light is not to be seen, but to let things be seen as they are. Jesus tells
us to let our light shine before people, so they may see our good deeds and praise God. Our
primary function as bearers of the Christ light is not to be seen, but to illuminate Christ. We are
to shed the light of God’s love for others to see.
May we all hold firm the Christ light in order to light up the path to God.
Matt Storie

Let Me be your Servant

May 31, 2016

Another of my favorite lines from the hymn, The Servant Song, is ‘Brothers and Sisters let me be
your servant, let me be as Christ to you. Pray that I may have the grace to let you be my servant
too.’ Take a moment to read John 13:1-17, the story of Jesus washing the disciple’s feet. There
is something out of place here in this story. The fact that Jesus is washing feet. It was a normal
practice for feet to be washed, but not a role that Jesus was supposed to play. This was a task
for servants. Jesus was the host, the leader of the disciples, it went against all cultural norms
for Him to wash their feet. Regardless, Jesus takes the role of a servant and begins to wash
their feet. Peter recognizing the absurdity of this situation speaks up and refused to let Jesus
wash his feet. We can identify with Peter at times because we are unwilling to allow others
help. We are used to doing everything for ourselves. Sometimes we refuse help because we
don’t want to owe anything to others or we may be too prideful. However, Jesus provides us
with a perfect example in that we need to allow others to help us, to be servants to us. There
are times in our lives when we can’t do everything alone, we need help, we need others to
serve us. Likewise there are times when we are called to be servants to others, to follow
Christ’s example. Whatever may be going on in your life right now, whether you need
someone’s help or are being called to be a servant to others, may we strive to help others, to
be their servant, and to also have the grace for them to be our servant too.

Matt Storie

“Sacrificial Giving”

June 1, 2016

“Jesus sat down opposite the place where the offerings were put and watched the crowd
putting their money into the temple treasury. Many rich people threw in large amounts. But a
poor widow came and put in two very small copper coins, worth only a few cents. Calling his
disciples to him, Jesus said, “Truly I tell you, this poor widow has put more into the treasury
than all the others. They all gave out of their wealth; but she, out of her poverty, put in
everything—all she had to live on.” Mark 12:41-44
One of my favorite pastimes is people watching. Malls, theme parks, airports are places I love
to sit and watch people walk by. I like to imagine that Jesus also shared my love of peope
watching. In Mark we read that Jesus sat in the temple and watched people give their
offerings. He notices how the rich folks threw in large amounts of money, which is good of
them to share their wealth. Then Jesus sees a poor widow give two coins, a very minimal
amount, but all she had. Seeing this as a teachable moment, calls over the disciples and points
out what he just saw.
We could debate which offering was better, the rich gave more in total, but the poor widow
gave all she had. The point is not the amount, but the effort. She gave her all, that’s sacrificial
giving.
Being married to a wonderful wife who is an amazing cook is truly a blessing. The least favorite
night at our home is leftover night. Even though they are delicious leftovers, they are just not
the same. Sometimes in our giving we give God our leftovers. Jesus teaches the disciples and
teaches us the point is to give God our all. When we are called to give, we are to not only give
our financial blessings, but we are to give our time and talents. We are called to serve others,
to help those in need, to show everyone the love God has through our sacrificial giving.
Matt Storie

The Sermon on the Mount - The Beatitudes – Blessed are the poor
June 2, 2016
“When Jesus saw the crowds, he went up the mountain; and after he sat down, his disciples
came to him. Then he began to speak and taught them, saying:” Matthew 5:1-2
In the beginning stages of His ministry, Jesus gathers his follows on the mountainside to teach
them about the kingdom of God. He assumes the role of a traditional Jewish teacher, by sitting
down to share what we know to be the Sermon on the Mount, Matthew 5-7.
He begins with the beatitudes, “blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven.” Matthew 5:3
The poor Jesus is referring to are those who are not only financially poor, but those are
spiritually poor. Living here in the United States we are blessed financially. Having had the
opportunity to visit third world countries such as Haiti and Guatemala, I have seen firsthand
extreme poverty. On some of my initial visits, I felt great sorrow for many who suffered with
poverty. However, out of their poverty I could see a richness of spiritual wealth. When they
prayed to God to give them their daily bread, many were relying on God to provide them their
basic needs. We are fortunate to have our basic needs provided for and available here in the
US, but I wonder how strong our faith in God would be if we had to rely on Him to provide for
us our daily bread. We are spiritually poor. Sometimes it is hard to admit our spiritual poverty,
but when we do Jesus says then we are blessed. We all need God to provide us our spiritual
daily bread.
Prayer: Our Father in heaven, hallowed be your name. Your Kingdom come,
your will be done, on earth as in heaven Give us today our daily bread. Forgive us our sins,
as we forgive those who sin against us. Lead us not into temptation, but deliver us from evil.
For the kingdom, the power and the glory are yours. Now and forever. Amen.

Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are those who mourn

June 3, 2016

“Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.” Matthew 5:4
There is great comfort in knowing people are praying for you when a tragedy happens. When
you get a bad health report or someone close to you dies, there is pain and grief. Part of
dealing with loss and sorrow is mourning. Jesus says for those who grieve, they will be
comforted. The pain may not go away, but the knowledge that there is more to life and the
current tragedy we face will help. We can find comfort in knowing God is with us. Jesus is
present with us as we hurt. The Holy Spirit is there to provide us peace as we mourn.
May we take time today to pray for all those who mourn and know that God will give them
comfort.
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are the meek

June 4, 2016

“Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.” Matthew 5:4
This beatitude echoes Psalm 37:9,11, ‘but the meek will inherit the land and enjoy great peace.’
Will the meek and gentle inherit the earth? It seems in a society of ‘the strongest survives’ and
‘a me first attitude’, how could the gentle and meek succeed? Success for the meek is not
measured by wealth, status, or fame. Success for the meek is in recognizing the Lordship of
Jesus and our obedience to Him. When we look to Christ for direction we will then find
ourselves on the right path to our heavenly inheritance.
May we strive to be meek and gentle.
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are those who are hungry and thirsty
June 5, 2016
“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.” Matthew
5:6
You have seen the movies, guy crawling through the desert desperate for water. He finally
arrives at a water source and is able to quench his dying thirst. I have never found myself
crawling through a desert in desperate need of water, but I have been thirsty. On one occasion
when I was beginning to train for a marathon, I had to run 14 miles. I made sure to drink plenty
of water before my run as I would typically do for a 10 miler. It just so happened on that rather
warm sunny day, after about 12 miles my body ran out of water and was becoming dehydrated.
I started to tire and oddly enough craved salt. If I could just find a pitcher of water and a bowl
of salty nacho chips I would be ok. Too thirsty and tired, I had to walk home for the last 3 miles
of my run. Even after drinking many glasses of water, it took several hours to recover my
strength and rehydrate.
We need food and water to survive. Sometimes we experience a challenge, such as a 14 mile
run, that leaves us hungry or thirsty. Sometimes we experience a challenge that leaves us
spiritually hungry and thirsty. To survive we need God. From my marathon training run, I
learned to carry water and food if I would be running 14 miles or more at a time. From those
life challenges when I found myself spiritually in need, I learned to stay connected to God. To
keep us from getting spiritually dehydrated or weak from lack of food and water, we need stay
closer to our source of strength.
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are the merciful

June 6, 2016

“Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy.” Matthew 5:7
As a young boy, my least favorite game we played at school was ‘Mercy’. The idea of this game
was to allow someone to squeeze and twist your hand to a point where you could not take the
pain anymore and cry out ‘mercy’ for them to stop. Doesn’t sound like a fun game, why didn’t
we just play hopscotch or kickball. Every boy wanted to be the tough kid who could take the
pain for the longest amount of time. Crying mercy was a sign of weakness. However, Jesus
teaches us to extend mercy to others. We would rather judge and have folks pay for theirs
wrongs, especially if they have wronged us in any way. In James 2:13 we read, ‘judgement
without mercy will be shown to anyone who has not been merciful. Mercy triumphs over
judgement!’ Later in the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus teaches us to not take an ‘eye for an
eye’, but instead turn the other cheek, give up your cloak, and walk the extra mile. Jesus
teaches us to extend mercy and to love our enemies. We are challenged to not judge others
but instead to extend mercy to those in need. We need not forgot the mercy of God extended
to us by forgiving us of our sins.
Jesus Prayer- Lord Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on me a sinner. Amen
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are the pure in heart

June 7, 2016

“Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will see God.” Matthew 5:8
“Who may ascend the hill of the Lord? Who may stand in his holy place? He who has clean
hands and a pure heart” Psalm 24:3-4
Why would the promise of seeing God be reserved for those who are pure in heart? Perhaps
because of God’s pure heart. In the Old Testament book of Leviticus 19:2, God tells us to “be
holy as I am holy.” Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount tells us to be “perfect as your heavenly
Father is perfect.” We can see God when we are holy, forgiven and cleansed, purified of our
sin. One who is pure in heart is not just “inwardly pure”, but they are utterly sincere. Their
whole life, public and private, are transparent before God and others. It can be a challenge to
live a life of transparency, but the life we live as Christians is not alone. We are constantly
being forgiven for all the ways we fall short of God’s glory. We have the presence of Christ in
our lives helping us along the journey. We are not perfect, we are a work in progress, but we
know the One who is perfect.
May we all strive to be pure in heart.
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are the peacemakers

June 8, 2016

“Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will be called sons of God.” Matthew 5:9
When we think of a peacemaker or peacekeeper we imagine someone negotiating for peace
during war or serving in a capacity to keep a war from starting. In a recent conversation with a
good friend and veteran he shared his view about war and peace, “if anyone has ever been
through a war, they would do everything they could to keep the peace.” Peace is a much better
option than war.
While we may never experience a war or serve in the role of a peacemaker regarding a war, we
may still have to opportunity to be a peacemaker in another sense. Sometimes in a family or
organization there is one or several individuals who are great at keeping the peace. They hold
the family together. They help resolve conflicts. When conflict arises, we need peacemakers.
It seems nowadays too easy to encounter conflict over sports teams, politics, religion, and even
which part of the state has the best BBQ. For those who work to keep the peace, will be part of
God’s family.
May we strive to be peacemakers.
Matt Storie

The Beatitudes – Blessed are those who are persecuted
June 9, 2016
“Blessed are those who are persecuted because of righteousness, for theirs is the kingdom of
heaven. Blessed are you when people insult you, persecute you and falsely say all kinds of evil
against you because of me. Rejoice and be glad, because great is your reward in heaven, for in
the same way they persecuted the prophets before you.” Matthew 5:10-12
In spite of our efforts to be peacemakers, ‘blessed are the peacemakers’ Matthew 5:9, we will
be persecuted. We are blessed to live in a country of religious freedom, where we can worship
God freely. There are numerous countries around the world that persecute Christians because
of their faith. They fear any different religion that is not like their own. They seem to follow
the old adage, ‘if you are not with us, then you must be against us.’ Fear of differences breads
persecution, extreme fundamentalist views demands persecution.
We may not be persecuted in the same ways fellow Christian brothers and sisters experience in
other countries, but we in some ways may still experience persecution. In these cases, Jesus
says to rejoice. Not for the grief, but we are to rejoice because we have gotten it right. If you
are living right, following Christ, chances are you will at some point be persecuted. Know you
are not alone, be glad and rejoice.
Prayer- Lord, we pray for all the Christians around the world who are suffering due to religious
persecution. Keep their faith strong, make your presence known, and protect them. Help us
God when we face persecution, may we always in our words and deeds extend mercy and grace,
and point others to You. Amen.

What God has done

June 10, 2016

“21 But now, apart from law, the righteousness of God has been disclosed, and is attested by the
law and the prophets, 22 the righteousness of God through faith in Jesus Christ for all who
believe. For there is no distinction, 23 since all have sinned and fall short of the glory of
God; 24 they are now justified by his grace as a gift, through the redemption that is in Christ
Jesus, 25 whom God put forward as a sacrifice of atonement by his blood, effective through
faith. He did this to show his righteousness, because in his divine forbearance he had passed
over the sins previously committed; 26 it was to prove at the present time that he himself is
righteous and that he justifies the one who has faith in Jesus. 27 Then what becomes of
boasting? It is excluded. By what law? By that of works? No, but by the law of faith. 28 For we
hold that a person is justified by faith apart from works prescribed by the law.” Romans 3:21-28
As they so often do in Scripture, the tenses of Paul’s words to the church in Rome here
tell the story. John’s Gospel records Jesus telling his followers that they will be set free,
Jeremiah speaks of a day that is coming. Both of them speak with certainty, both of these
passages can fill us with hope but both look to the future, to something that God will eventually
do. When Paul speaks to his Roman audience however, the tense has changed. Paul’s words
no longer point us toward a future event, no, he tells us that righteousness of God has been
made known. The new covenant of Jeremiah has been written and enacted, the freedom Jesus
spoke of is available. Not freedom from political oppression, not freedom from earthly
masters, but freedom deeper and greater than we could imagine, freedom from sin. Freedom
from the evil that has enslaved humanity since the beginning. For Paul the slate has been
wiped clean, the day has come! We no longer have to look forward to what God will do, we
now celebrate what God has done! God has shown God’s righteousness and made us righteous
in turn. Not because we deserved it, not because we earned it, no, as God has done from the
beginning God once again acts on behalf of creation. The same God who provided the sacrifice
for Abraham and Isaac has provided the only sacrifice that can cover all sin and make
redemption possible. Just as Paul proclaimed to the readers of Romans the Reformers
proclaimed to any who would listen and the church should continue to proclaim today, NOW
righteousness from God has been made known, NOW we have been set free, NOW we can take
comfort in the words of Jeremiah that God will remember our sin no more. Not because we
follow the law, not because we do good works, not because we have somehow earned it but
through the faith alone, Christ’s faithfulness in going to the cross and our faith in the power of
that act we have been justified, we have been redeemed, and we have been made right. Amen,
and Amen
Andrew Corley

Fear Not

June 11, 2016

‘Fear not’ is used more in the Bible more than any other words. In fact it is used 365
times in the bible, below are the references. We see three instances when fear not is used
during the Christmas story. When Mary learned she was pregnant, an angel appeared and said
in Luke 1:30, ‘not to be afraid.’ Remember she was not married and she had not had relations
with Joseph. Upon acknowledgement she was comforted.
The same thing happened to Joseph when he learned Mary was pregnant. First of all,
no relations had happened, and secondly they were married. I am sure there was panic. In
Matthew 1:20 an angel appeared and said, ‘do not be afraid, fear not.’ As Jesus was born an
angel appeared before the shepherds;
“And an angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory of the Lord shone around them, and
they were filled with great fear. And the angel said to them, “Fear not, for behold, I bring you
good news of great joy that will be for all the people. For unto you is born this day in the city of
David a Savior, who is Christ the Lord. And this will be a sign for you: you will find a
baby wrapped in swaddling cloths and lying in a manger.” And suddenly there was with the
angel a multitude of the heavenly host praising God and saying, “Glory to God in the highest,
and on earth peace among those with whom he is pleased!”” Luke 2:9-14
So what is the point. Why are we told, fear not, in the world that programs us to
constantly freak out? The reality is, we really can fear not at all, because of the birth of Jesus.
For through His birth and His death we have the hope of eternal life. Say yes to Jesus and fear
no more. Paul tells us fear is lack of faith. The more our relationship grows with God the less
fear we will have. Fear Not!
John Barker Jr.

Have A Slice of Cake

June 12, 2016

We all have different gifts, according to the grace given us. Romans 12:6
I went to a celebration of life service for a sweet woman named Mrs. Jackie. I sat and listened
how she loved her Lord and served Him with the talents He had given her. She had visited in the
community and offered brief respite in her home for those who needed a listening ear or an
expression of love. Her talent was cooking and she used it for the Lord. Many people talked
about the meals they had benefited from and the kind spirit who had provided it. She had fed
the poor, the poor in spirit, and the poor in relationships. She knew the physical and emotional
strength a good meal provides when it is served with love and kindness. Otherwise, it is just
food. I don’t think cake baking is listed as a spiritual gift, but I know love and kindness is
certainly evidence of a life focused on God.
Though I love to bake, hospitality isn’t my gift. We all have been given different gifts to fulfill
the work of Christ. My love and kindness must have other avenues. How we live out Christ’s
love is as diverse as the creativity of our Lord. Our differences are not meant to divide us, but
rather to accomplish His purposes, in and out of His church. I can be jealous of another’s
abilities, but that wastes my time and mental fortitude. Comparing myself to Mrs. Jackie is
denying my worth. I just need to seek ways to serve my Lord and share His love and kindness
with what He has given me to use. I will find joy serving Him with the love that is my portion.
We get our meaning from being a part of His purpose, not from being like someone else. It is
Mrs. Jackie’s example of love done her way that is appealing.
So as we shared the love of Mrs. Jackie with her family and friends, her daughter provided a
piece of cake to enjoy in her honor. I am sure it reminded people who had sat with their feet
under her table, benefited from their sickbeds, fellowshipped with her in her church basement,
and watched from afar of the love of Christ - demonstrated with flour, eggs, and sugar. Because
of our shared love of Christ, one day I will be able to tell her how much I enjoyed the slice of
cake, her generous spirit, and her obedience serving God where He placed her. Until then, it is
time for me to go love the way I have been equipped.
Well done good and faithful servant. Rest in peace, Mrs. Jackie.
Reflection: Share the gifts you have been given.
Dear Father,
Thank You for those saints who love from the center of who they are. May we accomplish the
purposes You have for us. Thy Kingdom come, Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven. Give
me grace and love to do my part. In Jesus’ name I pray. Amen
Mary Beth Mauney

A Bird’s Eye View

June 13, 2016

“For all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God.” ~ Romans 3:23
I saw a picture on Facebook the other day that caught my attention. Usually I skim
through my news feed, stopping only to “like” friends’ pictures. I rarely read the articles or
watch the videos people share, but this post caused me to pause. I’ve attempted to recreate
the pictures for you. The first picture is a cityscape. It
is representative of our human view of sins. Some sins
are better/worse than others.
The second picture represents God’s view of
sin. From His perspective, what do you
notice? Imagine being high above the city looking
down at the buildings below. The cityscape just shows
the tops of the skyscrapers, not the ground-level height difference that we notice. From God’s
“bird’s eye view” sins look the same. From His
perspective, all sins separate us from
Him. According to Billy Graham, sin is defined as
anything that is short of God’s will.
The Bible tells us that “the wages of sin is death” (Romans 6:23). This verse doesn’t
differentiate the degrees of sin, but is cut and dry, black and white. Thanks be to God that the
verse doesn’t stop there. The entire verse reads, “For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of
God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord.”
Now, let’s take a deeper look at the verses surrounding Romans 3:23. “This
righteousness is given through faith in Jesus Christ to all who believe. There is no difference
between Jew and Gentile, for all have sinned and fall short of the glory of God, and all are
justified freely by His grace through the redemption that came by Christ Jesus” (Romans 2224). One thing I notice about this verse is the verb “fall.” It is not the past tense “fell” or the
past perfect tense “have fallen.” Both of these tenses would imply that the act of sin was over,
in the past, finished. Instead of using a past tense verb, the verse has a present tense
“fall.” The use of that verb indicates that it occurs right now, in the present. Not only have we
all sinned (past tense), but we are quite possibly sinning right now (fall short; present
tense). We sin through our thoughts, words, and actions.
From our human (“ground-level”) perspective, some of those sins are worse than
others, but from God’s perspective, they all separate us from Him. Without Jesus, all sins result
in death... in separation from God for eternity. We are not perfect and God knows that we are
going to fall short. So He sent Jesus. By God’s grace, our sins have been paid for by the blood
of the Lamb. We have been washed white as snow. Jesus came to die for us so that those sins
would no longer separate us from Him. Because of Jesus, eternal life has has overcome death

by the power of the cross. He died for us... past, present, and future. From God’s bird’s eye
view, our sinful slates have been wiped clean. To God be the glory!
Morgan Blanton

What Now - Acts 1: 1-10

June 14, 2016

Bless the Disciples hearts. If you ever find yourself in a discussion with someone who
maintains that after the crucifixion the disciples stole the body and made everything up ask
them why, if that’s the case, do the disciples come off as so dumb. Most of you know by now
that I’m a wrestling fan, and my fandom is at a point where its not enough just to watch the
shows, I also read wrestler autobiographies because I’m a giant dork. I’ve come to terms with
that at this point. What I’ve found is that the way someone writes about themselves and the
way other people write about them is entirely different. Everyone looks better when they’re
telling the story themselves. And yet the disciples never seem to catch a break. Over the
course of eleven verses, not the biggest sample size by any means, they get burned twice. First,
Jesus takes them out, tells them some things that are about to happen, and they immediately
ask if this is the part where Jesus is going to restore the Kingdom of Israel. All they’ve seen, all
they’ve heard, they still don’t get it. So Jesus uses his best Education 101 response, he doesn’t
backhand them across the mouth he says don’t worry about that, here’s what you need to do.
Then he ascends into heaven and they stand there, staring. The text doesn’t say how long they
sit there staring, but its long enough that two men, we assume they’re angels, have to come
and tell them to move on. Two occasions where after all that the disciples have seen and heard
they are still left looking dumb, two occasions that hinge on one idea: what now?
Its easy to laugh at the disciples here, but its actually a great question. What now? It’s a
question that we all face as we attempt to navigate our Christian lives, what now?
The disciples said to Jesus “Lord, are you at this time going to restore the kingdom to
Israel?”7 He said to them: “It is not for you to know the times or dates the Father has set by his
own authority. 8 But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be
my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” Jesus
says stop worrying what’s coming next, you’ve got work to do now. You will be my witnesses.
No offense to any of you if you’ve ever been called on as a witness, but witnesses are not

special. If you need proof of that watch the news after some kind of natural disaster. Because
it never fails that they will find the most gap toothed redneck on the planet to talk about it.
Witnesses aren’t special. What they’ve seen is special. The disciples weren’t special in and of
themselves, they were special because they had seen Jesus and could tell people about it.
What had they seen? When Jesus was preaching in Nazareth at the beginning of his ministry he
told the people “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has anointed me to proclaim good
news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for the prisoners and recovery of sight
for the blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.”
Good news to the poor, freedom for the prisoners and the oppressed, sight to the blind, and
the Lord’s favor on creation. They had seen these things happen before their eyes and they
told what they knew. They had seen Jesus, so they believed they had something worth telling.
And if you look through the book of Acts they manage to change their world.
Witnesses aren’t special. They don’t have to have received special training, they don’t have to
have any exceptional skills, they just report what they saw. The poor need to hear good news.
The prisoners to sin and death need freedom. The blind need to see. The oppressed need
justice. Creation cries out for the Lord’s favor. We are called to be Christ’s witnesses, what
now?
Andrew Corley

Solving Problems

June 15, 2016

In the movie THE MARTIAN an astronaut was left alone on the planet unintentionally
and had to overcome one thing after another going wrong. Against all odds he had to
improvise, think outside the box and focus. When he finally made it home he was a professor
to young men and women who aspired to be astronauts. The pronouncement he made to
them the first day of class was: "Expect almost everything to go wrong in space sooner or later."
His advice was to prioritize problems and focus only on fixing ONE problem at a time and then
moving on to the next and then the next.
Most of the time our problems, unlike his, are not life or death issues. But we all have
lots of problems, frustrations and hopes gone wrong. I think the astronaut was right. Don't you
think we would have a more peaceful, happy life if we would focus on ONE "problem" at a time
rather than having our mind spinning and spinning with worry about umpteen things during the
day and keeping us awake at night?
God has blessed us with intelligence which today has pretty much gone by the wayside
in that Siri can answer all of our questions in a matter of seconds, or Google has a constant
answer for many situations. It might be challenging to prioritize our worries, etc. and truly think
through one problem at a time. When that's taken care of we move on to the next. But the
supernatural miracle we have going for us is having God help us think rationally and soundly
and morally to figure out a solution.
I'm sure the God of love, whom I know, would be so proud of us for solving situations
ourselves with his help.
"I can do all things through Christ which strengthen me." Philippians 4:13
Anonymous

Beach

June 16, 2016

Gary and I love going to the beach. It’s a great reminder of God’s creation. Sitting quietly
reflecting, the warm sun, the sand, sounds of the waves, seagulls and the smell of fresh air.
God made this entire scene. He went further than that and gave His son, who provided a way
for us to live forever.
With all that to be thankful for all of us still have daily realities to face, not always good. Daily
details sometimes nag us and weigh us down. Life can seem overwhelming even out of control.
We may not see the big picture when we are down, but God has a plan for each and every one
of us just as he created the sounds and smells of the beach.
Marcia Alsobrook

Praise On Display

June 17, 2016

For as the soil makes the sprout come up and a garden causes seeds to grow, so the Sovereign
Lord will make righteousness and praise spring up before all nations. Isaiah 61:11
I love to see a new-plowed field with its hues of brown; sparkling with newness and potential. I
love to see the green sprouts popping up in random array, giving way to rows and rows of
tender life; rich and solid. I love to see the growing stalks waving, rippling in the breeze. I love
to see the flower and the fruit of the plant burst open with abundance and fullness at harvest.
Each stage in the growing process praises the Creator in its own voice. Even the rocks cry out
their songs of praise.
We, as thankful people, praise God for His goodness and blessings. He blesses us because He
loves us. It is our responsibility to give Him praise #1 because He deserves it, #2 because He is
glorified in out praise before the other nations, #3 so other nations will know Who to praise. It
is as natural to praise as for the sprout to come from the soil. Now, anyone who has ever tried
to keep weeds from growing in fertile ground, even if it is in a crack of a sidewalk, knows how
easy it is for that plant to thrive. It is in its nature to survive. So praise should be in our lives. We
should be so desperate to praise that it becomes our determining purpose and natural
inclination, wired into our DNA from conception. The seeds of praise are planted in us from the
Holy Spirit. He tends and waters them with blessing upon blessing. Our Sovereign Lord then
reaps the praise, gathering in our thanks and gratitude. So as the sun comes up, give Him
praise. As the blessings fall on us like rain, praise the Lord. As He gives us our daily bread, offer
Him praise. As we sit, stand, walk, and recline- honor Him with our praise. Let our words and
actions ring out to the nations of our praise to our Lord. Great is our Lord! And as we lay down
at night, go to sleep with whispers of praise still on our lips. It will be a day well lived.
Reflection: Praise be to the Lord forever! Amen and Amen. (Psalm 89:52)
Dear Father,
You have done marvelous, marvelous things. I sing of your Great love forever. I declare that
Your love stands firm forever! Your heavens praise Your wonders, Lord, and so do I. I sing for
joy for what Your hands have done. How great are Your works, Lord, how profound Your
thoughts. I praise You for Your mercy and plan of salvation. May You be glorified! In Jesus’
name I pray. Amen

Mary Beth Mauney

A Condition of the Heart

June 18, 2016

“Create in me a pure heart, O God, and renew a steadfast spirit within me.” ~Psalms 51:10
Thirty years ago, I can remember these events just like it was yesterday. When I was about six
years old I betrayed someone. My three-year-old cousin stood at the top of a grassy hill holding
out his hand. He’d followed me up there on the promise that I would share my candy with
him. To his surprise, and later to my dismay, I turned around and ran back down the hill with
my candy, leaving him standing alone and feeling betrayed. My dad looked at me
disappointedly. I knew better than to betray my cousin’s trust like that. I returned to the top of
the hill, gave him the candy I’d promised, and sincerely apologized.
A few years later, I betrayed a friend in a much more despicable manner. I was jealous of her
friendship with another girl, so I decided to spread a rumor about her that would make others
view her poorly. Somehow I just had to make sure she liked me better than she liked her. I was
ten years old at the time, and yet I still feel remorseful for the way I treated her. Did I ever
apologize? I’m not sure. I hope so.
To this day I ache with regret over both of these events. Perhaps these two events bother me
so badly because they were completely out of character for me. They were not aligned with the
condition of my heart. Maybe that is why it still bothers me 30 years later. I’d given my life to
Christ when I was eight years old. Though I was a new disciple, in my heart I could already hear
his voice reminding me to love my neighbor.
I always find this condition of the heart an interesting topic when I consider two other disciples:
Peter and Judas. Jesus told Peter that he would deny Him three times before the rooster
crowed the next morning. What? Surely not me. That would be so out of character for Peter,
right? Peter had a relationship with Jesus. When Jesus asked Peter who he said He was, Peter
made his profession of faith (Matthew 16:15). He said he was the Son of God, the
Messiah. Yet, Jesus’ prophecy was fulfilled because Peter still denied Jesus as He said he
would. Just like me, this act of betrayal was out of character for Peter, one of the original
“fishers of men” who walked beside Jesus and had a face-to-face relationship with Him.
Now let’s consider Judas. He also walked beside Jesus, knew him personally, and appeared to
be a follower. However, the condition of his heart was full of greed and selfishness. Though he
walked with the Savior daily, his walk was on a superficial path. He was known to steal money
from the Apostles (John 12:4-6), and his greed caused him to accept financial gain for betraying
Jesus. Though he “followed” Jesus (in a physical sense), his heart was not changed.
Two betrayals had two completely different outcomes. Both betrayals led to God’s glory,
though. Once Peter realized that he, had betrayed Jesus, he felt remorse (Luke 22:62), turned
away from that sinful path of denial, and became the rock on which Jesus built this church. To
God be the glory! Prior to his betrayal, Peter had a relationship with Jesus, so when he realized
his sin, because of his relationship and the condition of his heart, he was able to accept Jesus’

forgiveness and move forward to be used to God’s glory. However, after turning Jesus over to
the authorities, Judas felt remorse, but in contrast to Peter, he didn’t have a personal
relationship with Jesus as his Savior. He knew him, walked with him daily, but didn’t have a
personal relationship with Jesus. The condition of his heart was focused on himself, not on
Jesus. Instead of repenting and moving forward with asking and accepting forgiveness, Judas
felt regret and then hanged himself (Matthew 27:3-5). Without a relationship with Jesus, Judas
was left with only feelings of regret and hopelessness. Judas’ betrayal initiated the events that
put Jesus on the cross… to God be the glory! Even his greed and selfishness couldn’t mess up
God’s plan of salvation.
We can all be redeemed by the blood of the cross regardless of our past. Jesus is the difference
in these two betrayal stories. Jesus is the difference in the betrayal stories in my life. Along
with a relationship with Jesus, comes His redeeming love and gracious forgiveness. Let’s
examine the conditions of our hearts. Jesus wants to come in to change our hearts so we can
love our neighbors as we love ourselves and to love God above all. Even Peter, who walked
with Jesus daily, fell into self-preserving sin. His story is a nice reminder that even the
“strongest” of Christians need daily guidance to keep the conditions of our hearts in check.
Jesus made a difference for Peter. He could have made a difference for Judas, but he chose to
see yet not believe. Jesus makes a difference for me everyday. My prayer is that He will
change my heart on a daily basis, to keep my sinful nature from creeping back in like it did for
Peter. For a personal relationship with Jesus and the condition of a Christian’s heart… to God
be the glory!
Morgan Blanton

Mid Year Resolutions- (devotion written on New Year’s Day)
June 19, 2016
Not sure if you are a resolution maker or not. I think in some ways we all are. Some
write them down, some think about them only in their head. We all desire to do better in many
capacities of our lives. Remember judgement happens only when your life ends not when you
are living it. Also that the world is not the yard stick we should use. So what is the right
approach of New Years Resolutions? I gotta tell you we have been watching TV for so long we
are all brainwashed into more more more more. More time with the kids, more time with wife,
more money, more vacation, more friends, more church!!!
Perhaps all are good resolutions to contemplate, but is there a real resolution? As
believers we should do so many things as the Bible tells us to do. I struggle with keeping up and
I am constantly being challenged with staying on track. Below is a list of scripture based
objectives that the Bible tells us. They are all very simple to read and understand and this is just
a tiny sampling of what we are supposed to do. Perhaps some of them hit home more than
others. These alone could be Resolutions!
I hope this gives you something to contemplate while you eat greens, black eyed peas
and ham today. By the way I would eat that every day! I have often said that our maturity as a
Christian is directly related to our obedience to read the Bible. The more you read it the faster
you will grow. The more you grow the more enriched your life will be.
Happy New Year and may the Holy Spirit convict you daily to (1) honor God first with your time,
(2) Honor God with acknowledging him throughout the day, (3) Honor God with sharing him
with others and (4) Lay down nightly and know you pleased him.
Decolores In Christ
John Barker Jr.
“But just as he who called you is holy, so be holy in all you do; for it is written: “Be holy,
because I am holy.” 1 Peter 1:15-16
“Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you have sincere love for
each other, love one another deeply, from the heart.” 1 Peter 1:22
“Therefore, rid yourselves of all malice and all deceit, hypocrisy, envy, and slander of every
kind. Like newborn babies, crave pure spiritual milk, so that by it you may grow up in your
salvation, now that you have tasted that the Lord is good.” Peter 2:1-3
“But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, God’s special possession, that
you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his wonderful light.” 1
Peter 2:9

“Show proper respect to everyone, love the family of believers, fear God, honor the emperor.”
1 Peter 2:17
“Beloved I urged you as aliens and exiles to abstain from the desires of the flesh that wage war
against the soul. Conduct yourselves honorably among the Gentiles so that though they malign
you as evil doers they may see your honorable deeds and glorify God when he comes to judge.”
1 Peter 2:11
“Therefore my dear friends, just as you have always obeyed, not as in my presence only but
now much more in my absence, work out your own salvation with fear and trembling. For the
one at work in you, both to will and to work for his good pleasure, is God.” Phillipians 2:12-13
“Do nothing according to selfish ambition or according to empty conceit, but in humility
considering one another better than yourselves,” Phillipians 2: 3
“Only lead your lives in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ, so that whether I come and
see you or am absent I hear ⌊your circumstances, that you are standing firm in one spirit, with
one soul contending side by side for the faith of the gospel, and not letting yourselves be
intimidated in anything by your opponents, which is a sign of destruction to them, but of your
salvation, and this from God,” Phillipians 1:27-28
“Therefore, go and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe everything I have commanded
you, and behold, I am with you all the days until the end of the age.” Matthew 28: 19-20

Easter Reflection

June 20, 2016

Two un-named disciples left Jerusalem that day. Perhaps afraid of the potential
backlash on Jesus’ followers now that the Passover was through, perhaps because they simply
needed to get away from the place where their hopes came crashing down, for whatever
reason they decided to take the seven mile journey to the town of Emmaus. On the way they
meet a man who asks them what’s going on, what’s the deal with all the excitement in town.
You can probably imagine the look the two of them shared, the condescension in the voice of
one of them, who we learn is named Cleopas, asks how its possible for this man not to know all
that has happened. And so they tell him. They tell the story of the last three years of their
lives, the story of a man the trusted, followed, believed, and hoped in. A man they thought
would redeem Israel, who instead fell like so many others had.
Ironically, known to the readers of Luke’s gospel but not to these two men, that very
man is the one who stands before them. They won’t realize it until he has gone from them, just
as we’ll read in Acts that the apostles won’t realize what all they have seen and experienced
means until long after Jesus has ascended into heaven. Irony, a state of affairs or an event that
seems deliberately contrary to what one expects and is often amusing as a result, a literary
technique, originally used in Greek tragedy, by which the full significance of a character's words
or actions are clear to the audience or reader although unknown to the character. Irony.
Luke’s gospel reveals God to be a God of irony, for it is at this moment, when all the evidence
points to the fact that evil has won, that the great victory is revealed. The tomb is empty. Jesus
appears to his followers. Israel, and indeed the entire world, is being redeemed.
It can be difficult to follow a God who works in irony. New Testament scholar Robert
Tannehill says it this way “A God who works by irony is a God who always surprises, a God who
chooses to win by allowing by allowing blind opponents to win, and then reverses the results.
This God requires the disciples, and indeed all of us, to trust in God’s power and goodness when
all the evidence points to the triumph of evil.”
Two months ago we mourned with the people of Belgium and all of Europe over the loss
of life in Brussels. We had heard politicians and reality stars give in to the power of fear and
make proposals to divide our nation into “us” and “them.” We’ve seen laws passed that allow
our fears of a different “them” to override our core beliefs that all people should have equal
protection under the law. We need the reminder that ours is a God who works in irony, who
lets those blinded by evil believe they have won just before revealing the greatest victory,
whose power goodness remains when all evidence points to the triumph of evil. The tomb is
empty, Jesus appeared to his followers that day and in the days that followed. The world is
being redeemed. Amen
Andrew Corley

Tiny Little Prayers

June 21, 2016

“Be anxious for nothing, but in everything by prayer and supplication, with thanksgiving, let
your requests be made known to God; and the peace of God, which surpasses all understanding
will guard your hearts and minds through Christ Jesus.” Philippians 4:6-7

I recently read an article about controlling the technology that bombards us hourly….our cell
phones when we are in an important meeting or in conversation with a friend…our email
‘dinging’ when we are trying to finish an important project, or in the grocery store. According
to the article, the answer to control is to ignore our phone, I-pad, and computer by blocking
them out mentally, until a time which we have set. What a wonderful idea and new habit to
attain. But wait!!! What if there is an emergency? What if? What if?
My spouse does and says so many things that make me feel loved and happy. And some days I
don’t act very loving or appreciative and I tend to complain and nag. But I want you all and the
world to know that there is one thing he does that is so special and worthy of emulating. No
matter who he’s with, where he is, or what he’s doing, if a call comes from me he takes it. Can
you even imagine how much comfort and security that gives me?
Isn’t that what God does? He always listens to us the minute we call on Him. He wants us to
talk with Him all of the time. He’s never too busy and loves us like we are in the only person in
the world. Now that is real love! He converses with us through others, like our ‘walking
buddies’, through happenings in our lives with are not coincidences, through books we read,
etc.
Words left unsaid and deeds left undone leave a hole in our heart. Our greatest challenges is
talking to God all day long…by thanking Him for even the smallest thing, by loving Him even
when our lives are upside down and by calling on Him constantly to put people in front of us
whom we can help in His name.
Tiny little prayers, all day! Everyday!
Anonymous

Calling Everyday People

June 22, 2016

Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, "Whom shall I send? And who will go for us?" And I
said, "Here am I. Send me!" ~ Isaiah 6:8
In Sunday School, we have been studying the book of Judges. Recently, we read about
Samson, the incredibly strong character responsible for pushing pillars down with his bare
hands to defeat the Philistines. The title of this lesson was “When the Deliverer Needs
Deliverance” which I found quite amusing. The storybook version of Samson’s tale never really
leads us to believe that he is anything but a servant for God. I had always believed him to be a
little naive. However, when we dug into the scripture, his womanizing, prideful, and selfish
ways came to light. He wasn’t so perfect after all.
So that made me wonder! Who else in Biblical history was an unlikely pick for kingdom
work? This is by no means an exhaustive list, but just a few key examples I found interesting.
Noah drank too much.
Abraham was really old.
Joseph was abused and sold into slavery.
Moses had a speech impediment.
Rahab was a prostitute.
Samson was a prideful womanizer.
Jonah ran the other way.
David was an adulterer.
Martha was a worrier.
Peter denied Jesus three times.
Paul persecuted Christians.
Talk about a flawed bunch! There are many more examples in the Bible of unlikely
candidates for God’s work, but in each story we realize that our God is much bigger than our
mistakes. Besides, if He always picked people who were in good standing, had perfect histories,
and all the skills necessary for the job… well, how would anyone see God in that? Wouldn’t
they just see a successful person and God’s role would be hidden behind it all? Just as “it is by
grace [we] have been saved, through faith—and this is not from [ourselves]... so that no one
can boast” (Ephesians 2:8), God uses this similar logic to propel His plan. He uses ordinary (and
sometimes atypical) people to do extraordinary things. Just think… our own Savior was born
into a carpenter’s family. Not a priest’s or a king’s but a regular family.
May we be reminded of these Biblical examples when we feel unworthy of kingdom
work. If God can use these unlikely characters, He can certainly use each one of us regardless
of our blemishes. God knows we are a faulty and sinful people, and yet He finds ways to grow
us closer to Him as He simultaneously uses us to build His kingdom. God changed Samson,
Jonah, Paul, and others over time, but He didn’t wait for perfection before He used them. He

doesn’t expect perfection from us either… just pure hearts, willing feet, and kingdom
eyes. “Give thanks to the Lord for He is good” (Psalms 136:1). Thanks be to God!
Morgan Blanton

God Handles the details

June 23, 2016

Trust in the LORD and do good;
dwell in the land and enjoy safe pasture.
Delight yourself in the LORD
and He will give you the desires of your heart.
Commit your way to the LORD;
trust in Him and He will do this:
He will make your righteousness shine like the dawn,
the justice of your cause like the noonday sun.
Be still before the LORD and wait patiently for Him.

Psalm 37: 3-7a.

When I retired several years ago, I began seeking to find God's purpose for me in this
new season of my life. I struggled to do something "big" for Him. I would read of people
finding "great" talents in their later years, and this wasn't happening for me. It truly concerned
me. Then, a women's Bible study was offered; and from it, I gleaned the wisdom that God just
wants me to love Him with all my heart, soul, mind, and strength. When I surrender "every
ounce of my heart to Jesus," (Beth Moore) I will find who He's looking for in me.
When I quit worrying about my purpose and began each morning during my quiet time,
being content with loving Him and feeling His love for me and asking for His guidance
throughout the day, nothing "big" happened. However, as I look back now, I see where He
allowed me to be used in ministry for Him, in little ways that all connected, as time passed by;
and that even included the talents of those around me.
He handled the details, and I found joy!
Kathi Fletcher

Planting

June 24, 2016

I have a friend from High School whose mother is a serial church planter. It never fails, if
a new church begins meeting in Laurens, or even Greenwood or Simpsonville (the Forest City
and Gastonia to Laurens’ Shelby) she is right there in the middle of it, inviting those seeking a
church home to join her the next Sunday. Now “church planting” is a bit of a buzz word in
missions and church growth circles, and indeed many have begun to see planting new churches
as the main reason for the existence of churches and have in their by-laws provisions calling for
the “mother” church to produce plants every few years. My friend’s mother is, however, not a
member of this particular camp. Her involvement in these churches (according to my friend,
who left the organized church when he reached college due in large part to, he says, the
constant changing of home churches) stems from her inability to be satisfied in one church for
very long. It doesn’t take long for her to become annoyed at the way her current church does
things, to grow tired of the people she is worshiping with, and to begin questioning if this
particular place of worship is truly where she should be. So she seeks out those who share her
concerns and together they embark on a journey to begin a new church, to “get it right this
time.” They leave, they find a new building, they invite people, and they grow (she really
should teach a class, these churches she’s involved in manage to attract huge crowds, for a
while at least). Sadly that growth leads to other people with new ideas, and it isn’t too long
before the process repeats itself, and I see an invitation on Facebook to yet another church
with yet another “cool” name, a place that promises to, this time, get it right.
I was asked in one of my classes recently to identify what I thought was the greatest
threat facing the American church today. Obviously this was an important topic for a class of
future MDiv grads, these problems are what will cost us opportunities for employment in
future. As I thought about that question I thought about my friend’s mom. I also thought
about how easy it is to complain about church and how simple it is to say “if it was just done
this way…” and assume things would magically get better. And then I thought about Paul’s
statement to the church in Corinth, a church filled with factions, that some may plant and some
may water but it is God who makes things grow (1 Cor 3:8). I wonder how my friend’s mother
hears those words. Personally I find in it a call to unity, a reminder that we all have roles to play
in the body of Christ and that no one person is truly significant in comparison to the God who is
at work in us. Election years in particular can remind us of our differences, it is my prayer that
as we celebrate these 200 years of people coming together to worship and serve God is this
place that we will focus instead on the faith that unites us and continue to seek the God’s will
for this world.
Andrew Corley

Redeeming Love

June 25, 2016

“I have swept away your offenses like a cloud, your sins like the morning mist. Return to me,
for I have redeemed you." ~ Isaiah 44:22
Have you ever read a book that truly spoke to you? That’s what happened when I read
Francine Rivers’ Redeeming Love about ten years ago in 2006. I’m not much on reading
romance novels, but this book came highly recommended by just about everyone who’d read
it. Now, it is on my “Top 10” list as well. What is so intriguing about this book is the way in
which Francine Rivers writes. She takes a Biblical story and modernizes it with new characters
and settings, but leaves a similar turn of events that mirrors the familiar Bible story.
I won’t spoil it for you, but I will tell you that Redeeming Love is derived from the story
of Hosea and Gomer. With some creative liberties, Rivers embellishes Hosea’s story and sets it
in the 1850s during the California Gold Rush. She hones in on Hosea’s relationship with Gomer,
a promiscuous woman that God calls Hosea to marry. God’s desire to have a personal
relationship with us, despite our “adulterous” ways (idolatry) is paralleled in the novel through
human love, forgiveness, and redemption. Angel (the Gomer character) has a hard time
accepting and believing that Michael (the Hosea character) really loves her and has forgiven her
past mistakes.
I remember sitting on the couch, nose in the book, heaving with emotion as I turned the
pages. Chris looked over and noticed my disheveled state so he asked why I was so
upset. Through my tears I said, “I wish she would just accept his love! Why can’t she just
believe that he loves her? He really has forgiven her but she just can’t believe it.” Without
missing a beat, Chris said, “We do that with God, too. He keeps telling us that He loves us and
forgives us, but we don’t fully believe him all of the time.” His words resonated with me. I’d
been so caught up in the love story and finding the parallels that I missed the big
picture. Well... then I just cried harder.
What a beautiful picture of redemption we have right here in real life. This type of
storybook love isn’t fictitious. It is real and only comes from Jesus. I was so touched by this
theme of redemption through Jesus that I wrote a song/poem as a way to process what God
was showing me through this novel. The song describes a person’s internal struggle and
eventual response to Jesus’ gentle call. My favorite aspect of the song is the way it progresses
from a song of defeat into a song of redemption. The speaker stops pushing Him away, starts
drawing closer to Jesus, and finally decides to accept His redeeming love. Just like the novel,
the song, and Gomer’s story, Jesus can redeem us, no matter what we’ve been through, what
we’ve done, or where we find ourselves. Though we mess up on a daily basis He seeks us
out. Despite all of the clutter from our own insecurities and limited understandings He can
“make room” in our hearts. He gives us choice. Let’s choose to accept Him, His love, and the
grace He brings. Now that’s what I call “redeeming love.”
Morgan Blanton

Verse 1
Looking back at my life,
I’m so ashamed
My heart is filled with so much sin,
And too much pain
You wouldn’t want me, Lord,
If You knew all I’ve done
I’ve made a life without You
Father, Spirit, Son
Chorus 1
There’s no room
In this place
Lord I know I don’t deserve Your grace
Have You seen my past?
Do You know my heart?
It’s too late for a brand new start
There’s no room
Verse 2
I’ve heard about You, Lord
And all that you’ve done
You sent someone to save me
Your one and only Son
And if it’s true, Oh Lord
That you make all things new
Come alive in me
I give my life to You
Chorus 2
Please make room
In this place
Even though I don’t deserve Your grace
You’ve seen my past
And You know my heart
Lord please help me make a brand new start
Please make room
Verse 3
You’ve brought me to my knees
And asked me to stay
You whisper in my ear
“Child, I am the Way”
I feel Your presence, Lord
And I know You are near
Your grace fulfills me,
You say “Child, I am here”

Chorus 3
And I’ll make room
In this place
Even though you don’t deserve My grace
Child, I’ve seen your past
And I know your heart
Let Me help you make a brand new start
I’ll make room
© Morgan Blanton 2006

The Fragrance of a Life Well Lived

June 26, 2016

For we are to God the aroma (fragrance) of Christ among those who are being saved and those
who are perishing. 2 Corinthians 2:15
I smelled it as soon as I opened the door. My mom had given me a rose from her garden
two days earlier. Dad had picked some of them for my mom and she had shared one with me. It
is a particularly fragrant variety and this one had large velvety petals. It had opened up into a
blossom as big as two fists and was doing what it was created for: to bring beauty, attract
attention to the glory of our Creator Father, and give off a lasting, identifiable fragrance of
grace. I walked over to enjoy its beauty but then saw the petals on the floor. The life of the rose
had ended. It has served its purpose and had done well. As I gathered up the petals and carried
the stem to the kitchen for disposal, the fragrance lingered. It reminded me of my parents’ love,
how fleeting life is, and how our fragrance is left behind when we are no longer a part of this
world.
We have a heavenly Father Who gave His only Son to fulfill a purpose only He could fill.
He brought the beauty of a sinless life well-lived, brought attention to the glory of His Heavenly
Father, and taught us what grace really looks like. He left an undeniable fragrance behind that
can be reflected in our service and altruistic actions if they mimic His unselfishness. Oh to catch
the Father’s eye, hear Him saying, “Have you seen My ‘rose’, blooming where I placed her. Her
character and speech are lovely. Her sweet nature brings glory to Our Name, and she gives off a
fragrance of grace in all situations. She has served her purpose and has done well.” Better that
than to leave the impressions of the thorns. Life is fleeting and fragile. We only have so much
time to influence our generation for Christ. May we serve our purpose well before the petals
fall.
Reflection: May the fragrance we leave behind be as sweet as the rose from my mother’s
garden.
Dear Father,
Thank You for Your great love as revealed in Your Son, Jesus Christ. How lovely is His example of
obedience and grace. May we reflect Your love as He did and be faithful with what we have
been given. May all that we are bring glory to You, Lord. In Jesus’ name I pray. Amen
Mary Beth Mauney

The Ultimate Bazinga!

June 27, 2016

The teachers of the law and the Pharisees brought in a woman caught in adultery. They made
her stand before the group and said to Jesus, “Teacher, this woman was caught in the act of
adultery. In the Law, Moses commanded us to stone such women. Now what do you say?” They
were using this question as a trap, in order to have a basis for accusing him. But Jesus bent
down and started to write on the ground with his finger. When they kept on questioning him, he
straightened up and said to them, “Let any one of you who is without sin be the first to throw
a stone at her.” Again he stooped down and wrote on the ground. At this, those who heard
began to go away one at a time, the older ones first, until only Jesus was left, with the woman
still standing there. Jesus straightened up and asked her, “Woman, where are they? Has no one
condemned you?” “No one, sir,” she said. “Then neither do I condemn you,”Jesus declared. “Go
now and leave your life of sin.” ~John 8:3-11
If Sheldon Cooper from the hit TV sitcom The Big Bang Theory could have witnessed the above
exchange between Jesus, the Pharisees, and the crowd, when Jesus challenged them to cast the
first stone, I can imagine what Sheldon would have done. He would have waited
a moment to let the silence sink in and then mumbled, “Bazinga!” Sheldon uses
this nonsensical term similar to a “check mate”-like expression coined to prove a
point and call it “won.”
I love this story… how cleverly and wittily Jesus allows it to unfold. While the Pharisees
peppered Him with questions about the adulterous woman’s punishment, Jesus began writing
in the dirt. He challenged the crowd, including the Pharisees, to examine themselves before
stoning the woman. Then, He returns to drawing in the sand. What was He writing? Jesus was
always very intentional about His actions so I can’t imagine that it was a random act. He was
under the microscope, hyper-aware of the ways in which they were trying to test Him.
I’ve heard two hypotheses about this scene, both of which I find quite amusing in a merciful
and witty way. The first hypothesis is that Jesus was casually doodling in the dirt, virtually
unimpressed by the Pharisees attempt to test Him. By drawing in the sand, Jesus was signalling
that He was uninterested in their games and could not be tricked. Their attempts were no
match for our Savior. “Bazinga!”
Another hypothesis, which I find equally as amusing, is that Jesus was writing the sins of the
Pharisees and those in the crowd. I can see it now… they drag the adulterous woman through
the crowd to Jesus, already vocalizing their case as they make their way closer to Him. They
arrive only to find Him doodling their sins in the dirt. “Bazinga!”
The Bible tells us that people began to disperse one by one until it was only Jesus and the
woman left in the temple courts. I can just picture the crowd standing in silence, looking at
their feet, then slowly backing away… trying to casually go about their own business without
calling attention to their sins in the dirt. When it was stone-throwing time, everyone was raring
to go. However, Jesus’ knowing invitation to cast the first stone made them reconsider.

May we, too, reconsider when we are tempted to break out the measuring stick and point out
the greater sins of others. Jesus knows us since the womb. He could have written our sins in
the dirt as well, but instead He chose to die on the cross for a sinful people… those of the past,
present, and future. May we be merciful to others, just has He is merciful to us. By His grace,
and only with His guidance, may we “Go now and leave [our lives] of sin” just as He
commanded the woman. May we strive to live a life of gratitude for His grace and mercy... not
out of obligation but out of love for Him.
-Morgan Blanton

Sermon on the Mount- Salt

June 28, 2016

“You are the salt of the earth. But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again?
It is no longer good for anything, except to be thrown out and trampled by men.” Matthew 5:13
We know salt is not that good for us. Too much in our diets leads to issues such as high
blood pressure. Take a stroll down the aisle at the grocery store and you will find many
products boasting no salt or low sodium on their labels. I happen to like salt and at times crave
salt, especially after a long run. Before we go and throw out all the salt in our cabinets, in
certain situations a little salt is good.
Before our time of refrigerators and ice houses, it was a challenge to keep food from
going bad. Salt was needed as a preservative. Salt was important. That’s why Jesus teaches us
we are the salt of the earth. We are important. We are there to help preserve a decaying
world.
May God use us to help a world in need. May we go and be salt.
Matt Storie

Sermon on the Mount – Light

June 29, 2016

“You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do people light a
lamp and put is under a bowl. Instead they put it on a stand, and it gives light to everyone in
the house. In the same way, let your light shine before me, that they may see your good deeds
and praise your Father in heaven.” Matthew 5:14-16
Several weeks ago I went to get my eyes examined at the doctors office for the first
time. I have always had good vision, but since turning forty I have noticed a possible need for
reading glasses. The doctors visit was filled with yellow numbing drops, some eye poking, and
some drops to dilate my pupils. All normal events I have been told. When I left the office I had
to wear sunglasses to help with the brightness of the light. I found it impossible to read,
everything was fuzzy. It took some time for my eyes to finally return to normal vision. This
experience got me thinking about light and darkness. I had to stay in a dark room unable to see
clearly. Throughout scripture the imagery of light and darkness is used to represent good and
bad. We may have been or know folks who have been pulled down a dark path, unable to see
clearly. Because if their bad choices, they become lost and avoid the light. They made
mistakes, they turned their backs on God, and they try and avoid anything that will remind
them of their bad choices. Folks drop out of church, break off friendships, all to avoid the light.
We may know someone who has a bad experience with church or in life and has given
up on God. Maybe we can help. Jesus says we are the light of the world. Our jobs as light is to
illuminate Christ. Through our encouragement, our nonjudgement, and love those in the dark
can see the light of Christ through us.
May God help us to show others His love and point them towards Christ.
-Matt Storie

Sermon on the Mount – Raising the Bar

June 30, 2016

I had a good friend in high school who was one of the best in the state in the high jump.
This is a track and field event where each competitor basically jumps over a bar and safely lands
on the mat. My friend could jump higher that he was tall, 6’4”. Being curious one day during
track practice, I decided to try the high jump. I set the bar low. When I jumped, I cleared half
the bar only to knock it onto the mat directly where I was to land. It hurt quite a bit to land on
the bar, which helped me decide to quickly end my high jumping career. It can be hard to clear
the bar, especially if it has been raised. But raising the bar is how we get better. Striving to
jump over a new height, working hard to accomplish a new goal, facing new challenges make us
stronger.
Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount was constantly raising the bar. We can read
numerous times His statement, ‘You have heard is said…, but I’m am telling you now…’ He took
the past expectations from the Law and raised the bar. You have heard it said to now murder,
but I am telling you don’t get angry. Resolve your problems quickly.
May we strive to follow Christ’s example, to live our lives to a higher standard, and to help
others face the challenges of life.
Matt Storie

Zion Baptist Church

200 Years of Faith – 200
Days of Devotions
Devotion Book 5
July 1st

--

July 31st

200 Years of Faith
We are privileged and blessed with such a deep and rich heritage as a church family. For 200 years Zion
Baptist church has been the light of Christ to this community and beyond. As part of our celebration,
our church family is writing 200 devotions beginning on February 14 leading up to our anniversary date
of August 31st.
We would love to have as many folks a part of our church family write a few devotions for this
celebration. The devotion can be based off a favorite story or memory about the church or it could be a
spiritual thought about a favorite scripture passage. Devotions can be given to Becky Dorsey, Megan
Hoyle, Hayley Hole, or emailed to the church office, pastor@zbcshelby.org
God Bless,
200th Anniversary Committee

Proverbs 1

July 1, 2016

1 The proverbs of Solomon son of David, king of Israel:
2
for gaining wisdom and instruction;
for understanding words of insight;
3
for receiving instruction in prudent behavior,
doing what is right and just and fair;
4
for giving prudence to those who are simple,
knowledge and discretion to the young—
5
let the wise listen and add to their learning,
and let the discerning get guidance—
6
for understanding proverbs and parables,
the sayings and riddles of the wise.
7
The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge,
but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
8
Listen, my son, to your father’s instruction
and do not forsake your mother’s teaching.
9
They are a garland to grace your head
and a chain to adorn your neck.
10
My son, if sinful men entice you,
do not give in to them.
11
If they say, “Come along with us;
let’s lie in wait for innocent blood,
let’s ambush some harmless soul;
12
let’s swallow them alive, like the grave,
and whole, like those who go down to the pit;
13
we will get all sorts of valuable things
and fill our houses with plunder;
14
cast lots with us;
we will all share the loot”—
15
my son, do not go along with them,
do not set foot on their paths;
16
for their feet rush into evil,
they are swift to shed blood.
17
How useless to spread a net
where every bird can see it!
18
These men lie in wait for their own blood;
they ambush only themselves!
19
Such are the paths of all who go after ill-gotten gain;
it takes away the life of those who get it.
20
Out in the open wisdom calls aloud,
she raises her voice in the public square;
21
on top of the wall she cries out,
at the city gate she makes her speech:
22
“How long will you who are simple love your simple ways?
How long will mockers delight in mockery
and fools hate knowledge?
23
Repent at my rebuke!

Then I will pour out my thoughts to you,
I will make known to you my teachings.
24
But since you refuse to listen when I call
and no one pays attention when I stretch out my hand,
25
since you disregard all my advice
and do not accept my rebuke,
26
I in turn will laugh when disaster strikes you;
I will mock when calamity overtakes you—
27
when calamity overtakes you like a storm,
when disaster sweeps over you like a whirlwind,
when distress and trouble overwhelm you.
28
“Then they will call to me but I will not answer;
they will look for me but will not find me,
29
since they hated knowledge
and did not choose to fear the LORD.
30
Since they would not accept my advice
and spurned my rebuke,
31
they will eat the fruit of their ways
and be filled with the fruit of their schemes.
32
For the waywardness of the simple will kill them,
and the complacency of fools will destroy them;
33
but whoever listens to me will live in safety
and be at ease, without fear of harm.”
Proverbs is one of the wisdom books in the Bible. I say all of Scripture grows our wisdom. Solomon
wrote the wise sayings in the book of Proverbs that teach us how to live our everyday lives. God has
words to guide us in every circumstance and decision we must make each day. James 1:5-6 says, “If any
of you lacks wisdom, he should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will be
given to him. But when he asks, he must believe and not doubt, because he who doubts is like a wave of
the sea, blown and tossed by the wind.” Matthew 7:7-8 says, “Ask and it will be given to you, seek and
you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives; he who seeks
finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be opened.”
So when we ask for wisdom and seek it in Proverbs 1 what door is opened to us? A key verse in all of
Proverbs is found in Proverbs 1:7, “The fear of the LORD is the beginning of knowledge, but fools despise
wisdom and discipline.” This fear is not meant to be afraid of God even though a proper fear of His
wrath is wise. But fear of the LORD means giving Him the utmost respect in response to learning what
we can know about Him through His Word. Learning to love Him for all that we read and know about
His goodness, His great power, His amazing grace and unconditional love, His sovereignty in our
circumstances. When we put God in His proper place in our lives we become very wise in our humility,
in forgiving others, in encouraging others, in treating others how we would like to be treated fairly, in
loving others despite poor choices they have made or how they have treated us, in trusting Him with all
our heart when we don’t understand pain and sorrow in our lives. But we can’t just ask, seek and knock.
Proverbs 1:23 and 30 say we have to respond to any rebuke we may read and accept His advice. We
must believe Him. Then He will pour out His heart to us and make His thoughts known to us. Verse 33
says we will live in safety and be at ease, without fear of harm. That is a mind at peace in the midst of a
storm. I encourage you to learn more about God today by opening your Bible and believe what you read
and learn about Him. As your fear of the LORD grows so grows your wisdom and peace.

Cindy Cabaniss

Proverbs 2

July 2, 2016

1 My son, if you accept my words
and store up my commands within you,
2
turning your ear to wisdom
and applying your heart to understanding—
3
indeed, if you call out for insight
and cry aloud for understanding,
4
and if you look for it as for silver
and search for it as for hidden treasure,
5
then you will understand the fear of the LORD
and find the knowledge of God.
6
For the LORD gives wisdom;
from his mouth come knowledge and understanding.
7
He holds success in store for the upright,
he is a shield to those whose walk is blameless,
8
for he guards the course of the just
and protects the way of his faithful ones.
9
Then you will understand what is right and just
and fair—every good path.
10
For wisdom will enter your heart,
and knowledge will be pleasant to your soul.
11
Discretion will protect you,
and understanding will guard you.
12
Wisdom will save you from the ways of wicked men,
from men whose words are perverse,
13
who have left the straight paths
to walk in dark ways,
14
who delight in doing wrong
and rejoice in the perverseness of evil,
15
whose paths are crooked
and who are devious in their ways.
16
Wisdom will save you also from the adulterous woman,
from the wayward woman with her seductive words,
17
who has left the partner of her youth
and ignored the covenant she made before God.

18

Surely her house leads down to death
and her paths to the spirits of the dead.
19
None who go to her return
or attain the paths of life.
20
Thus you will walk in the ways of the good
and keep to the paths of the righteous.
21
For the upright will live in the land,
and the blameless will remain in it;
22
but the wicked will be cut off from the land,
and the unfaithful will be torn from it.
Proverbs 3
My son, do not forget my teaching,
but keep my commands in your heart,
2
for they will prolong your life many years
and bring you peace and prosperity.
3
Let love and faithfulness never leave you;
bind them around your neck,
write them on the tablet of your heart.
4
Then you will win favor and a good name
in the sight of God and man.
5
Trust in the LORD with all your heart
and lean not on your own understanding;
6
in all your ways submit to him,
and he will make your paths straight.
7
Do not be wise in your own eyes;
fear the LORD and shun evil.
8
This will bring health to your body
and nourishment to your bones.
9
Honor the LORD with your wealth,
with the firstfruits of all your crops;
10
then your barns will be filled to overflowing,
and your vats will brim over with new wine.
11
My son, do not despise the LORD’s discipline,
and do not resent his rebuke,
12
because the LORD disciplines those he loves,
as a father the son he delights in.
13
Blessed are those who find wisdom,
those who gain understanding,
14
for she is more profitable than silver
and yields better returns than gold.
15
She is more precious than rubies;
nothing you desire can compare with her.
16
Long life is in her right hand;
in her left hand are riches and honor.
17
Her ways are pleasant ways,
and all her paths are peace.
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18

She is a tree of life to those who take hold of her;
those who hold her fast will be blessed.
19
By wisdom the LORD laid the earth’s foundations,
by understanding he set the heavens in place;
20
by his knowledge the watery depths were divided,
and the clouds let drop the dew.
21
My son, do not let wisdom and understanding out of your sight,
preserve sound judgment and discretion;
22
they will be life for you,
an ornament to grace your neck.
23
Then you will go on your way in safety,
and your foot will not stumble.
24
When you lie down, you will not be afraid;
when you lie down, your sleep will be sweet.
25
Have no fear of sudden disaster
or of the ruin that overtakes the wicked,
26
for the LORD will be at your side
and will keep your foot from being snared.
27
Do not withhold good from those to whom it is due,
when it is in your power to act.
28
Do not say to your neighbor,
“Come back tomorrow and I’ll give it to you”—
when you already have it with you.
29
Do not plot harm against your neighbor,
who lives trustfully near you.
30
Do not accuse anyone for no reason—
when they have done you no harm.
31
Do not envy the violent
or choose any of their ways.
32
For the LORD detests the perverse
but takes the upright into his confidence.
33
The LORD’s curse is on the house of the wicked,
but he blesses the home of the righteous.
34
He mocks proud mockers
but shows favor to the humble and oppressed.
35
The wise inherit honor,
but fools get only shame.
“Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit
to him, and He will make your paths straight.” ~Proverbs 3:5-6
In Deuteronomy, we are reminded to metaphorically write God’s word on our hearts. Proverbs 3:5-6
are probably two of the more well-known verses in the Bible, and have been memorized by many of us
as children. They are written on our hearts and are easily accessible, especially in times of uncertainty.
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart” reminds me of a saying a friend once told me. She said that she
had been about twelve inches away from being a trusting God her whole life… the distance from her

head to her heart. That distance, though physically small, can become a chasm if we let it. Maybe that
is why God reminds us in this passage to trust Him with our hearts… not our heads.
Sometimes, His ways may not make sense to us. In our heads, we just can’t understand how it is going
to work, why it is such a good idea, how the puzzle pieces will fit together, etc. That’s why He employs
our hearts. Faith has a home in our hearts, not in our heads. Keep in mind that these verses are found
within the “wisdom book” and among other chapters that have and will personify wisdom as a key
characteristic to obtain. I find it funny that wisdom in this verse is more about what lies within our
hearts instead of what is understood in our heads. Our own understandings will fail us, but God never
fails us.
The second part of this passage reminds us that when we “submit to Him, He will make [our] paths
straight.” Out of context, this line seems to promise roses and rainbows if we are followers of
Christ. We all know that isn’t true. Many of us, Christian and non-Christian alike, have faced
adversity. We’ve traveled on paths that didn’t feel very straight at times, either by our own choices, or
when we find God’s path for our lives to be hilly and unexpected. Therefore, my interpretation of
“straight” is more in line with the “right track.” The “right track” doesn’t mean that all will be easy, but
it does mean that we will be within His will when we submit to Him “in all our ways.” It doesn’t say
submit to Him “on Sundays,” “when life is peachy,” or “only for your work-life.” These verses remind us
that being a follower of Christ permeates every part of our lives, down to the core of who we are and
how we trust Him.
Being within His will can be difficult, not always popular, and sometimes nonsensical from our
perspective. When we “lean not on our own understandings,” though, we will find that His ways are
better than our ways, His paths are straighter than our paths, and His love for us is greater than we can
imagine. Thanks be to God!
Morgan Blanton

Proverbs 4
Listen, my sons, to a father’s instruction;
pay attention and gain understanding.
2
I give you sound learning,
so do not forsake my teaching.
3
For I too was a son to my father,
still tender, and cherished by my mother.
4
Then he taught me, and he said to me,
“Take hold of my words with all your heart;
keep my commands, and you will live.
5
Get wisdom, get understanding;
do not forget my words or turn away from them.
6
Do not forsake wisdom, and she will protect you;
love her, and she will watch over you.
7
The beginning of wisdom is this: Get wisdom.
Though it cost all you have, get understanding.
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8

Cherish her, and she will exalt you;
embrace her, and she will honor you.
9
She will give you a garland to grace your head
and present you with a glorious crown.”
10
Listen, my son, accept what I say,
and the years of your life will be many.
11
I instruct you in the way of wisdom
and lead you along straight paths.
12
When you walk, your steps will not be hampered;
when you run, you will not stumble.
13
Hold on to instruction, do not let it go;
guard it well, for it is your life.
14
Do not set foot on the path of the wicked
or walk in the way of evildoers.
15
Avoid it, do not travel on it;
turn from it and go on your way.
16
For they cannot rest until they do evil;
they are robbed of sleep till they make someone stumble.
17
They eat the bread of wickedness
and drink the wine of violence.
18
The path of the righteous is like the morning sun,
shining ever brighter till the full light of day.
19
But the way of the wicked is like deep darkness;
they do not know what makes them stumble.
20
My son, pay attention to what I say;
turn your ear to my words.
21
Do not let them out of your sight,
keep them within your heart;
22
for they are life to those who find them
and health to one’s whole body.
23
Above all else, guard your heart,
for everything you do flows from it.
24
Keep your mouth free of perversity;
keep corrupt talk far from your lips.
25
Let your eyes look straight ahead;
fix your gaze directly before you.
26
Give careful thought to the paths for your feet
and be steadfast in all your ways.
27
Do not turn to the right or the left;
keep your foot from evil.
Proverbs 5
1 My son, pay attention to my wisdom,
turn your ear to my words of insight,
2
that you may maintain discretion
and your lips may preserve knowledge.
3
For the lips of the adulterous woman drip honey,
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and her speech is smoother than oil;
but in the end she is bitter as gall,
sharp as a double-edged sword.
5
Her feet go down to death;
her steps lead straight to the grave.
6
She gives no thought to the way of life;
her paths wander aimlessly, but she does not know it.
7
Now then, my sons, listen to me;
do not turn aside from what I say.
8
Keep to a path far from her,
do not go near the door of her house,
9
lest you lose your honor to others
and your dignity to one who is cruel,
10
lest strangers feast on your wealth
and your toil enrich the house of another.
11
At the end of your life you will groan,
when your flesh and body are spent.
12
You will say, “How I hated discipline!
How my heart spurned correction!
13
I would not obey my teachers
or turn my ear to my instructors.
14
And I was soon in serious trouble
in the assembly of God’s people.”
15
Drink water from your own cistern,
running water from your own well.
16
Should your springs overflow in the streets,
your streams of water in the public squares?
17
Let them be yours alone,
never to be shared with strangers.
18
May your fountain be blessed,
and may you rejoice in the wife of your youth.
19
A loving doe, a graceful deer—
may her breasts satisfy you always,
may you ever be intoxicated with her love.
20
Why, my son, be intoxicated with another man’s wife?
Why embrace the bosom of a wayward woman?
21
For your ways are in full view of the LORD,
and he examines all your paths.
22
The evil deeds of the wicked ensnare them;
the cords of their sins hold them fast.
23
For lack of discipline they will die,
led astray by their own great folly.
4

Proverbs 6
My son, if you have put up security for your neighbor,
if you have shaken hands in pledge for a stranger,
2
you have been trapped by what you said,
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ensnared by the words of your mouth.
So do this, my son, to free yourself,
since you have fallen into your neighbor’s hands:
Go—to the point of exhaustion—
and give your neighbor no rest!
4
Allow no sleep to your eyes,
no slumber to your eyelids.
5
Free yourself, like a gazelle from the hand of the hunter,
like a bird from the snare of the fowler.
6
Go to the ant, you sluggard;
consider its ways and be wise!
7
It has no commander,
no overseer or ruler,
8
yet it stores its provisions in summer
and gathers its food at harvest.
9
How long will you lie there, you sluggard?
When will you get up from your sleep?
10
A little sleep, a little slumber,
a little folding of the hands to rest—
11
and poverty will come on you like a thief
and scarcity like an armed man.
12
A troublemaker and a villain,
who goes about with a corrupt mouth,
13
who winks maliciously with his eye,
signals with his feet
and motions with his fingers,
14
who plots evil with deceit in his heart—
he always stirs up conflict.
15
Therefore disaster will overtake him in an instant;
he will suddenly be destroyed—without remedy.
16
There are six things the LORD hates,
seven that are detestable to him:
17
haughty eyes,
a lying tongue,
hands that shed innocent blood,
18
a heart that devises wicked schemes,
feet that are quick to rush into evil,
19
a false witness who pours out lies
and a person who stirs up conflict in the community.
20
My son, keep your father’s command
and do not forsake your mother’s teaching.
21
Bind them always on your heart;
fasten them around your neck.
22
When you walk, they will guide you;
when you sleep, they will watch over you;
when you awake, they will speak to you.
23
For this command is a lamp,
this teaching is a light,
3

and correction and instruction
are the way to life,
24
keeping you from your neighbor’s wife,
from the smooth talk of a wayward woman.
25
Do not lust in your heart after her beauty
or let her captivate you with her eyes.
26
For a prostitute can be had for a loaf of bread,
but another man’s wife preys on your very life.
27
Can a man scoop fire into his lap
without his clothes being burned?
28
Can a man walk on hot coals
without his feet being scorched?
29
So is he who sleeps with another man’s wife;
no one who touches her will go unpunished.
30
People do not despise a thief if he steals
to satisfy his hunger when he is starving.
31
Yet if he is caught, he must pay sevenfold,
though it costs him all the wealth of his house.
32
But a man who commits adultery has no sense;
whoever does so destroys himself.
33
Blows and disgrace are his lot,
and his shame will never be wiped away.
34
For jealousy arouses a husband’s fury,
and he will show no mercy when he takes revenge.
35
He will not accept any compensation;
he will refuse a bribe, however great it is.
There are six things the Lord hates, seven that are detestable to Him: haughty eyes, a lying tongue,
hands that shed innocent blood, a heart that devises wicked schemes, feet that are quick to run to evil, a
false witness who pours out lies and a man who stirs up dissension among brothers. Proverbs 6:16-19
It's easy to read these verses and feel good about ourselves. Eyes that look down on others, well, we
might be guilty of that occasionally, but lying tongues, hands shedding blood, wicked hearts, feet
running to evil - none of that describes us. But, what about tongues that gossip, hands that never reach
out, hearts without compassion, feet that walk away from opportunities to help... Maybe we need to
take a good look at ourselves. What would the Lord say about us? What disappoints Him? What does He
detest in our lives.
Becky Dorsey

Proverbs 7
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My son, keep my words
and store up my commands within you.
2
Keep my commands and you will live;
guard my teachings as the apple of your eye.
3
Bind them on your fingers;
write them on the tablet of your heart.
4
Say to wisdom, “You are my sister,”
and to insight, “You are my relative.”
5
They will keep you from the adulterous woman,
from the wayward woman with her seductive words.
6
At the window of my house
I looked down through the lattice.
7
I saw among the simple,
I noticed among the young men,
a youth who had no sense.
8
He was going down the street near her corner,
walking along in the direction of her house
9
at twilight, as the day was fading,
as the dark of night set in.
10
Then out came a woman to meet him,
dressed like a prostitute and with crafty intent.
11
(She is unruly and defiant,
her feet never stay at home;
12
now in the street, now in the squares,
at every corner she lurks.)
13
She took hold of him and kissed him
and with a brazen face she said:
14
“Today I fulfilled my vows,
and I have food from my fellowship offering at home.
15
So I came out to meet you;
I looked for you and have found you!
16
I have covered my bed
with colored linens from Egypt.
17
I have perfumed my bed
with myrrh, aloes and cinnamon.
18
Come, let’s drink deeply of love till morning;
let’s enjoy ourselves with love!
19
My husband is not at home;
he has gone on a long journey.
20
He took his purse filled with money
and will not be home till full moon.”
21
With persuasive words she led him astray;
she seduced him with her smooth talk.
22
All at once he followed her
like an ox going to the slaughter,
like a deer stepping into a noose
23
till an arrow pierces his liver,

like a bird darting into a snare,
little knowing it will cost him his life.
24
Now then, my sons, listen to me;
pay attention to what I say.
25
Do not let your heart turn to her ways
or stray into her paths.
26
Many are the victims she has brought down;
her slain are a mighty throng.
27
Her house is a highway to the grave,
leading down to the chambers of death.
Proverbs 8
1 Does not wisdom call out?
Does not understanding raise her voice?
2
At the highest point along the way,
where the paths meet, she takes her stand;
3
beside the gate leading into the city,
at the entrance, she cries aloud:
4
“To you, O people, I call out;
I raise my voice to all mankind.
5
You who are simple, gain prudence;
you who are foolish, set your hearts on it.
6
Listen, for I have trustworthy things to say;
I open my lips to speak what is right.
7
My mouth speaks what is true,
for my lips detest wickedness.
8
All the words of my mouth are just;
none of them is crooked or perverse.
9
To the discerning all of them are right;
they are upright to those who have found knowledge.
10
Choose my instruction instead of silver,
knowledge rather than choice gold,
11
for wisdom is more precious than rubies,
and nothing you desire can compare with her.
12
“I, wisdom, dwell together with prudence;
I possess knowledge and discretion.
13
To fear the LORD is to hate evil;
I hate pride and arrogance,
evil behavior and perverse speech.
14
Counsel and sound judgment are mine;
I have insight, I have power.
15
By me kings reign
and rulers issue decrees that are just;
16
by me princes govern,
and nobles—all who rule on earth.
17
I love those who love me,
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and those who seek me find me.
With me are riches and honor,
enduring wealth and prosperity.
19
My fruit is better than fine gold;
what I yield surpasses choice silver.
20
I walk in the way of righteousness,
along the paths of justice,
21
bestowing a rich inheritance on those who love me
and making their treasuries full.
22
“The LORD brought me forth as the first of his works,
before his deeds of old;
23
I was formed long ages ago,
at the very beginning, when the world came to be.
24
When there were no watery depths, I was given birth,
when there were no springs overflowing with water;
25
before the mountains were settled in place,
before the hills, I was given birth,
26
before he made the world or its fields
or any of the dust of the earth.
27
I was there when he set the heavens in place,
when he marked out the horizon on the face of the deep,
28
when he established the clouds above
and fixed securely the fountains of the deep,
29
when he gave the sea its boundary
so the waters would not overstep his command,
and when he marked out the foundations of the earth.
30
Then I was constantly at his side.
I was filled with delight day after day,
rejoicing always in his presence,
31
rejoicing in his whole world
and delighting in mankind.
32
“Now then, my children, listen to me;
blessed are those who keep my ways.
33
Listen to my instruction and be wise;
do not disregard it.
34
Blessed are those who listen to me,
watching daily at my doors,
waiting at my doorway.
35
For those who find me find life
and receive favor from the LORD.
36
But those who fail to find me harm themselves;
all who hate me love death.”
18

“The LORD brought me forth as the first of his works, before his deeds of old; I was formed long ages
ago, at the very beginning, when the world came to be.”
~Proverbs 8:22-23

“Who is me?” was my first question when I read Proverbs 8. I had to go back and reread it to pick up on
the way “wisdom” was personified in this chapter. Previously in Proverbs 7, a woman was used to
personify evil, but in this chapter, a feminine character is used to personify wisdom. What I find
particularly interesting about verses 22-31 is that wisdom is being described as a being who was there
from the beginning of time, even as the universe was being created.
Some Bible scholars interpret this metaphorically as Jesus, and cite it as another Biblical reference to His
role in the Trinity. If interpreted literally, the author makes a point to tell the reader that God was wise
from the very beginning… that He created wisdom before anything else. He didn’t haphazardly create
us, but intentionally set things in motion in a wise and well-planned manner.
Later in the chapter, wisdom speaks of being “constantly at His side.” She goes on to say that she
rejoices in His presence and because of His creation. This act of rejoicing reminds me of the first chapter
of Genesis when God says “It is good.” I’m so thankful for a wise and loving God. He is good all of the
time, and is so wise that He created wisdom from the beginning of time and imparts it upon those who
seek it. King Solomon only wanted to have wisdom in 2 Chronicles 1:10 and an entire book of the Bible is
devoted to imparting wise proverbs to hold in our hearts and to guide our steps. I thank God for the
times He has given me wisdom to handle situations that arise or decisions that need to be made. My
prayer is that I always seek His will, His wisdom, and His ways.
Proverbs 3:13 tells us, “Blessed is the one who finds wisdom, and the one who gets understanding.”
May we seek to be wise daily in all aspects of our lives, and always rejoice in His presence and because
of His creation. May others see wisdom through us in such a way that points them to God.
Morgan Blanton
Proverbs 9
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1Wisdom has built her house;
she has set up its seven pillars.
2
She has prepared her meat and mixed her wine;
she has also set her table.
3
She has sent out her servants, and she calls
from the highest point of the city,
4
“Let all who are simple come to my house!”
To those who have no sense she says,
5
“Come, eat my food
and drink the wine I have mixed.
6
Leave your simple ways and you will live;
walk in the way of insight.”
7
Whoever corrects a mocker invites insults;
whoever rebukes the wicked incurs abuse.
8
Do not rebuke mockers or they will hate you;
rebuke the wise and they will love you.
9
Instruct the wise and they will be wiser still;
teach the righteous and they will add to their learning.
10
The fear of the LORD is the beginning of wisdom,
and knowledge of the Holy One is understanding.

11

For through wisdom your days will be many,
and years will be added to your life.
12
If you are wise, your wisdom will reward you;
if you are a mocker, you alone will suffer.
13 Folly is an unruly woman;
she is simple and knows nothing.
14
She sits at the door of her house,
on a seat at the highest point of the city,
15
calling out to those who pass by,
who go straight on their way,
16
“Let all who are simple come to my house!”
To those who have no sense she says,
17
“Stolen water is sweet;
food eaten in secret is delicious!”
18
But little do they know that the dead are there,
that her guests are deep in the realm of the dead.

Proverbs 10
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A wise son brings joy to his father,
but a foolish son brings grief to his mother.
2
Ill-gotten treasures have no lasting value,
but righteousness delivers from death.
3
The LORD does not let the righteous go hungry,
but he thwarts the craving of the wicked.
4
Lazy hands make for poverty,
but diligent hands bring wealth.
5
He who gathers crops in summer is a prudent son,
but he who sleeps during harvest is a disgraceful son.
6
Blessings crown the head of the righteous,
but violence overwhelms the mouth of the wicked.
7
The name of the righteous is used in blessings,
but the name of the wicked will rot.
8
The wise in heart accept commands,
but a chattering fool comes to ruin.
9
Whoever walks in integrity walks securely,
but whoever takes crooked paths will be found out.
10
Whoever winks maliciously causes grief,
and a chattering fool comes to ruin.
11
The mouth of the righteous is a fountain of life,
but the mouth of the wicked conceals violence.
12
Hatred stirs up conflict,
but love covers over all wrongs.
13
Wisdom is found on the lips of the discerning,
but a rod is for the back of one who has no sense.
14
The wise store up knowledge,
but the mouth of a fool invites ruin.

15

The wealth of the rich is their fortified city,
but poverty is the ruin of the poor.
16
The wages of the righteous is life,
but the earnings of the wicked are sin and death.
17
Whoever heeds discipline shows the way to life,
but whoever ignores correction leads others astray.
18
Whoever conceals hatred with lying lips
and spreads slander is a fool.
19
Sin is not ended by multiplying words,
but the prudent hold their tongues.
20
The tongue of the righteous is choice silver,
but the heart of the wicked is of little value.
21
The lips of the righteous nourish many,
but fools die for lack of sense.
22
The blessing of the LORD brings wealth,
without painful toil for it.
23
A fool finds pleasure in wicked schemes,
but a person of understanding delights in wisdom.
24
What the wicked dread will overtake them;
what the righteous desire will be granted.
25
When the storm has swept by, the wicked are gone,
but the righteous stand firm forever.
26
As vinegar to the teeth and smoke to the eyes,
so are sluggards to those who send them.
27
The fear of the LORD adds length to life,
but the years of the wicked are cut short.
28
The prospect of the righteous is joy,
but the hopes of the wicked come to nothing.
29
The way of the LORD is a refuge for the blameless,
but it is the ruin of those who do evil.
30
The righteous will never be uprooted,
but the wicked will not remain in the land.
31
From the mouth of the righteous comes the fruit of wisdom,
but a perverse tongue will be silenced.
32
The lips of the righteous know what finds favor,
but the mouth of the wicked only what is perverse.
Proverbs 11
The LORD detests dishonest scales,
but accurate weights find favor with him.
2
When pride comes, then comes disgrace,
but with humility comes wisdom.
3
The integrity of the upright guides them,
but the unfaithful are destroyed by their duplicity.
4
Wealth is worthless in the day of wrath,
but righteousness delivers from death.
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The righteousness of the blameless makes their paths straight,
but the wicked are brought down by their own wickedness.
6
The righteousness of the upright delivers them,
but the unfaithful are trapped by evil desires.
7
Hopes placed in mortals die with them;
all the promise of their power comes to nothing.
8
The righteous person is rescued from trouble,
and it falls on the wicked instead.
9
With their mouths the godless destroy their neighbors,
but through knowledge the righteous escape.
10
When the righteous prosper, the city rejoices;
when the wicked perish, there are shouts of joy.
11
Through the blessing of the upright a city is exalted,
but by the mouth of the wicked it is destroyed.
12
Whoever derides their neighbor has no sense,
but the one who has understanding holds their tongue.
13
A gossip betrays a confidence,
but a trustworthy person keeps a secret.
14
For lack of guidance a nation falls,
but victory is won through many advisers.
15
Whoever puts up security for a stranger will surely suffer,
but whoever refuses to shake hands in pledge is safe.
16
A kindhearted woman gains honor,
but ruthless men gain only wealth.
17
Those who are kind benefit themselves,
but the cruel bring ruin on themselves.
18
A wicked person earns deceptive wages,
but the one who sows righteousness reaps a sure reward.
19
Truly the righteous attain life,
but whoever pursues evil finds death.
20
The LORD detests those whose hearts are perverse,
but he delights in those whose ways are blameless.
21
Be sure of this: The wicked will not go unpunished,
but those who are righteous will go free.
22
Like a gold ring in a pig’s snout
is a beautiful woman who shows no discretion.
23
The desire of the righteous ends only in good,
but the hope of the wicked only in wrath.
24
One person gives freely, yet gains even more;
another withholds unduly, but comes to poverty.
25
A generous person will prosper;
whoever refreshes others will be refreshed.
26
People curse the one who hoards grain,
but they pray God’s blessing on the one who is willing to sell.
27
Whoever seeks good finds favor,
but evil comes to one who searches for it.
28
Those who trust in their riches will fall,
but the righteous will thrive like a green leaf.

29

Whoever brings ruin on their family will inherit only wind,
and the fool will be servant to the wise.
30
The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life,
and the one who is wise saves lives.
31
If the righteous receive their due on earth,
how much more the ungodly and the sinner!
I would like to say that I thought of the comparison of the book of Proverbs as that of a collection of
lamps, but I did not. Max Lucado gets the credit for that (I love my Devotional Bible). How true it is
though, that reading these commands is like turning on a lamp in the dark corners of our life. Corners
such as pride, humility, wealth, anger, fear, gossip, etc.
For example, Proverbs 11:1 says, “The Lord hates cheating and delights in honesty.” This lamp should be
left on 24/7! We raise our children to be truthful from the time they can understand us. At school, we
are constantly telling the students that if they will just be honest, they will get in less trouble than if they
lie, because the truth will come out. And it usually does. Then they’re in even bigger trouble!
Proverbs 11:9 says, “Evil words destroy.” I remember Matt’s third grade teacher using the example of
squeezing toothpaste out of the tube. It’s impossible to put it back in. That’s how our words are, so
let’s make certain we are sure about what we say, because we can’t take it back. And harsh words are
sometimes never forgotten. Keep that lamp on that controls our mouths!
Proverbs 11:14… “Without wise leadership, a nation falls, but with good counselors there is safety.”
Enough said with the upcoming presidential election. LIGHTS ON!
And Proverbs 11:24-25 reminds us that it is a blessing to give to others and our reward will be great.
How many times have you visited a shut-in or homebound person and left feeling better than when you
arrived? Or helped to prepare a meal for the hungry and saw the satisfaction they received? I would
love to see the smiles on the faces of the young girls in Haiti who receive the dresses that our church
ladies make. Our hearts smile too, and hopefully, our lamps stay on.

Betsy Boatwright

Proverbs 12
1 Whoever loves discipline loves knowledge,
but whoever hates correction is stupid.
2
Good people obtain favor from the LORD,
but he condemns those who devise wicked schemes.
3
No one can be established through wickedness,
but the righteous cannot be uprooted.
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A wife of noble character is her husband’s crown,
but a disgraceful wife is like decay in his bones.
5
The plans of the righteous are just,
but the advice of the wicked is deceitful.
6
The words of the wicked lie in wait for blood,
but the speech of the upright rescues them.
7
The wicked are overthrown and are no more,
but the house of the righteous stands firm.
8
A person is praised according to their prudence,
and one with a warped mind is despised.
9
Better to be a nobody and yet have a servant
than pretend to be somebody and have no food.
10
The righteous care for the needs of their animals,
but the kindest acts of the wicked are cruel.
11
Those who work their land will have abundant food,
but those who chase fantasies have no sense.
12
The wicked desire the stronghold of evildoers,
but the root of the righteous endures.
13
Evildoers are trapped by their sinful talk,
and so the innocent escape trouble.
14
From the fruit of their lips people are filled with good things,
and the work of their hands brings them reward.
15
The way of fools seems right to them,
but the wise listen to advice.
16
Fools show their annoyance at once,
but the prudent overlook an insult.
17
An honest witness tells the truth,
but a false witness tells lies.
18
The words of the reckless pierce like swords,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.
19
Truthful lips endure forever,
but a lying tongue lasts only a moment.
20
Deceit is in the hearts of those who plot evil,
but those who promote peace have joy.
21
No harm overtakes the righteous,
but the wicked have their fill of trouble.
22
The LORD detests lying lips,
but he delights in people who are trustworthy.
23
The prudent keep their knowledge to themselves,
but a fool’s heart blurts out folly.
24
Diligent hands will rule,
but laziness ends in forced labor.
25
Anxiety weighs down the heart,
but a kind word cheers it up.
26
The righteous choose their friends carefully,
but the way of the wicked leads them astray.
27
The lazy do not roast any game,
but the diligent feed on the riches of the hunt.

28

In the way of righteousness there is life;
along that path is immortality.

Proverbs 13
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A wise son heeds his father’s instruction,
but a mocker does not respond to rebukes.
2
From the fruit of their lips people enjoy good things,
but the unfaithful have an appetite for violence.
3
Those who guard their lips preserve their lives,
but those who speak rashly will come to ruin.
4
A sluggard’s appetite is never filled,
but the desires of the diligent are fully satisfied.
5
The righteous hate what is false,
but the wicked make themselves a stench
and bring shame on themselves.
6
Righteousness guards the person of integrity,
but wickedness overthrows the sinner.
7
One person pretends to be rich, yet has nothing;
another pretends to be poor, yet has great wealth.
8
A person’s riches may ransom their life,
but the poor cannot respond to threatening rebukes.
9
The light of the righteous shines brightly,
but the lamp of the wicked is snuffed out.
10
Where there is strife, there is pride,
but wisdom is found in those who take advice.
11
Dishonest money dwindles away,
but whoever gathers money little by little makes it grow.
12
Hope deferred makes the heart sick,
but a longing fulfilled is a tree of life.
13
Whoever scorns instruction will pay for it,
but whoever respects a command is rewarded.
14
The teaching of the wise is a fountain of life,
turning a person from the snares of death.
15
Good judgment wins favor,
but the way of the unfaithful leads to their destruction.
16
All who are prudent act with knowledge,
but fools expose their folly.
17
A wicked messenger falls into trouble,
but a trustworthy envoy brings healing.
18
Whoever disregards discipline comes to poverty and shame,
but whoever heeds correction is honored.
19
A longing fulfilled is sweet to the soul,
but fools detest turning from evil.
20
Walk with the wise and become wise,
for a companion of fools suffers harm.
21
Trouble pursues the sinner,
but the righteous are rewarded with good things.

22

A good person leaves an inheritance for their children’s children,
but a sinner’s wealth is stored up for the righteous.
23
An unplowed field produces food for the poor,
but injustice sweeps it away.
24
Whoever spares the rod hates their children,
but the one who loves their children is careful to discipline them.
25
The righteous eat to their hearts’ content,
but the stomach of the wicked goes hungry.
He who walks with the wise grows wise, but a companion of fools suffers harm.
Proverbs 13:20
My family has received so many blessing from this church. One that means so much to me is the
opportunity Zion has given my children to walk with "the wise". My children have made wonderful
Christian, lifelong friends. They have been taught by wise, kind leaders in Sunday School, RA, GA's
Acteens, Boy Scouts and Youth Ministry. They have been blessed with mentors, who love them and are
still today helping to guide them in life.
Becky Dorsey
Proverbs 14
July 14, 2016
The wise woman builds her house,
but with her own hands the foolish one tears hers down.
2
Whoever fears the LORD walks uprightly,
but those who despise him are devious in their ways.
3
A fool’s mouth lashes out with pride,
but the lips of the wise protect them.
4
Where there are no oxen, the manger is empty,
but from the strength of an ox come abundant harvests.
5
An honest witness does not deceive,
but a false witness pours out lies.
6
The mocker seeks wisdom and finds none,
but knowledge comes easily to the discerning.
7
Stay away from a fool,
for you will not find knowledge on their lips.
8
The wisdom of the prudent is to give thought to their ways,
but the folly of fools is deception.
9
Fools mock at making amends for sin,
but goodwill is found among the upright.
10
Each heart knows its own bitterness,
and no one else can share its joy.
11
The house of the wicked will be destroyed,
but the tent of the upright will flourish.
12
There is a way that appears to be right,
but in the end it leads to death.
13
Even in laughter the heart may ache,
and rejoicing may end in grief.

14

The faithless will be fully repaid for their ways,
and the good rewarded for theirs.
15
The simple believe anything,
but the prudent give thought to their steps.
16
The wise fear the LORD and shun evil,
but a fool is hotheaded and yet feels secure.
17
A quick-tempered person does foolish things,
and the one who devises evil schemes is hated.
18
The simple inherit folly,
but the prudent are crowned with knowledge.
19
Evildoers will bow down in the presence of the good,
and the wicked at the gates of the righteous.
20
The poor are shunned even by their neighbors,
but the rich have many friends.
21
It is a sin to despise one’s neighbor,
but blessed is the one who is kind to the needy.
22
Do not those who plot evil go astray?
But those who plan what is good find love and faithfulness.
23
All hard work brings a profit,
but mere talk leads only to poverty.
24
The wealth of the wise is their crown,
but the folly of fools yields folly.
25
A truthful witness saves lives,
but a false witness is deceitful.
26
Whoever fears the LORD has a secure fortress,
and for their children it will be a refuge.
27
The fear of the LORD is a fountain of life,
turning a person from the snares of death.
28
A large population is a king’s glory,
but without subjects a prince is ruined.
29
Whoever is patient has great understanding,
but one who is quick-tempered displays folly.
30
A heart at peace gives life to the body,
but envy rots the bones.
31
Whoever oppresses the poor shows contempt for their Maker,
but whoever is kind to the needy honors God.
32
When calamity comes, the wicked are brought down,
but even in death the righteous seek refuge in God.
33
Wisdom reposes in the heart of the discerning
and even among fools she lets herself be known.
34
Righteousness exalts a nation,
but sin condemns any people.
35
A king delights in a wise servant,
but a shameful servant arouses his fury.
In Eugene Peterson's THE MESSAGE, Provers 14 is titled "A way that leads to Hell", and "Sift and Weigh
every word". Each verse mentions a wrong/bad way to act and then a good/right way to act. I prefer

skipping the evil part of each verse and dwelling only on the good, ie..."An honest life shows respect for
God ", "A true witness never lies" and "A moral life is a forward life".
"Sift and Weigh every word" is the same in that each verse includes bad actions versus good actions.
"Compassion for the poor, what a blessing", "The fear of God is the spring of living water", "When you
are kind to the poor, you honor God"' and finally "God devotion makes a country strong".
We grow up being taught by our parents, grandparents and friends, the wisdom of the proverbs. They
may not be spoken the way they are in the Bible, but all of the wise ideas, morality and wisdom come
from God through the Bible.
Aren't we so thankful for these proverbs that we can turn to at anytime and learn and feel
reinforcement when we are weak.
Couldn't Proverbs be called practical wisdom based on the love of God?
Proverbs 15
1 A gentle answer turns away wrath,
but a harsh word stirs up anger.
2
The tongue of the wise adorns knowledge,
but the mouth of the fool gushes folly.
3
The eyes of the LORD are everywhere,
keeping watch on the wicked and the good.
4
The soothing tongue is a tree of life,
but a perverse tongue crushes the spirit.
5
A fool spurns a parent’s discipline,
but whoever heeds correction shows prudence.
6
The house of the righteous contains great treasure,
but the income of the wicked brings ruin.
7
The lips of the wise spread knowledge,
but the hearts of fools are not upright.
8
The LORD detests the sacrifice of the wicked,
but the prayer of the upright pleases him.
9
The LORD detests the way of the wicked,
but he loves those who pursue righteousness.
10
Stern discipline awaits anyone who leaves the path;
the one who hates correction will die.
11
Death and Destruction lie open before the LORD—
how much more do human hearts!
12
Mockers resent correction,
so they avoid the wise.
13
A happy heart makes the face cheerful,
but heartache crushes the spirit.
14
The discerning heart seeks knowledge,
but the mouth of a fool feeds on folly.
15
All the days of the oppressed are wretched,
but the cheerful heart has a continual feast.
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Better a little with the fear of the LORD
than great wealth with turmoil.
17
Better a small serving of vegetables with love
than a fattened calf with hatred.
18
A hot-tempered person stirs up conflict,
but the one who is patient calms a quarrel.
19
The way of the sluggard is blocked with thorns,
but the path of the upright is a highway.
20
A wise son brings joy to his father,
but a foolish man despises his mother.
21
Folly brings joy to one who has no sense,
but whoever has understanding keeps a straight course.
22
Plans fail for lack of counsel,
but with many advisers they succeed.
23
A person finds joy in giving an apt reply—
and how good is a timely word!
24
The path of life leads upward for the prudent
to keep them from going down to the realm of the dead.
25
The LORD tears down the house of the proud,
but he sets the widow’s boundary stones in place.
26
The LORD detests the thoughts of the wicked,
but gracious words are pure in his sight.
27
The greedy bring ruin to their households,
but the one who hates bribes will live.
28
The heart of the righteous weighs its answers,
but the mouth of the wicked gushes evil.
29
The LORD is far from the wicked,
but he hears the prayer of the righteous.
30
Light in a messenger’s eyes brings joy to the heart,
and good news gives health to the bones.
31
Whoever heeds life-giving correction
will be at home among the wise.
32
Those who disregard discipline despise themselves,
but the one who heeds correction gains understanding.
33
Wisdom’s instruction is to fear the LORD,
and humility comes before honor.
“A wrathful man stirs up discord, but one slow to anger calms strife.” ~ Proverbs 15:18
Chip Ingram is one of my favorite radio preachers. Chris and I have been listening to his broadcasts and
podcasts on and off for years now. One of the first series we listened to was a study called “Overcoming
Emotions that Destroy” (http://goo.gl/DIvMnM). We each listened to episodes while we were marathon
training and then discussed them later that evening. The series is about anger. Before listening to the
sermons, I thought, “I probably don’t need to listen to these.” I’m usually pretty laid back and try to be
more of a peacemaker. “I never get angry. Right?” Wrong. Chip introduced me to three types of
“angry” people. See if you can find yourself in any of these descriptions (http://goo.gl/e3Pnz4). I was
surprised that one of them described this seemingly “non-angry girl” to a T.





“Spewers – Have a volatile temper and tend to explode like a bomb. They are usually unable to
control or explain their anger” (Ingram, 2016).
“Stuffers – Believe all anger is wrong and go to great lengths to bury, minimize and avoid their
anger. Some of them don’t even know how to recognize their own anger” (Ingram, 2016).
“Leakers – Exhibit classic “passive-aggressive” tendencies, often expressed as critical and
sarcastic remarks. Leakers have the same beliefs as stuffers, except Leakers try to punish the
person who made them angry” (Ingram, 2016).

I’m a genuine stuffer. I typically feel guilty about being angry, like it is wrong and “un-Christian.” So I
just try to get over it or pretend I’m not really angry after all. Neither of these are healthy reactions to
an angry emotion. The above scripture reminds us that being wrathful (intensely angry) only makes
matters worse, but being slow to anger helps to calm conflict. In Ephesians, Paul reminds us to "Be
angry and do not sin" (Ephesians 4:26). He uses the conjunction “and” between those two directives
which indicates that he is adding the two ideas together. He didn’t say, “Never get angry” or “Christians
don’t get mad.” Paul warns us to watch how we react to our angry feelings.
Sometimes being angry is helpful… Even Jesus felt angry. Often Jesus’ anger was initiated because of
pompous religious behavior (Mark 3:5) or desecration of God’s temple (Matthew 21:12). These two
examples remind me of the greatest commandments from the Gospel of Mark when Jesus said that
most importantly we need to love the Lord our God with all our heart, and love our neighbors as
ourselves (Mark 12:28-31). Jesus was angered when others did not live out these commands. So
contrary to my former belief, anger isn’t all bad.
Charles Swindoll once said, “Life is 10% what happens to you, and 90% how you react to it.” I would
venture to apply this same adage to anger as well. Sometimes anger is natural and necessary. The
emotion in and of itself is not “bad,” but the way in which we react to that powerful emotion is the
greater side of the equation. Do we use it to incite discord or to calm conflict? Are we angry about the
things that anger God, or is our anger more focused on insignificant earthly desires? My prayer is that
we seek God’s heart in all we do, are angered by what angers Him, and react to this robust emotion in
ways that do not push people away, but work to draw people closer to Him.
~Morgan Blanton

Proverbs 16
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1To humans belong the plans of the heart,
but from the LORD comes the proper answer of the tongue.
2
All a person’s ways seem pure to them,
but motives are weighed by the LORD.
3
Commit to the LORD whatever you do,
and he will establish your plans.
4
The LORD works out everything to its proper end—
even the wicked for a day of disaster.
5
The LORD detests all the proud of heart.
Be sure of this: They will not go unpunished.

6

Through love and faithfulness sin is atoned for;
through the fear of the LORD evil is avoided.
7
When the LORD takes pleasure in anyone’s way,
he causes their enemies to make peace with them.
8
Better a little with righteousness
than much gain with injustice.
9
In their hearts humans plan their course,
but the LORD establishes their steps.
10
The lips of a king speak as an oracle,
and his mouth does not betray justice.
11
Honest scales and balances belong to the LORD;
all the weights in the bag are of his making.
12
Kings detest wrongdoing,
for a throne is established through righteousness.
13
Kings take pleasure in honest lips;
they value the one who speaks what is right.
14
A king’s wrath is a messenger of death,
but the wise will appease it.
15
When a king’s face brightens, it means life;
his favor is like a rain cloud in spring.
16
How much better to get wisdom than gold,
to get insight rather than silver!
17
The highway of the upright avoids evil;
those who guard their ways preserve their lives.
18
Pride goes before destruction,
a haughty spirit before a fall.
19
Better to be lowly in spirit along with the oppressed
than to share plunder with the proud.
20
Whoever gives heed to instruction prospers,
and blessed is the one who trusts in the L ORD.
21
The wise in heart are called discerning,
and gracious words promote instruction.
22
Prudence is a fountain of life to the prudent,
but folly brings punishment to fools.
23
The hearts of the wise make their mouths prudent,
and their lips promote instruction.
24
Gracious words are a honeycomb,
sweet to the soul and healing to the bones.
25
There is a way that appears to be right,
but in the end it leads to death.
26
The appetite of laborers works for them;
their hunger drives them on.
27
A scoundrel plots evil,
and on their lips it is like a scorching fire.
28
A perverse person stirs up conflict,
and a gossip separates close friends.
29
A violent person entices their neighbor
and leads them down a path that is not good.

30

Whoever winks with their eye is plotting perversity;
whoever purses their lips is bent on evil.
31
Gray hair is a crown of splendor;
it is attained in the way of righteousness.
32
Better a patient person than a warrior,
one with self-control than one who takes a city.
33
The lot is cast into the lap,
but its every decision is from the LORD.
Proverbs 17
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Better a dry crust with peace and quiet
than a house full of feasting, with strife.
2
A prudent servant will rule over a disgraceful son
and will share the inheritance as one of the family.
3
The crucible for silver and the furnace for gold,
but the LORD tests the heart.
4
A wicked person listens to deceitful lips;
a liar pays attention to a destructive tongue.
5
Whoever mocks the poor shows contempt for their Maker;
whoever gloats over disaster will not go unpunished.
6
Children’s children are a crown to the aged,
and parents are the pride of their children.
7
Eloquent lips are unsuited to a godless fool—
how much worse lying lips to a ruler!
8
A bribe is seen as a charm by the one who gives it;
they think success will come at every turn.
9
Whoever would foster love covers over an offense,
but whoever repeats the matter separates close friends.
10
A rebuke impresses a discerning person
more than a hundred lashes a fool.
11
Evildoers foster rebellion against God;
the messenger of death will be sent against them.
12
Better to meet a bear robbed of her cubs
than a fool bent on folly.
13
Evil will never leave the house
of one who pays back evil for good.
14
Starting a quarrel is like breaching a dam;
so drop the matter before a dispute breaks out.
15
Acquitting the guilty and condemning the innocent—
the LORD detests them both.
16
Why should fools have money in hand to buy wisdom,
when they are not able to understand it?
17
A friend loves at all times,
and a brother is born for a time of adversity.
18
One who has no sense shakes hands in pledge
and puts up security for a neighbor.

19

Whoever loves a quarrel loves sin;
whoever builds a high gate invites destruction.
20
One whose heart is corrupt does not prosper;
one whose tongue is perverse falls into trouble.
21
To have a fool for a child brings grief;
there is no joy for the parent of a godless fool.
22
A cheerful heart is good medicine,
but a crushed spirit dries up the bones.
23
The wicked accept bribes in secret
to pervert the course of justice.
24
A discerning person keeps wisdom in view,
but a fool’s eyes wander to the ends of the earth.
25
A foolish son brings grief to his father
and bitterness to the mother who bore him.
26
If imposing a fine on the innocent is not good,
surely to flog honest officials is not right.
27
The one who has knowledge uses words with restraint,
and whoever has understanding is even-tempered.
28
Even fools are thought wise if they keep silent,
and discerning if they hold their tongues.
Proverbs 18
1 An unfriendly person pursues selfish ends
and against all sound judgment starts quarrels.
2
Fools find no pleasure in understanding
but delight in airing their own opinions.
3
When wickedness comes, so does contempt,
and with shame comes reproach.
4
The words of the mouth are deep waters,
but the fountain of wisdom is a rushing stream.
5
It is not good to be partial to the wicked
and so deprive the innocent of justice.
6
The lips of fools bring them strife,
and their mouths invite a beating.
7
The mouths of fools are their undoing,
and their lips are a snare to their very lives.
8
The words of a gossip are like choice morsels;
they go down to the inmost parts.
9
One who is slack in his work
is brother to one who destroys.
10
The name of the LORD is a fortified tower;
the righteous run to it and are safe.
11
The wealth of the rich is their fortified city;
they imagine it a wall too high to scale.
12
Before a downfall the heart is haughty,
but humility comes before honor.
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To answer before listening—
that is folly and shame.
14
The human spirit can endure in sickness,
but a crushed spirit who can bear?
15
The heart of the discerning acquires knowledge,
for the ears of the wise seek it out.
16
A gift opens the way
and ushers the giver into the presence of the great.
17
In a lawsuit the first to speak seems right,
until someone comes forward and cross-examines.
18
Casting the lot settles disputes
and keeps strong opponents apart.
19
A brother wronged is more unyielding than a fortified city;
disputes are like the barred gates of a citadel.
20
From the fruit of their mouth a person’s stomach is filled;
with the harvest of their lips they are satisfied.
21
The tongue has the power of life and death,
and those who love it will eat its fruit.
22
He who finds a wife finds what is good
and receives favor from the LORD.
23
The poor plead for mercy,
but the rich answer harshly.
24
One who has unreliable friends soon comes to ruin,
but there is a friend who sticks closer than a brother.
The Proverbs of Solomon have always been a favorite part of the Bible for me. They are of common
sense or knowledge. They either teach you or remind you of the way you should live your life and guide
you down the correct path. In life, especially in my early years, I didn’t know or chose to ignore that my
decisions or actions would always have reactions or consequences.
Proverbs, to me, is right or wrong. In chapter 18, you have selfish versus giving, wise versus foolish,
those who start rumors versus those that squash rumors, lazy versus diligent, pride versus humility,
knowing the facts versus assuming and open to new ideas versus “my way or the highway.” Also
chapter 18 tells us to listen to both sides of the story, don’t talk so much just to hear yourself, try
listening, and a true friend will never offend or hurt you, but will be as close as a brother or sister.
A lesson learned late is better than never learned at all.

Steve Boatwright

Proverbs 19
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Better the poor whose walk is blameless
than a fool whose lips are perverse.
2
Desire without knowledge is not good—
how much more will hasty feet miss the way!
3
A person’s own folly leads to their ruin,
yet their heart rages against the LORD.
4
Wealth attracts many friends,
but even the closest friend of the poor person deserts them.
5
A false witness will not go unpunished,
and whoever pours out lies will not go free.
6
Many curry favor with a ruler,
and everyone is the friend of one who gives gifts.
7
The poor are shunned by all their relatives—
how much more do their friends avoid them!
Though the poor pursue them with pleading,
they are nowhere to be found.
8
The one who gets wisdom loves life;
the one who cherishes understanding will soon prosper.
9
A false witness will not go unpunished,
and whoever pours out lies will perish.
10
It is not fitting for a fool to live in luxury—
how much worse for a slave to rule over princes!
11
A person’s wisdom yields patience;
it is to one’s glory to overlook an offense.
12
A king’s rage is like the roar of a lion,
but his favor is like dew on the grass.
13
A foolish child is a father’s ruin,
and a quarrelsome wife is like
the constant dripping of a leaky roof.
14
Houses and wealth are inherited from parents,
but a prudent wife is from the LORD.
15
Laziness brings on deep sleep,
and the shiftless go hungry.
16
Whoever keeps commandments keeps their life,
but whoever shows contempt for their ways will die.
17
Whoever is kind to the poor lends to the LORD,
and he will reward them for what they have done.
18
Discipline your children, for in that there is hope;
do not be a willing party to their death.
19
A hot-tempered person must pay the penalty;
rescue them, and you will have to do it again.
20
Listen to advice and accept discipline,
and at the end you will be counted among the wise.
21
Many are the plans in a person’s heart,
but it is the LORD’s purpose that prevails.
22
What a person desires is unfailing love;
better to be poor than a liar.

23

The fear of the LORD leads to life;
then one rests content, untouched by trouble.
24
A sluggard buries his hand in the dish;
he will not even bring it back to his mouth!
25
Flog a mocker, and the simple will learn prudence;
rebuke the discerning, and they will gain knowledge.
26
Whoever robs their father and drives out their mother
is a child who brings shame and disgrace.
27
Stop listening to instruction, my son,
and you will stray from the words of knowledge.
28
A corrupt witness mocks at justice,
and the mouth of the wicked gulps down evil.
29
Penalties are prepared for mockers,
and beatings for the backs of fools.
Proverbs 20
Wine is a mocker and beer a brawler;
whoever is led astray by them is not wise.
2
A king’s wrath strikes terror like the roar of a lion;
those who anger him forfeit their lives.
3
It is to one’s honor to avoid strife,
but every fool is quick to quarrel.
4
Sluggards do not plow in season;
so at harvest time they look but find nothing.
5
The purposes of a person’s heart are deep waters,
but one who has insight draws them out.
6
Many claim to have unfailing love,
but a faithful person who can find?
7
The righteous lead blameless lives;
blessed are their children after them.
8
When a king sits on his throne to judge,
he winnows out all evil with his eyes.
9
Who can say, “I have kept my heart pure;
I am clean and without sin”?
10
Differing weights and differing measures—
the LORD detests them both.
11
Even small children are known by their actions,
so is their conduct really pure and upright?
12
Ears that hear and eyes that see—
the LORD has made them both.
13
Do not love sleep or you will grow poor;
stay awake and you will have food to spare.
14
“It’s no good, it’s no good!” says the buyer—
then goes off and boasts about the purchase.
15
Gold there is, and rubies in abundance,
but lips that speak knowledge are a rare jewel.
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Take the garment of one who puts up security for a stranger;
hold it in pledge if it is done for an outsider.
17
Food gained by fraud tastes sweet,
but one ends up with a mouth full of gravel.
18
Plans are established by seeking advice;
so if you wage war, obtain guidance.
19
A gossip betrays a confidence;
so avoid anyone who talks too much.
20
If someone curses their father or mother,
their lamp will be snuffed out in pitch darkness.
21
An inheritance claimed too soon
will not be blessed at the end.
22
Do not say, “I’ll pay you back for this wrong!”
Wait for the LORD, and he will avenge you.
23
The LORD detests differing weights,
and dishonest scales do not please him.
24
A person’s steps are directed by the LORD.
How then can anyone understand their own way?
25
It is a trap to dedicate something rashly
and only later to consider one’s vows.
26
A wise king winnows out the wicked;
he drives the threshing wheel over them.
27
The human spirit is the lamp of the LORD
that sheds light on one’s inmost being.
28
Love and faithfulness keep a king safe;
through love his throne is made secure.
29
The glory of young men is their strength,
gray hair the splendor of the old.
30
Blows and wounds scrub away evil,
and beatings purge the inmost being.
Proverbs 21
In the LORD’s hand the king’s heart is a stream of water
that he channels toward all who please him.
2
A person may think their own ways are right,
but the LORD weighs the heart.
3
To do what is right and just
is more acceptable to the LORD than sacrifice.
4
Haughty eyes and a proud heart—
the unplowed field of the wicked—produce sin.
5
The plans of the diligent lead to profit
as surely as haste leads to poverty.
6
A fortune made by a lying tongue
is a fleeting vapor and a deadly snare.
7
The violence of the wicked will drag them away,
for they refuse to do what is right.
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The way of the guilty is devious,
but the conduct of the innocent is upright.
9
Better to live on a corner of the roof
than share a house with a quarrelsome wife.
10
The wicked crave evil;
their neighbors get no mercy from them.
11
When a mocker is punished, the simple gain wisdom;
by paying attention to the wise they get knowledge.
12
The Righteous One takes note of the house of the wicked
and brings the wicked to ruin.
13
Whoever shuts their ears to the cry of the poor
will also cry out and not be answered.
14
A gift given in secret soothes anger,
and a bribe concealed in the cloak pacifies great wrath.
15
When justice is done, it brings joy to the righteous
but terror to evildoers.
16
Whoever strays from the path of prudence
comes to rest in the company of the dead.
17
Whoever loves pleasure will become poor;
whoever loves wine and olive oil will never be rich.
18
The wicked become a ransom for the righteous,
and the unfaithful for the upright.
19
Better to live in a desert
than with a quarrelsome and nagging wife.
20
The wise store up choice food and olive oil,
but fools gulp theirs down.
21
Whoever pursues righteousness and love
finds life, prosperity and honor.
22
One who is wise can go up against the city of the mighty
and pull down the stronghold in which they trust.
23
Those who guard their mouths and their tongues
keep themselves from calamity.
24
The proud and arrogant person—“Mocker” is his name—
behaves with insolent fury.
25
The craving of a sluggard will be the death of him,
because his hands refuse to work.
26
All day long he craves for more,
but the righteous give without sparing.
27
The sacrifice of the wicked is detestable—
how much more so when brought with evil intent!
28
A false witness will perish,
but a careful listener will testify successfully.
29
The wicked put up a bold front,
but the upright give thought to their ways.
30
There is no wisdom, no insight, no plan
that can succeed against the LORD.
31
The horse is made ready for the day of battle,
but victory rests with the LORD.

Proverbs 22
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A good name is more desirable than great riches;
to be esteemed is better than silver or gold.
2
Rich and poor have this in common:
The LORD is the Maker of them all.
3
The prudent see danger and take refuge,
but the simple keep going and pay the penalty.
4
Humility is the fear of the LORD;
its wages are riches and honor and life.
5
In the paths of the wicked are snares and pitfalls,
but those who would preserve their life stay far from them.
6
Start children off on the way they should go,
and even when they are old they will not turn from it.
7
The rich rule over the poor,
and the borrower is slave to the lender.
8
Whoever sows injustice reaps calamity,
and the rod they wield in fury will be broken.
9
The generous will themselves be blessed,
for they share their food with the poor.
10
Drive out the mocker, and out goes strife;
quarrels and insults are ended.
11
One who loves a pure heart and who speaks with grace
will have the king for a friend.
12
The eyes of the LORD keep watch over knowledge,
but he frustrates the words of the unfaithful.
13
The sluggard says, “There’s a lion outside!
I’ll be killed in the public square!”
14
The mouth of an adulterous woman is a deep pit;
a man who is under the LORD’s wrath falls into it.
15
Folly is bound up in the heart of a child,
but the rod of discipline will drive it far away.
16
One who oppresses the poor to increase his wealth
and one who gives gifts to the rich—both come to poverty.
17
Pay attention and turn your ear to the sayings of the wise;
apply your heart to what I teach,
18
for it is pleasing when you keep them in your heart
and have all of them ready on your lips.
19
So that your trust may be in the LORD,
I teach you today, even you.
20
Have I not written thirty sayings for you,
sayings of counsel and knowledge,
21
teaching you to be honest and to speak the truth,
so that you bring back truthful reports
to those you serve?
22
Do not exploit the poor because they are poor
and do not crush the needy in court,

23

for the LORD will take up their case
and will exact life for life.
24
Do not make friends with a hot-tempered person,
do not associate with one easily angered,
25
or you may learn their ways
and get yourself ensnared.
26
Do not be one who shakes hands in pledge
or puts up security for debts;
27
if you lack the means to pay,
your very bed will be snatched from under you.
28
Do not move an ancient boundary stone
set up by your ancestors.
29
Do you see someone skilled in their work?
They will serve before kings;
they will not serve before officials of low rank.
PROVERBS 22:1 “A good name is more desirable than great riches; to be esteemed is better than silver
or gold.”
The way to live your life is to always live by the golden rule—“Do unto others as you would have
them do to you.” Jesus said the greatest commandment is to love the Lord your God with all your heart,
your mind, and your soul. The second most important command is to love your neighbor as yourself.
We certainly don’t want to hurt ourselves, so we should not want to hurt anyone else or make them feel
bad about themselves. This means that we should think of others before we think of ourselves. Think
how different our world would be if we always remembered to do this. Let’s try to remember to put
others first and we can help the world around us to be a better place.
REMEMBER: GOD first, OTHERS second, SELF last!
Prayer: Lord, please help me to love you above everything else and to live as you would have me to live
every day. Help me to love others and to want what is best for them. Thank you, Lord, for showing me
the way you would want me to live. I love you. I ask this in Jesus name. Amen.
Beth Hafer
Proverbs 23
When you sit to dine with a ruler,
note well what is before you,
2
and put a knife to your throat
if you are given to gluttony.
3
Do not crave his delicacies,
for that food is deceptive.
4
Do not wear yourself out to get rich;
do not trust your own cleverness.
5
Cast but a glance at riches, and they are gone,
for they will surely sprout wings
and fly off to the sky like an eagle.
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Do not eat the food of a begrudging host,
do not crave his delicacies;
7
for he is the kind of person
who is always thinking about the cost.
“Eat and drink,” he says to you,
but his heart is not with you.
8
You will vomit up the little you have eaten
and will have wasted your compliments.
9
Do not speak to fools,
for they will scorn your prudent words.
10
Do not move an ancient boundary stone
or encroach on the fields of the fatherless,
11
for their Defender is strong;
he will take up their case against you.
12
Apply your heart to instruction
and your ears to words of knowledge.
13
Do not withhold discipline from a child;
if you punish them with the rod, they will not die.
14
Punish them with the rod
and save them from death.
15
My son, if your heart is wise,
then my heart will be glad indeed;
16
my inmost being will rejoice
when your lips speak what is right.
17
Do not let your heart envy sinners,
but always be zealous for the fear of the L ORD.
18
There is surely a future hope for you,
and your hope will not be cut off.
19
Listen, my son, and be wise,
and set your heart on the right path:
20
Do not join those who drink too much wine
or gorge themselves on meat,
21
for drunkards and gluttons become poor,
and drowsiness clothes them in rags.
22
Listen to your father, who gave you life,
and do not despise your mother when she is old.
23
Buy the truth and do not sell it—
wisdom, instruction and insight as well.
24
The father of a righteous child has great joy;
a man who fathers a wise son rejoices in him.
25
May your father and mother rejoice;
may she who gave you birth be joyful!
26
My son, give me your heart
and let your eyes delight in my ways,
27
for an adulterous woman is a deep pit,
and a wayward wife is a narrow well.
28
Like a bandit she lies in wait
and multiplies the unfaithful among men.

29

Who has woe? Who has sorrow?
Who has strife? Who has complaints?
Who has needless bruises? Who has bloodshot eyes?
30
Those who linger over wine,
who go to sample bowls of mixed wine.
31
Do not gaze at wine when it is red,
when it sparkles in the cup,
when it goes down smoothly!
32
In the end it bites like a snake
and poisons like a viper.
33
Your eyes will see strange sights,
and your mind will imagine confusing things.
34
You will be like one sleeping on the high seas,
lying on top of the rigging.
35
“They hit me,” you will say, “but I’m not hurt!
They beat me, but I don’t feel it!
When will I wake up
so I can find another drink?”
"Apply your heart to instruction and your ears to words of knowledge."
Proverbs 23:12
We love to give advice, especially as we grow older. Are we as willing to receive instruction, to open our
ears? As much as we think we know, we can always learn. I learn from those who are older and wiser. I
learn from two year old children. I even sometimes learn from our pets. Most importantly, I continue to
learn from God's word. As I read my Bible, I am amazed at the knowledge revealed to me, just when I
need it most. My prayer is that I will always keep my eyes, ears and my heart open to the instruction
God has for me.
Becky Dorsey

Proverbs 24
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Do not envy the wicked,
do not desire their company;
2
for their hearts plot violence,
and their lips talk about making trouble.
3
By wisdom a house is built,
and through understanding it is established;
4
through knowledge its rooms are filled
with rare and beautiful treasures.
5
The wise prevail through great power,
and those who have knowledge muster their strength.
6
Surely you need guidance to wage war,
and victory is won through many advisers.

7

Wisdom is too high for fools;
in the assembly at the gate they must not open their mouths.
8
Whoever plots evil
will be known as a schemer.
9
The schemes of folly are sin,
and people detest a mocker.
10
If you falter in a time of trouble,
how small is your strength!
11
Rescue those being led away to death;
hold back those staggering toward slaughter.
12
If you say, “But we knew nothing about this,”
does not he who weighs the heart perceive it?
Does not he who guards your life know it?
Will he not repay everyone according to what they have done?
13
Eat honey, my son, for it is good;
honey from the comb is sweet to your taste.
14
Know also that wisdom is like honey for you:
If you find it, there is a future hope for you,
and your hope will not be cut off.
15
Do not lurk like a thief near the house of the righteous,
do not plunder their dwelling place;
16
for though the righteous fall seven times, they rise again,
but the wicked stumble when calamity strikes.
17
Do not gloat when your enemy falls;
when they stumble, do not let your heart rejoice,
18
or the LORD will see and disapprove
and turn his wrath away from them.
19
Do not fret because of evildoers
or be envious of the wicked,
20
for the evildoer has no future hope,
and the lamp of the wicked will be snuffed out.
21
Fear the LORD and the king, my son,
and do not join with rebellious officials,
22
for those two will send sudden destruction on them,
and who knows what calamities they can bring?
23
These also are sayings of the wise:
To show partiality in judging is not good:
24
Whoever says to the guilty, “You are innocent,”
will be cursed by peoples and denounced by nations.
25
But it will go well with those who convict the guilty,
and rich blessing will come on them.
26
An honest answer
is like a kiss on the lips.
27
Put your outdoor work in order
and get your fields ready;
after that, build your house.
28
Do not testify against your neighbor without cause—
would you use your lips to mislead?

29

Do not say, “I’ll do to them as they have done to me;
I’ll pay them back for what they did.”
30
I went past the field of a sluggard,
past the vineyard of someone who has no sense;
31
thorns had come up everywhere,
the ground was covered with weeds,
and the stone wall was in ruins.
32
I applied my heart to what I observed
and learned a lesson from what I saw:
33
A little sleep, a little slumber,
a little folding of the hands to rest—
34
and poverty will come on you like a thief
and scarcity like an armed man.
Proverbs 25
July 25, 2016
These are more proverbs of Solomon, compiled by the men of Hezekiah king of Judah:
2
It is the glory of God to conceal a matter;
to search out a matter is the glory of kings.
3
As the heavens are high and the earth is deep,
so the hearts of kings are unsearchable.
4
Remove the dross from the silver,
and a silversmith can produce a vessel;
5
remove wicked officials from the king’s presence,
and his throne will be established through righteousness.
6
Do not exalt yourself in the king’s presence,
and do not claim a place among his great men;
7
it is better for him to say to you, “Come up here,”
than for him to humiliate you before his nobles.
What you have seen with your eyes
8
do not bring hastily to court,
for what will you do in the end
if your neighbor puts you to shame?
9
If you take your neighbor to court,
do not betray another’s confidence,
10
or the one who hears it may shame you
and the charge against you will stand.
11
Like apples of gold in settings of silver
is a ruling rightly given.
12
Like an earring of gold or an ornament of fine gold
is the rebuke of a wise judge to a listening ear.
13
Like a snow-cooled drink at harvest time
is a trustworthy messenger to the one who sends him;
he refreshes the spirit of his master.
14
Like clouds and wind without rain
is one who boasts of gifts never given.
15
Through patience a ruler can be persuaded,
and a gentle tongue can break a bone.

16

If you find honey, eat just enough—
too much of it, and you will vomit.
17
Seldom set foot in your neighbor’s house—
too much of you, and they will hate you.
18
Like a club or a sword or a sharp arrow
is one who gives false testimony against a neighbor.
19
Like a broken tooth or a lame foot
is reliance on the unfaithful in a time of trouble.
20
Like one who takes away a garment on a cold day,
or like vinegar poured on a wound,
is one who sings songs to a heavy heart.
21
If your enemy is hungry, give him food to eat;
if he is thirsty, give him water to drink.
22
In doing this, you will heap burning coals on his head,
and the LORD will reward you.
23
Like a north wind that brings unexpected rain
is a sly tongue—which provokes a horrified look.
24
Better to live on a corner of the roof
than share a house with a quarrelsome wife.
25
Like cold water to a weary soul
is good news from a distant land.
26
Like a muddied spring or a polluted well
are the righteous who give way to the wicked.
27
It is not good to eat too much honey,
nor is it honorable to search out matters that are too deep.
28
Like a city whose walls are broken through
is a person who lacks self-control.
“A person who gathers in the fields is wise. A person who sleeps and is lazy is a shame to himself and
family.” God tells us to apply our heart to our work for his glory. He gave us the ability to achieve his
goals for us. He tells us we will not be perfect but to continue to strive to work in his glory.
“Listen to me. I am training you to work and to set your mind on the good things of life and not to listen
to the evil.” Often when I am tired, I remember that he is my strength and I take pleasure on leaning
on him. He listens to our prayers and knows or needs. The Bible says he gets pleasure when we lean on
him and trust him for our needs.
“A man who bears false witness against his neighbor is a maul, and a sword and a sharp
arrow.” Gossip hurts; good people tell of positive and happy thoughts to describe other people. Often
part of the story is made up or not based on total truth. The Bible tells us the tongue is full of deadly
poison. Sometimes family members or neighbors do not even know why they are distant to each other.
Forgiveness is the bi-product of love. While it is hard to do, we should pray that we will recognize the
people who are insecure about themselves and need someone to stand with them and love them. I
remember to pray, "Father forgive me for thinking that this is not my problem. Help me to care for
others as you do."
“Thou dealt with my servant, oh Lord, according unto thy word. Teach me good judgment and
knowledge: for I have believed thy commandments. Before I was afflicted I went astray; but now have I

kept thy word. Thou are good, and doest good; teach me thy statutes. The proud have forged a lie
against me: but I will keep thy precept with my whole heart.” (Psalm 119:65-69)
Dee Basnett
Proverbs 26
Like snow in summer or rain in harvest,
honor is not fitting for a fool.
2
Like a fluttering sparrow or a darting swallow,
an undeserved curse does not come to rest.
3
A whip for the horse, a bridle for the donkey,
and a rod for the backs of fools!
4
Do not answer a fool according to his folly,
or you yourself will be just like him.
5
Answer a fool according to his folly,
or he will be wise in his own eyes.
6
Sending a message by the hands of a fool
is like cutting off one’s feet or drinking poison.
7
Like the useless legs of one who is lame
is a proverb in the mouth of a fool.
8
Like tying a stone in a sling
is the giving of honor to a fool.
9
Like a thornbush in a drunkard’s hand
is a proverb in the mouth of a fool.
10
Like an archer who wounds at random
is one who hires a fool or any passer-by.
11
As a dog returns to its vomit,
so fools repeat their folly.
12
Do you see a person wise in their own eyes?
There is more hope for a fool than for them.
13
A sluggard says, “There’s a lion in the road,
a fierce lion roaming the streets!”
14
As a door turns on its hinges,
so a sluggard turns on his bed.
15
A sluggard buries his hand in the dish;
he is too lazy to bring it back to his mouth.
16
A sluggard is wiser in his own eyes
than seven people who answer discreetly.
17
Like one who grabs a stray dog by the ears
is someone who rushes into a quarrel not their own.
18
Like a maniac shooting
flaming arrows of death
19
is one who deceives their neighbor
and says, “I was only joking!”
20
Without wood a fire goes out;
without a gossip a quarrel dies down.
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As charcoal to embers and as wood to fire,
so is a quarrelsome person for kindling strife.
22
The words of a gossip are like choice morsels;
they go down to the inmost parts.
23
Like a coating of silver dross on earthenware
are fervent lips with an evil heart.
24
Enemies disguise themselves with their lips,
but in their hearts they harbor deceit.
25
Though their speech is charming, do not believe them,
for seven abominations fill their hearts.
26
Their malice may be concealed by deception,
but their wickedness will be exposed in the assembly.
27
Whoever digs a pit will fall into it;
if someone rolls a stone, it will roll back on them.
28
A lying tongue hates those it hurts,
and a flattering mouth works ruin.
Proverbs 27
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Do not boast about tomorrow,
for you do not know what a day may bring.
2
Let someone else praise you, and not your own mouth;
an outsider, and not your own lips.
3
Stone is heavy and sand a burden,
but a fool’s provocation is heavier than both.
4
Anger is cruel and fury overwhelming,
but who can stand before jealousy?
5
Better is open rebuke
than hidden love.
6
Wounds from a friend can be trusted,
but an enemy multiplies kisses.
7
One who is full loathes honey from the comb,
but to the hungry even what is bitter tastes sweet.
8
Like a bird that flees its nest
is anyone who flees from home.
9
Perfume and incense bring joy to the heart,
and the pleasantness of a friend
springs from their heartfelt advice.
10
Do not forsake your friend or a friend of your family,
and do not go to your relative’s house when disaster strikes you—
better a neighbor nearby than a relative far away.
11
Be wise, my son, and bring joy to my heart;
then I can answer anyone who treats me with contempt.
12
The prudent see danger and take refuge,
but the simple keep going and pay the penalty.
13
Take the garment of one who puts up security for a stranger;
hold it in pledge if it is done for an outsider.

14

If anyone loudly blesses their neighbor early in the morning,
it will be taken as a curse.
15
A quarrelsome wife is like the dripping
of a leaky roof in a rainstorm;
16
restraining her is like restraining the wind
or grasping oil with the hand.
17
As iron sharpens iron,
so one person sharpens another.
18
The one who guards a fig tree will eat its fruit,
and whoever protects their master will be honored.
19
As water reflects the face,
so one’s life reflects the heart.
20
Death and Destruction are never satisfied,
and neither are human eyes.
21
The crucible for silver and the furnace for gold,
but people are tested by their praise.
22
Though you grind a fool in a mortar,
grinding them like grain with a pestle,
you will not remove their folly from them.
23
Be sure you know the condition of your flocks,
give careful attention to your herds;
24
for riches do not endure forever,
and a crown is not secure for all generations.
25
When the hay is removed and new growth appears
and the grass from the hills is gathered in,
26
the lambs will provide you with clothing,
and the goats with the price of a field.
27
You will have plenty of goats’ milk to feed your family
and to nourish your female servants.
Proverbs 28
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The wicked flee though no one pursues,
but the righteous are as bold as a lion.
2
When a country is rebellious, it has many rulers,
but a ruler with discernment and knowledge maintains order.
3
A ruler who oppresses the poor
is like a driving rain that leaves no crops.
4
Those who forsake instruction praise the wicked,
but those who heed it resist them.
5
Evildoers do not understand what is right,
but those who seek the LORD understand it fully.
6
Better the poor whose walk is blameless
than the rich whose ways are perverse.
7
A discerning son heeds instruction,
but a companion of gluttons disgraces his father.
8
Whoever increases wealth by taking interest or profit from the poor
amasses it for another, who will be kind to the poor.

9

If anyone turns a deaf ear to my instruction,
even their prayers are detestable.
10
Whoever leads the upright along an evil path
will fall into their own trap,
but the blameless will receive a good inheritance.
11
The rich are wise in their own eyes;
one who is poor and discerning sees how deluded they are.
12
When the righteous triumph, there is great elation;
but when the wicked rise to power, people go into hiding.
13
Whoever conceals their sins does not prosper,
but the one who confesses and renounces them finds mercy.
14
Blessed is the one who always trembles before God,
but whoever hardens their heart falls into trouble.
15
Like a roaring lion or a charging bear
is a wicked ruler over a helpless people.
16
A tyrannical ruler practices extortion,
but one who hates ill-gotten gain will enjoy a long reign.
17
Anyone tormented by the guilt of murder
will seek refuge in the grave;
let no one hold them back.
18
The one whose walk is blameless is kept safe,
but the one whose ways are perverse will fall into the pit.
19
Those who work their land will have abundant food,
but those who chase fantasies will have their fill of poverty.
20
A faithful person will be richly blessed,
but one eager to get rich will not go unpunished.
21
To show partiality is not good—
yet a person will do wrong for a piece of bread.
22
The stingy are eager to get rich
and are unaware that poverty awaits them.
23
Whoever rebukes a person will in the end gain favor
rather than one who has a flattering tongue.
24
Whoever robs their father or mother
and says, “It’s not wrong,”
is partner to one who destroys.
25
The greedy stir up conflict,
but those who trust in the LORD will prosper.
26
Those who trust in themselves are fools,
but those who walk in wisdom are kept safe.
27
Those who give to the poor will lack nothing,
but those who close their eyes to them receive many curses.
28
When the wicked rise to power, people go into hiding;
but when the wicked perish, the righteous thrive.
When a country is rebellious, it has many rulers, but a man of understanding and knowledge maintains
order.
Proverbs 28:2

I'm not interested in politics, but I am concerned that our nation's leaders. We need leaders with
understanding and knowledge, with strength and compassion. It's kind of discouraging as we listen to
the news during this election year. We feel helpless about our choices, but there's one thing we can do pray. Pray for wisdom as we vote. Pray for our current and future leaders, that they will seek guidance
from God. Pray for each other, that we will remember, God is in control.
Becky Dorsey
Proverbs 29
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Whoever remains stiff-necked after many rebukes
will suddenly be destroyed—without remedy.
2
When the righteous thrive, the people rejoice;
when the wicked rule, the people groan.
3
A man who loves wisdom brings joy to his father,
but a companion of prostitutes squanders his wealth.
4
By justice a king gives a country stability,
but those who are greedy for bribes tear it down.
5
Those who flatter their neighbors
are spreading nets for their feet.
6
Evildoers are snared by their own sin,
but the righteous shout for joy and are glad.
7
The righteous care about justice for the poor,
but the wicked have no such concern.
8
Mockers stir up a city,
but the wise turn away anger.
9
If a wise person goes to court with a fool,
the fool rages and scoffs, and there is no peace.
10
The bloodthirsty hate a person of integrity
and seek to kill the upright.
11
Fools give full vent to their rage,
but the wise bring calm in the end.
12
If a ruler listens to lies,
all his officials become wicked.
13
The poor and the oppressor have this in common:
The LORD gives sight to the eyes of both.
14
If a king judges the poor with fairness,
his throne will be established forever.
15
A rod and a reprimand impart wisdom,
but a child left undisciplined disgraces its mother.
16
When the wicked thrive, so does sin,
but the righteous will see their downfall.
17
Discipline your children, and they will give you peace;
they will bring you the delights you desire.
18
Where there is no revelation, people cast off restraint;
but blessed is the one who heeds wisdom’s instruction.
19
Servants cannot be corrected by mere words;
though they understand, they will not respond.
20
Do you see someone who speaks in haste?
There is more hope for a fool than for them.

21

A servant pampered from youth
will turn out to be insolent.
22
An angry person stirs up conflict,
and a hot-tempered person commits many sins.
23
Pride brings a person low,
but the lowly in spirit gain honor.
24
The accomplices of thieves are their own enemies;
they are put under oath and dare not testify.
25
Fear of man will prove to be a snare,
but whoever trusts in the LORD is kept safe.
26
Many seek an audience with a ruler,
but it is from the LORD that one gets justice.
27
The righteous detest the dishonest;
the wicked detest the upright.
Proverbs 30
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The sayings of Agur son of Jakeh—an inspired utterance.
This man’s utterance to Ithiel:
“I am weary, God,
but I can prevail.
2
Surely I am only a brute, not a man;
I do not have human understanding.
3
I have not learned wisdom,
nor have I attained to the knowledge of the Holy One.
4
Who has gone up to heaven and come down?
Whose hands have gathered up the wind?
Who has wrapped up the waters in a cloak?
Who has established all the ends of the earth?
What is his name, and what is the name of his son?
Surely you know!
5
“Every word of God is flawless;
he is a shield to those who take refuge in him.
6
Do not add to his words,
or he will rebuke you and prove you a liar.
7
“Two things I ask of you, LORD;
do not refuse me before I die:
8
Keep falsehood and lies far from me;
give me neither poverty nor riches,
but give me only my daily bread.
9
Otherwise, I may have too much and disown you
and say, ‘Who is the LORD?’
Or I may become poor and steal,
and so dishonor the name of my God.
10
“Do not slander a servant to their master,
or they will curse you, and you will pay for it.
11
“There are those who curse their fathers
and do not bless their mothers;
12
those who are pure in their own eyes

and yet are not cleansed of their filth;
those whose eyes are ever so haughty,
whose glances are so disdainful;
14
those whose teeth are swords
and whose jaws are set with knives
to devour the poor from the earth
and the needy from among mankind.
15
“The leech has two daughters.
‘Give! Give!’ they cry.
“There are three things that are never satisfied,
four that never say, ‘Enough!’:
16
the grave, the barren womb,
land, which is never satisfied with water,
and fire, which never says, ‘Enough!’
17
“The eye that mocks a father,
that scorns an aged mother,
will be pecked out by the ravens of the valley,
will be eaten by the vultures.
18
“There are three things that are too amazing for me,
four that I do not understand:
19
the way of an eagle in the sky,
the way of a snake on a rock,
the way of a ship on the high seas,
and the way of a man with a young woman.
20
“This is the way of an adulterous woman:
She eats and wipes her mouth
and says, ‘I’ve done nothing wrong.’
21
“Under three things the earth trembles,
under four it cannot bear up:
22
a servant who becomes king,
a godless fool who gets plenty to eat,
23
a contemptible woman who gets married,
and a servant who displaces her mistress.
24
“Four things on earth are small,
yet they are extremely wise:
25
Ants are creatures of little strength,
yet they store up their food in the summer;
26
hyraxes are creatures of little power,
yet they make their home in the crags;
27
locusts have no king,
yet they advance together in ranks;
28
a lizard can be caught with the hand,
yet it is found in kings’ palaces.
29
“There are three things that are stately in their stride,
four that move with stately bearing:
30
a lion, mighty among beasts,
who retreats before nothing;
13

31

a strutting rooster, a he-goat,
and a king secure against revolt.
32
“If you play the fool and exalt yourself,
or if you plan evil,
clap your hand over your mouth!
33
For as churning cream produces butter,
and as twisting the nose produces blood,
so stirring up anger produces strife.”
Proverbs 31
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The sayings of King Lemuel—an inspired utterance his mother taught him.
Listen, my son! Listen, son of my womb!
Listen, my son, the answer to my prayers!
3
Do not spend your strength on women,
your vigor on those who ruin kings.
4
It is not for kings, Lemuel—
it is not for kings to drink wine,
not for rulers to crave beer,
5
lest they drink and forget what has been decreed,
and deprive all the oppressed of their rights.
6
Let beer be for those who are perishing,
wine for those who are in anguish!
7
Let them drink and forget their poverty
and remember their misery no more.
8
Speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves,
for the rights of all who are destitute.
9
Speak up and judge fairly;
defend the rights of the poor and needy.
10
A wife of noble character who can find?
She is worth far more than rubies.
11
Her husband has full confidence in her
and lacks nothing of value.
12
She brings him good, not harm,
all the days of her life.
13
She selects wool and flax
and works with eager hands.
14
She is like the merchant ships,
bringing her food from afar.
15
She gets up while it is still night;
she provides food for her family
and portions for her female servants.
16
She considers a field and buys it;
out of her earnings she plants a vineyard.
17
She sets about her work vigorously;
her arms are strong for her tasks.
18
She sees that her trading is profitable,
2

and her lamp does not go out at night.
In her hand she holds the distaff
and grasps the spindle with her fingers.
20
She opens her arms to the poor
and extends her hands to the needy.
21
When it snows, she has no fear for her household;
for all of them are clothed in scarlet.
22
She makes coverings for her bed;
she is clothed in fine linen and purple.
23
Her husband is respected at the city gate,
where he takes his seat among the elders of the land.
24
She makes linen garments and sells them,
and supplies the merchants with sashes.
25
She is clothed with strength and dignity;
she can laugh at the days to come.
26
She speaks with wisdom,
and faithful instruction is on her tongue.
27
She watches over the affairs of her household
and does not eat the bread of idleness.
28
Her children arise and call her blessed;
her husband also, and he praises her:
29
“Many women do noble things,
but you surpass them all.”
30
Charm is deceptive, and beauty is fleeting;
but a woman who fears the LORD is to be praised.
31
Honor her for all that her hands have done,
and let her works bring her praise at the city gate.
So… About that Proverbs 31 Woman
19

I’ve learned over the years that scripture truly consists of living words. It is most apparent when I read
or reread the same verses or chapters in different stages of life. When I first read Proverbs 31 as a
teenager, it didn’t really phase me, but as a twenty-something wife I began to panic a little as I read
each verse. I viewed it as a checklist of activities and behaviors I needed to possess.
Proverbs 31 “Checklist”

Inside My Head



“She gets up while it is
still night…” (Proverbs
31:15)



I’m not really a morning person.
I rarely see a sunrise.



“She opens her arms to
the poor and extends
her hands to the
needy.” (Proverbs
31:20)



I think I’m a giving person.



“She makes coverings
for her bed… She



Do I have to know how to sew?
I can sew on a button.

makes linen garments
and sells them…”
(Proverbs 31:22 & 24)
I could continue with this list as I read through and mentally rated myself as a wife and woman. Now, as
I’ve aged both chronologically and spiritually, I can read this chapter with a little more depth and
understanding. First, I’ve learned to read for context. Proverbs 31 is a poem depicting mother to son
advice. Specifically, it is a acrostic poem in which each line in the original translation starts with the next
letter of the Greek alphabet. The chapter starts with advice to her son about kingly behavior, and ends
with a poetic description of traits to celebrate and praise in a virtuous wife.
Many women read this chapter and feel added pressure to be the “perfect wife.” Just add it to the
growing list of expectations about body and behavior today’s women have, right? However, the original
intention was not prescriptive but descriptive in nature. The only directive in the whole poem is
directed to the son. Remembering that the poem is “mother to son” advice, she reminds him to “Honor
her for all that her hands have done” (Proverbs 31:31). The rest is a descriptive celebration of a Godly
and virtuous woman.
After realizing the context, the second thing I read for was theme. What is the author’s
message? When I stopped focusing on what I felt was a checklist of sorts, I could read big picture…
more for the character traits being celebrated. I don’t have to learn to sew or become a morning person
to be a virtuous woman. Some commentary suggests the entire poem is metaphorical, while others
note the earlier verses provide examples of observable behaviors and the later verses dig deeper into
broader character traits. A few character traits I noted as I reread this chapter as a wife and mother are:






God-Fearing
Strong
Faithful
Nurturing
Merciful







Gracious
Trustworthy
Hardworking
Responsible
Wise

You’ll notice that I didn’t put checkboxes this time but simple bullets to remind myself that this chapter
isn’t about checking off behaviors or activities to become virtuous. As I reflect on the character traits, I
completely agree that these are all adjectives I’d love for my husband, children, family, and friends to
use to describe me as a Christian wife, mother, and woman. This chapter isn’t suggesting that a Christian
woman is all of these things all of the sudden. It is a process like the rest of our Christian journey to
sanctification. Being a Christian doesn’t automatically sanctify us, but as we draw closer to God, we
naturally become more like Him. My prayer is that as Christian women and men, we seek His face
everyday... and because of our relationship with Him, others see these traits in us.
~Morgan Blanton

